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PREFACE 

Man has taken long steps across the frontiers of the 

.unknmm since the opening of t~e "Space Age" in 19 57. His 

unmanned spacecrafts are blazing trails to the Noon, Nars, 

and Venus that he is preparing to follow. His satellites 

are broadening his knowledge about space~ both near and 

distant f~om Earth, and about Earth itself. In the inter-
. . ' 

est of achieving first in the "race for space", America, 

as well as the Russians, have poured billions of dollsrs 

into aerospace projects. f'he budget alone for the Nationn.l 

Asronautics and Space Administration in fiscal 1964, was 

;Boo million for design and construction of warehous~s, 

cafete ~ias, laboratories, engineering and testing facilitie~, 

and ad,ninistration buildings. The Russians, v.1e assur:I'3, are 

spending equal amounts of money for similar projects. ' .. !lil~ 

other countries ·such as England, France, Japan, IsraeJ., 8nd 

Co.1E.mnist China are developing space projects, v:i th so:n/3 

assistance from the A1nericans and Russians, their sc::;_!)e 

is so8ewhat smaller in achievements as well as in their 

budgets. 

It vlill be the purpose of this thesis to progra~1 c.~;,d 

design facilities that will be an iritegral part of i~ple-

menting a concept for: 

( 1) Organizing, opera.ting, and co:n:n!"rcializing a9ro-

space projects. 

(2) Establish .a ~eans for all co~~tries to participate 

in tiese projects. 
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( 3) Interconnect all non-military research infor:1:1 ~: ::-; 

f · a'istribution. or 

(4) Point out the fallacies presently practiced in 

Aerospace operations. 

(5) Lower total operation costs in an effort to de

rive the greatest rewards from the investment. 

To accomplish these aims, an ."International Aerosp;;ce 

Distribution Center 11 is suggested. This center is di.vid<?:i 

into many functions. I plan to do an overall co:npre~ens i •te 

plan, in a limited scope of these f1:l...r:tctions, concentra tin::; 

~y thesis problem to only one of these. This is the R~sP~~c~ 

and Development Buildings and their iwnediate related fac-

ilities. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER 

Space for many people has been ·looked upon as a great 

· source for new markets and long range investments and n:_:~t a:. 

a military advantage. The practical or feasible use of ~;~~c(lo 

·ror co!nmercial enterp~ising is now quite apparent and dt::-:.: ·:l:-.

strated to be profitable by the Bell Telephone Corpora t!. :;:~, 

Though this is only a corr®unications investment and 

are not to be realized until the near future, it is tn· P ,...~ .. ;... 
"'*' - .......... -

step in proving that commercial enterprising of space is 

possible. The transportation of personnel, supplies and 
-t·~ 

bulk materials to the "nevr frontier" of space is another 

exa:nple of investment. The sales of transportation units 

to business firms, carriers, and to private individuals is 

still another method. Other markets and long range inve~~

ments are linli ted only by one 1 s imagination. 

It is the scope of this chapter to give the conc~pt, 

the problems, the ~ethods that will be used to overco~e 

these problems, and the "rays to unite and organize the 

interested aerospace firms and foundations of all count!'!. ··~ 

making possible the "commercial usage of space". 
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CHAPTER I 

COl.fHERCIAL USAGE OF SPACE 

· In the 11 race for space", an.d the outpouring of vast 

sums of money through these government sponsored projects, 

commercial enterprises related to aerospace projects sprang 

up. This is especially true in the United States vlhere 

free enterprise is more vridely encouraged. These 11 aero

space industrieS 11 in Operation are vastly C0!..1pleX and place 

a heavy burden on their manage,nent. .Hii.gh· capital .investment, 

fierce competition betvieen parallel firms or countries, rapid 

. obsolescenc.e of equipment, materials and buildings, and 

great demands for highly skflled personnel, have ·sky-rocketed 

prices to an abnormal degree. 

As a general rule, the restrictions imposed upon the 

operations of the American Aerospace Industries are for the 

public welfare; but, they affect the quality of the output 

. to the detriment of overall efficiency. This is to be ex

pected under our free enterprise system. !.m.provement in 

competitive capability and operating efficiency is the ob-
. .. . . 

ligation of manageme~t. If this system is to continue, 

· constant .search for new and better methods must be tried. 

· Other countries, excluding Japan, are more orientated 

·tm·rard a Soc talistic or Corn;nunistic form of management in 

the aerospace field, but have the~sa~e general problems as 

the American firms. Probably ti1e most co;;mon problem today 

is the ·usurping of personnel vlhich is extremely acute in 

countries where little Qr no funas are available for aero

space research. Though in America the problem is not one 

of 1 · · .co 1 · th .... 1 . eav~ng the cou.Yltry, but OJ. eav1.ng . e 1 ~rm. 

(1) 



The fierce competition that we have today is steadily 

increasing among all countries. 'Vihat vias a competitive 

spirit bet"Vleen two types of. governments is now just a status 

symbol; a means for obtaining key personnel for one's ovm 

country. Each· country is working tm.;ard parallel goals but 

research discoveries are kept guarded and secret until the 

material is no longer useful. If this type of competition 

is allowed to continue in its present direction, no form 

of international organization can possibly coordinate or 

control any group sponsored project. Thus, all competition 

is d\varfed vihile monopolistically motivated countries con

tinue to grow, leaving the ~maller countries completely out, 

. . except for usurping of their money, materials and people •. 

l1y proposal is a workable solution to these basic pro

blems: The utilization of an uinternational Aerospace Dis

tribution Center". 

There are many kinds of distribution centers: From the 

very complex array of automatic devices, computer orientated1 

to the simple hand machine controlled by the individual. 

Although these systems concern people, they do not contain 

the same spacial needs nor are they used for the same pur

poses. Any system chosen vlhich \•lOrks effectively is equally 

"good" or "useful". Therefore, the test of a distribution 

center is not how it works, but how well it works. The 

structure and form of an effective distribution center will: 

therefore depend upon aJl understanding of all uses to \·:hic:n 

the syste:.a vrill be put, and of the basic characteristic ·of 

distribution centers~ 
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_The function of this _ distribution cen t.er will be to 

supply the necessary materials, equipment, and personnel to 

any group operation sponsored by that · group or any other 

interested firm, foundation or country. It will eliminate 

dupl~cation vlhen possible, but not competitive activities. 

The "center" vlill serve as a staging area where these organ

izations, etc., can unite their technological discoveries, 

and knovlledge, as well as equipment, into any one project. 

Mutual economical gains vlill be their incentive. . . . 
Included in the project vlill be organized and centralized 

international 11collecti_on centers" for storing and distributing 
-

materials for manufacturing ·_ aerospace parts and ~quj._pment. 

Each finished product will be collected at these centers 

and shipped to the distribution center. Each "collection 

center" will be located in an area vlhere there is a con-

centration of aerospace firms. The ownership of collection 

centers would largely be by manufacturers in the same general 

region where they are located. A simplified schernatic of 

the distribution operations is illustrated on the following 

page. The purpose for tnis is to allO\·J interchanging of 

parts and snipping containf>rS \·:hen collecting and distri-

buting materials. 

The Ylhole process vlill operate _under the guidance of a 

completely computerized progra~ming system. The choice of 

this system is based on the speed afld great flexibility 

that is inherit in the system. Further discussion will 

occur in chapter two. 
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For total efficiency of operation, a single distribution 

center would not be sufficient. It is suggest-ed that a series 

of similar centers be placed in strategic locations around 

the v10rld. 

Each center \•Tould be connected by "aerospace vehicles 11 

and function similarly with the exception that each vlould 

specialize in one particular endeavour. That is, one center 

would be equipped to launch space vehicles, another provide 

the coinmunication network; another the master computer eq-
. . .. I 

uipment, and other the research facilities. 

Because no such facilities nm..; exist, the first Dist

ribution Center would have-?:to include all these needed fun

ctions, but at a much smaller scale. \IJhen each ne\•1 type of 

distribution center is completed then that function will be 

largely phased out from the original and put in the ne\'T 

centers. 

The complete range of functions o.f the first distribution 

center will be: 

A. Research laboratories 
B. Computer and data processing 
C. Total co~~unications systems 
D. Transportation terminal (air, rail, truck) 
E. Asse~bly plants 
F. vlarehouses 
G. Recreation and housing facilities 
H. Office sDace 
I. Facilities for fuel storage 
J. Facilities for launching 

Because one function of the .. center Hould be to participatt? 

in projects by sending information about ~aterials needed and 

the specifications to be followed in manufacturing ite~s to 

be used by participating groups, it would reqriire some st2nda~~

ization o.f equipment and parts. Thus, the exchange of var-

io~s 6o~ponents from one participa ~ ing firm to another is 

POSSi·ble. 
( 5) 



Of the many complex problems that must be solved before 

any vrorkable solution can be engendered, the most pressing 

are: political, financial, and organizational. 

Politic ally, vJe can make great . strides forward if we can 

share our experience and new v:ays · .of thinking '·Ti th other 

countries. vJe may not he able to solve all our problems, 

but .we could give valuable information to others. But first, 

we must get into much closer contact with others throughout 

the world v.rho are vJorking on problems of ·similar nature. 

\'lhile the circumstances of geography and past historic dev-

elopment differ tremendously from country to country, the 

future problems of every la~ge city will be basically the 

same. 2 To overcome these problems, we will need a more 

continuous interchange of ideas and experience on a world-

wide basis. We also need to make it easier for active workers 

. to travel and vTork for varying periods in countries other 

than their own. Today, ,.;hile it is fairly easy for very 

senior people to visit around the vlorld, it is often impos

sible for younger v.'orkers to do so, though the Horld ,.;ould 

benefit most fro!n an international interchange of ideas and 

experience between them. People grappling with the same 

problems in Aerosoace researc~from London, Paris, Moscow, 

Washington and Peking can all learn from each other. 

Second, vle need to promote multi-disciplinary groups both 
") 

for study and for action. It has been pointed out recentlyJ 

that the conquest of space is nm·T proceeding at such a rate 

that there is no real distinction between research and act! ~ ~. 

In most fields research is no lonFer a slovi acade~ic bus:~ess -- . ~ . 
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carried out by men in '!l!liversities remote from life, nor.:.is 

action something vrhich can proceed at its ovm pace more or 

less independently of research and development. The two 

must run together. In scale and urgency, the problems of 

human com:nur;tications are comparable ·Hi th the conquest of 

space, and we shall need to bring research and action to

gether in much the same -vmy. This can be fostered by re

search facilities within the Aerospace distribution net'\'Tork 

separated from Governmental control. 

At . the present, there is one such organization vlhich 

is trying to improve political unity among countries in

volved in aerospace, but because it is financed by the U.b. 

Government, the pm\;er to organize will always be limited. 

(reference is to N.A.S.A. - see A??SNDIX for functions and 

organizational breakdown). Financially, there are no pri

vate organizations or firms large enough to invest in long 

range payoffs that require such a large initial cost for 

construction. Because most operations v!Oulci be set up as 

group spons6red projects to . share the cost, it seems feasible 

that financing could be accomplished for the entire distri

bution network as a corporate sharing of costs. To justify 

any large investment there must be so.:ne assurance of economic 

gains. The degree of rewards are directly related to specu

lative investments. · "Higher the risk, greater are the re-

wards" • 

. Many aerospace firms who have spend large su.:ns of .:noney 

in research and development of their products, are no'.·; real

izing large financial gains. These returns are rtot in the 

Aerospace field as one might expect, but in totally tm~el :-:. tt::> ~ 
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market . areas. 4 V.ii th the Distribution Center's :aesearch and 

Development facilities working primarily on new marketable 

uses for manufactured products, definite advantage to any 

firm, great financial rewards could be anticipated by the 

client. 

·practically every manufacturer of aerospace equipment 

must · maintain a large amount of, bulk storage space for stoc~':: 

inventory. The distribution center \'<'ould allO\·J elimination 

of the storage warehouse by storing most quantities at the 

"collection centers", thus, also eliminating inventory control 

altogether. The necessary storage requirements vrould reduce 

to only stock needed for the day's operation. The computer 

\oJOuld be used to control stock inventory via punch tape. 

Any depletion of stock wo~ld be marked on tape and placed 

in a sending unit and delivered to the computer by T•,-:x or 

data . phone service. 5 The collection center \vould then 

receive this information and replace depleted supply and 

reorder, if needed, stock material. 

Presently many aerospace manufacturers are handling 

distribution of goods as an individual proble~. Shipping 

and transporting of goods are done by their ovm equipment 

or on public carriers. .Such private distribution of goods 

are organized in somm·rhat an uneconomical manner co:npared to 

the distribution center philosophy. 6 

Although most large aerospace fi -,~ms can order in full 

carload/true}~ load lots, thus utilizing :naximum space per 

transporation cost, the fact remains that only 25;~ of all 

individual items n~eded for ~anufacturing of space quipnent 

·can be justified for ordering in "unit-load" quantities. 7 
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A few manufacturers of high-value light-weight ~quipment 

(instruments, electronic components, etc.) are using "'hole-

sale distributors in market areas to ship the product directly 

to market areas retaining only a centrally located warehouse, 

from which to ship goods. Even though this may be a very 

specialized operation, the concept,provides the basic prin

ciples ' of the distribution center philosophy. a 
Beror·e getting into vJhat modern distribution is, one 

· needs to devote some time to clarifying what it is not. A 

number of fallacies seem to be growing up around the idea of 

the new Distribution system. The first is that some sort of 

revolution has taken place,.:·~ or is about to take place. 

Actually, the principles under the heading of modern dist

ribution can be traced back to the days before there was a 

WALL STaEET JOURNAL--even back as far as the times when 

there vlere not any accredited history \·:ri ters. But we don't 

have to go quite that far back to find exa:nples of sound 

distribution thinking affecting the organization and success 

of a business enterprise. "About 4o years ago, General 

lvlotors started a trend av1ay from the "factory-is-the-bus

iness" viev:point by building up its organization around 

a distribution project. The problem was not turning out 

enough automobiles; it was getting enough people onto the 

kind of wheels they v1anted at prices they could afford and 

Which would make a profit for the company. So, GM started 

with custo:ners' buying inclinations, matched them. vli th dealers 

organization and inventory specifications, a..""ld moved back fr ::c. 

there to the capacity, location, and production scheduling 

(9) 



of manufacturing plants. Other automobile manufacturers 

have caught on to the same way of thinking. Today, the 

aut.omobile is the mass consumption product vli th the highest 

engineering content and 10\·Iest total distribution COStS per 

p~und'1 • 9 

Actually, the track of modern distribution thinking has, 

and will continue to be, an evolutionary one, suiting the 

methodology to the changing requirements of the company and 

its customers. 

The second fallacy surrou.r1ding the Ne\·l lJistribution 

Concept is the impression that cutting distribution costs 

to the bone is the one overriding objective. This viewpoint · 

can be summarized in reasoning that goes so:nething like this: 

"Distribution is the biggest cost element a.T).y manufacturing 

business has after materials and labor. These two have been 

brought under about as much control as they can be through 

industrial engineering and automated methods.,. so the next 

logical area for management to train its cost-cutting ~pee-

tacles on is distribution." Then follow statistics that show 

that something · bet\veen 1 5% and 20% of our Gross :L~ational 

Product of goods and services is in the charge for distribution 

t. i't' 10 ac v~ 1es. . 

All o·f this is valid as far as it goes in establishing 

the generally mrerloo1red significance of distribution to any 

business. But if the logic stops there at a conclusion that 

management• s main aim in analyzing the ·distribution functio~1 

today should be reducing costs, then it misses the major 

point. And that point is that distribution is not a center 

of cost decisions, but a center of profitable decisions. · 

(10) 



It is quite conceivable that by taking certain actions that 

involve spending more on distribution, a company can actually 

lower the overall costs of getting its products to its cust

omers and serve them better. It is also possible that rapidly 

descending costs can be the signal of trouble for a company.11 

\'iho \t~ill manage? Since the vast majority of aerospace 

manufacturers are too small to provide their .own private 

distr~bution centers, the public distribution center appears 

to be tpe much needed a..Y).S\·:er. The question becomes 11-v.ho vlill 

be the developers? Freight forvJarder's might well have the 

knmv hQw to assume the management of such a center. Probably 

no single forwarder can finance 20 computer centers of the 

needed sophistication. However, a consolidation of facil

ities under a single competent 1nanagement is possible. 

Another possibility might be the cooperative financing of 

the centers by the smaller aerospace manuf.acturers. 

The first group is mor~ qr less organized; the second 

group is not. Their leadership might provide the facilities 

as fast as the management personnel can be trB.ined. The 

problem is not one that individuals can solve on their own • 

. They can, hovTever, provide the leadership toward an all-ind

ustry solution. 
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INTRODDCTION TO CHAPTER II 

Scholars have stated that the dom~sticated horse as a 

means of locomotion 'YTaS the dominant influence vlhich enabled 

native cultures of Asia and Burope to advance at a faster 

rate than those of the Americas. In Europe, the extent of 

transportation facilities played a prominent role in deter

mining barriers in language and customs. The universal need 

for dependable transportation led to the enactment of many 

specia:l la-v1s and regulations governing operating limits and 

conditions. F_oreigh nations consider major transportation 

functions so essential to .their commerce and livelihood, as 

well as defense, that they have placed transportation fac

ilities under state mmership. 

All of the factors must be throughly investigated before 

a logical conclusion .to the effectiveness of :a distribution 

center of international scale can be determined. 

Because of the newness of the aerospace travels, many 

of these factors will be assumed to meet the general require-
' 

ments of the various countries involved. Chapter Tv10 will 
. . 

explain the functions of the transoortation systems and their 

terminals as well as the role they play in the distribution 

~et 'tJork. 
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CHAPTER II 

HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEl•!S 

The prospective role of _imp.rdved high-speed transportation 

systems, (that the Distribution network will utilize), in 

relation to _the futu.re gro\-lth of any geographic location is 

a majo! concern of any prospective investor. 1 

TraDsportation changes, as vTell as any other changes 

in the nature and patterns of urban and regional development, 
2 

will bring about noticeable changes 'ih other regions. They 

are all inextricably interrelated and prospective improvement 

in transportation vJill, in part at least, bring about geo

graphic shifts in location of economic activity and pop

ulatio~.3 

In 
7
_ the United States there exists several different 

types of transportation networks. In one region there is 

a maj o:r existing tra'flsportation axis \>lith extremely high 

traffic density connecting very large metropolitan areas 

(i.e. the economic core of the respective areas). The 

transportation systems form an axis t-J::-lich is lineal with the 

city , in whi~h the cities are beads on a string: they are 
. 4 

true "corridors 11
• The main transportation lines, involving 

all modes, are closely paralleled. The region referred to is 

locateg along the Eastern Seaboard extending fro~ Boston 

to \'Jashington. In t~e HidvJest, by contrast, the basic 

transportation pattern is radial, vJith no single set of 

parallel routes as dominant as those in the East. 

Each major midv1est- metropolitan area is a node in a 

netv1ork5 rather than a poi.rit on an axis. hi th fevl exceptions 
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each of the radiating lines carry relatively lighter traf

fic than the respective axial lines elsewhere. There is a 

hierarchy of such nodes and gateways. The two variables 

which are generally used to determine these nodes are pop• 

ulation. size, and distance apart. 6 It has been de;nonstrated 

from .the past that as the efficiency of transportation 

systems improve so does the po·pulation grovith along these 

point to point routes.? If the present trend continues 

these radial nodes qegin forming axial patterns \·Ji th the 

servic~ to smaller cities being phasea'out. The general 

theory behind this is: high speed transportation needs 

high volumes of traffic; and _,_.to produce such high volumes, 

a high concentration of population is needed. 

I believe these smaller cities' roles of importance 

should,not be overlooked as they may be the ansv!er to the 

nevr urban development plan. This would be the place vlhere 

one could enjoy the benefits of urban living, yet not suffer 

its discomforts. That is, vle could use "collection centers 11 

centrally located to get maximum concentration of goods, 

required for distribution, but not have to concentrate all 

the money or people in one agglomeration. 

The general concept of vJha t high speed transportation 

systems are or vJhat th:ey will be, is briefly described in 

the folloviing, under four :nain categories: Trucking, Rail

road Freight, Air Freight, and Maritime Shipping. 

TRUCKING: Before any tra:.r1sportation system can be 

used effectively, a system of movement 6f material within 

tbe.·area is needed; whether it is from factory to factory 
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within the city or plant to plant within the main plant. 

Although many operations within a plant can make use of 

conveyors or elevators, longer distances must be reached 

by truck movement. Trucking at various scales, is the only 

suitable means for coordination of all other methods of 

transportation. Its basic characteristics allow changes 

'\'then other !novations of transportation are used. 

RAILROAD FnEIGHT: Prospective improvement in railroads' 

transportation may allovT usage of this medium as a method 

for moving materials. If experiments now underway in the 

Northeast corridor of the United btates, the Toronto-Mon

treal axis in Canada and the Tokaido line connecting the . ~ 

principal metropolitan areas of Japan8 are proven successful, 

the service and speed could be increased from 50% to 100%. 

"Piggyback" service is also a method of increasing service 

speed. Piggyback traffic has increased very rapidly between 

1954- and the present ( 1967. Its average annual grov1th \·las 

from 10% to 15% • The popularity that it is achieving is 

due to . the flexibility of the system. The system allm;s 

changing transportation medium vJi thout the required transfer 

of lading. This system's inherit qualities lends itself 

well to the distribution operations. 

AIR FRBIGHT: As air cargo traffic grows in volume, vlhich 

seems likely on the basis of available information, 9 the 

operation of passenger terillinalsws?par~te from freight 

terminals is a must. Freight and people require t1J:o dif-

ferent solutions. Where freight does not require air to 

breathe, man · does .. The s oace needed to :nove freight can be 

any size, but man needs a s:nalier space, one ,.,.;-dch is of 
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human ··scale. As the speed of aircraft increases, the engines 

to power them are also enlarged, creating ~ven larger noise 

problems. In overcoming these problems, air terminals are 

placed further along the periphery of · urban areas to vJhere 

novr it takes 30 minutes to fly from San Diego to Los Angeles, 

a distanc~ of 14-5 miles, but 4-5 minutes to drive to the air 

terminal, a distance of only 10 miles. SlO\ver moving vehicles 

with less noise could locate closer in, yet still deliver 

their passengers in the same travel .~~me. It is not my 

intent .. to change the whole economic structure of airlines 

operation, only to demonstrate that other methods of achieving 

high speed transportation afe available without requiring 

the high density of populations. Using the distribution 

center concept, all freight movements by air could be 

achieved in shorter time, saving money, plus freeing the 

passenger airports of' freight handling facilities. 

The basic principles would be: utilizing the central

ized electronic computer system of the International Aero

space Distribution Center to give a completely automatic 

air fr~ight ground handling system such as is being incor

porated at Ne\v York 1 s Kennedy International Airport by Pan 

American ;,.iorld Airv:ays. Rather than duplicating this 

process, I plan to eliminate all p~ssenger service from this 

area. The following pages are the general operations used 

by "Pan Am" which appear in Automation~ Today, August 19, 

1967, a monthly periodical. 
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Three mechanical cargo processing systems are used in combination at the air freight 
terminal. Depending on size and weight, individual packages arriving at the terminal 
for export are placed in one of these three automated handling systems. Included 
is a .package conveyor arrangement, an automated tow cart network, and an AirPak 
pallet system. AirPak is Pan Am's name for its jet freighter pallet loading system. 

A MULTIMILLION dollar electronic computer 
system is the nerve center for Pan American 

c:::.World Airways' new automated ... air=J.~fiigJlt 
terminal at New York's Kennedy International Air· 
port. · Working in harmony with the three mechan-

ic<!l_ground handling . systems, lhe computerized 
facility ev-entually will permit the'airline to reduce 
handling time on individual shipments by as much 
as 80 percent,! according to Harold L. Graham, vice 
preside3 Cargo Sales for Pan Am. Mr .. Graham 

.. 
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~0 
When a package is delivered to the terminal for export, it is first necessary to obtain 
pertinent data on the shipment not already contained on the waybill. Some of this 
information is obtained by electronic measuring devices. Basic information such as the 
date and time of cargo receipt, waybill number, destination, number of p_ieces in the 

. shipment, total weight and cube of shipment, and where the cargo will be stored in 
the .terminal are typed into a Bunker Ramo input/output set shown in the photo. The 
operator views on a miniature television screen what he is typing. If the freight is 
placed in a tow cart, the number of the tow cart is recorded, as is the number of a 
pallet if the shipment is pelletized. The data is sent to the computer center and stored. 
When it is time to begin assembling freight for a flight, cargo load control personnel 
retrieve information from the computer by IBM high speed printer or a Teletype unit. 
This information includes a list of cargo holding reserved space for a particular flight, 
a listing of all cargo for the flight destination, and the location of the cargo in the 
terminal. The information received from the computer by load control lists the order 
in which cargo was delivered to the freight terminal. Under this procedure, cargo 
load control is able to quickly decide the best combination of space utilization for 
the flight. The individual freight pieces are then moved to the loading area by one 
of the three handling systems. 

--,-::·:~===~:~::~.:::··:~:~~~~~-~~:=~":::::::::-:·--l 
£?} handles both import and export shipments. Manufactured by Rapistan Inc., it is used j 
~0 for packages with a maximum size of 36 by 24 by 24 inches and with a weight of I 

not more than 75 lb. A package in the conveyor system, after being coded and sorted, 
is dispatched to any one of 120 gravity flow rack storage lanes elevated 12 ft .above i 
the floor. Each lone represents a particular destination or flight. For aircraft loading, j 
cargo is retrieved from the package conveyor system by triggering an escapement 1 · 
release. This permits the cargo to move out of its lane by gravity and then by con· 1 
veyor to a check station. There it is dispatched by conveyor. It can go to the shuttle i 
platform- for transfer to the passenger terminal for loading in the belly compartment i 
of a passenger jet; .to the pallet buildup area; or to one of the loading fingers for I 

-----==~:.:=:~~~~=~:::._, ____ _j 
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~0 
A floor-level towline cart arrangement, manufactured by the link ·Belt Co., is generally 
used when a package is too large for the package conveyor system. When the tow
line cart is loaded at the truck dock, it proceeds to one of the following: 1. Export 
holding area. 2. Pallet makeup area. 3. loading fingers for direct access to depart
ing aircraft. 4. Shuttle platform for dispatch to the passenger terminal and loading 
of the cargo in the belly compartment of a passenger jet. Pictured are towline carts 
at the pallet makeup area. If material on a tow cart is to be stored prior to aircraft 
loading, it is dispatched to the tow cart export holding area, see fig . 1. This area 
consists of 51 gravity spurs sloped toward a central take-away line. Each spur can 
hold up to seven tow carts. Inbound cargo unloaded from the belly compartment of 
passenger jets is placed in containers which are transported by truck to the cargo 
terminal. There the cargo is either routed to the tow cart import holding area, or is 
readied for ultimate delivery to the customer. The import tow cart holding orea 
consists of 24 spurs. However, both the import and export tow cart holding areas 
may be used interchangeably. Import cargo unloaded from a jet freighter at the 
cargo terminal is also stored in the tow cart holding area or is directed to customs 
for ultimate delivery to the consignee. 

~~i' . ... ~t
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pointed out thafit is in the area of reduced ground 
handling costs, rather than through improved air
craft operating economies, that the most significant 
reductions in freight rates will be realized. The 
facility is expected to result in even greater dollar 
savings in the future as lower ground handling costs 
for Pan Am are passed along to the shipper in 
terms of lower cargo rates. 

.Backbone of the system is an IBM 7080 com
puter and an IBM 7750 programmed transmission 
control unit. Located in the Pan Am Building, this 
equipment is linked by telephone lines to two 

Bunker Ramo control units at the cargo terminal. 
The Bunker Ramo control units in turn are con
nected to some 26 input/output sets, also manufac
tured by Bunker Ramo, which are strategically 
placed throughout the terminal. The IBM 7750 acts 
to accept signals simultaneously via the telephone 
Jine·s from the cargo terminal, and converts these 
signals to messages which are relayed to the 7080 
central processor. If either input or output traffic 
is heavy, the 7750 is programmed to recognize mes
sage priorities and store them until they can be 
handled by the central processor . 
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ment to aircraft loading. 
Average pallet makeup time 
is 30 minutes. Completely 
loaded pallets received via 
highway truck ore placed di
rectly on a vertical lift, ele
vated to the upper level, and 
moved by live roller con
veyors to storage or directly 
to the aircraft (b). large 
pieces of cargo received at 
the truck dock can be placed 
on one or two pallets, and 
introduced into the pallet sys
tem in the same manner. 
Completed pallets are stored 
in any of 51 holding stations 
(c) prior to being loaded on 
the aircraft. The loading sys· 
tern is designed to permit 
placing 13 pallets in on air
croft in a 20-minute period. 
Import cargo received on 
pallets trom the aircraft is 
broken down with the individ
ual units being placed in 
towline carts or on package 
shelves. 

(c) I 
~---... - --..... - ........ _._, ................................ ,,, __ , .. ,, .. _,,_,,, ..... , __ .. , .. ,_,,,,_ ................ , .. _ ....... ..,. ... _ .. ,,_, .. _ ,.,..,,_.i 
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HARITINE SHIPPING: Hany experiments with "air foils" 

are affecting design and speed of cargo .carrying ships to 

the better. But, because few countries have good ports, 

the.~se of shipping will be limited to only the very large 

·_ cargos and "fishback 11 operations or to nonessential materials 

and equipment vlhich are unaffected by delays in deli very. 

Anqther advantage that the Distribution Center would 

have is, combining all modes of transportation, an example 

of this is : (1) Transportationby Trucking -Truck "A" 
. .. J 

goes to plant 11 A", picks up a container preloaded v:hich mus1: 

go to Country "B", drops off an empty container of similar 

scale and takes the -loaded ~ontainer to collection center · 
., 

11A11
• :L'here Truck 11 A 11 unloads his container, \•Thich is then 

fitted into a larger container &long with many other con

tainers brought in by other trucks from ~the ~ gener~l ~ tirea 

and which rm.J.st also go to Cou.'ltry 11 B11
• The larger container 

is then placed upon a "flat car 11 which then becor.1es "C. 0. F. C." 

under (2) Railroad Freight Transportation - The flatcar then 

proceeds , to the main dist~ib~tion center where it is then 

placed ; in with other large containers into an even larger 

container: A..Yl "aerospace" craft which nO\·! travel under 

(3) Air Freight Transportation - The space craft transports 

the container to Country "B". At Country 11B11
, the rr:verse 

operations occur. The total range of speeds that the goods 
,. 

travel vary from 5A?H, on conveyors, to 3,000 plus on 11 aero-

space" vehicles. The total time lost at any .Joint \•Jhere th~ 

method of transportatlon is changed would be kept down to a 
. . -

bare minimum (5-1 0 minutes). \:ii th the use of a com-:)uterized 

·system, an I:SH, 360/30, this is very possible. Hany companies 
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are now using this system to coordinate shipping movement 

·of the:J,.r own goods. l'-1ayflower is using a coast-to-coast 

on-line-real-time teleprocessing system, utilizing visual 

display terminals dispatchers in three offices: New York, 

Indianapolis (headquarters), and Los Angeles, can "imput" 

or "dra.vr..:,o.ut" information simultaneously. At the same 

time, the computer handles various other applications1° 

Listed in a document by the Interstate Commerce Com

miss.ho:r;t, are the Rationale and Conclusions arrived from 

investigation of coordination and completion between air 

freight and trucking. Though the text concerns only trucking 

and air cargo, the effect can be applied to all modes of 

.transportation. 
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RATIONALE .AND CONCLUSIONS 

Coordination of different services and modes of transportation 
is frequently a desirable objective of regulatory policy, as well as 
national economic policy. One type of coordination likely to be of 
increasing significance in the future is that between air cargo car
riers and motor carriers of freight. This study evaluates the general 
characteristics of air-truck coordination and problems involved in its 
development to aid the Commission in its policy determinations and 
regulatory actions in this area of transportation. 

Despite certain seeming anomalies, public policy not only calls 
for greater coordination between air and truck lines but· also a reason
able degree of competition between these modes. For this reason, the 
study examines certain aspects of air-truck competition and their 

· significance to the Commission. Consideration is also given to certain 
legal, regulatory, operating, technological, and economic factors which 
may or could deter the development of air-truck coordination. Although 
qualified by the limited data available, the study assesses prospective 
developments in both air-truck coordination and competition. 

Finally, these over-all developments, problems, and prospects are 
viewed in relation to the regulatory responsibilities of the Commission. 

The major conclusions reached in the study are: 

1. Air-truck coordination refers to the combination 
of air line-haul services with either (a) line-haul 
services of truck lines or (b) pickup and delivery 
services of truck lines. The term as used in the 
study also embraces the coordinative functions of 
such intermediary agencies as REA Express, and the 
substitution of motor ·service for air service. 

2. Interchange of line-haul air and line-haul motor 
freight shipments is still of small scale relative 
to total freight carried by certificated motor common 
carriers of general freight, although it is an appre
ciable portion of total air freight. 

3. Combination-rate arrangements, rather than joint-rate 
arrangements, dominate the over-all coordination of 
air-truck line-haul shipments. The former are strongly 
favored by Air Cargo, Inc., the ground-handling agency 
of the scheduled airlines, but no evidence was found 
concerning the over-all preferences of shippers, re
ceivers, and the trucking industry in this respect. 
However, two of the largest air cargo carriers publish 
joint-rate tariffs with motor carriers and have vigor
ously promoted this basis of rate arrangements between 
the two modes. 
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4. Predictions of the growth of air cargo vary considerably, 
but all indicate a rapid increase even after reasonable 
allowance for over-estimating. T4e tendency for air 
cargo traffic to be concentrated on a relatively few 
major air routes and to originate and terminate in 
air terminal areas without connecting services will 
probably continue for some time. Yet the growth in air 
cargo will automatically· bring a growth in interchange 
of such traffic with truck lines, even assuming no in
crease in the approximate 5 or 10 percent ratio of 
air-truck tonnage to total air cargo tonnage. Although 
shipper demand for coordinated air-truck movement is 
relatively low at many off-airline points at present, 
a marked change would be possible with the availability 
of air services via connecting truck services at lower 
rates than at present. Even a small increase in the 
above ratio would produce a sharp increase in the total 
volume of shipments interchanged between the two modes. 

5. Larger jet cargo aircraft to be introduced in the next 
few years will undoubtedly reduce the direct operating 
costs of the carriers, and this will.in all probability 
be reflected in substantial air cargo rate reductions. 
The extent to which the air cargo market and the market 
for air-truck services can develop, however, depends 
ultimately upon managerial policy in the two modes, 
and, more fundamentally, upon the degree of shipper and 
receiver acceptance of air cargo and air-truck services. 

6. Regarding managerial policy, neither the air cargo nor 
the trucking industry until recently has been partic
ularly active in promoting coordination between the two 
modes. There is now evident a growing interest on the 
part of both modes in the potentialities of air-truck 
coordination. 

7. Rate of growth of shipper and receiver acceptance of 
air-truck services will depend not only upon air cargo 
rate reductions made possible by lower carrier costs 
but also by such factors as speed and convenience of 
the through service, the potentialities for container
ization, and the effect of this new form of service on 
the over-all distribution pattern. Industrial traffic 
managers and other business officials or executives 
will have to be convinced of the unique advantages of 
air-truck service in order for it to develop substan
tially, in part because it is a relatively new service, 
and also because it may appear less dependable or con
venient than a single-mode service. 
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8. Certain significant differences have been noted in 
the characteristics of air cargo traffic and motor 
truck traffic. For example, the typical air shipment 
is lighter and moves over a longer distance on the 
average. Thus, to some extent, the two modes attract 
different patrons having varying transportation needs. 
Nevertheless, the airlines may increasingly bid for a 
wide range of commodities which in the past have 
moved primarily by surface carriers. This will have 

. the effect of increasing competition between air cargo 
carriers and long-haul motor carriers of freight at 
the same time that coordination is increasing the 
interchange of air cargo with short- and medium-haul 
truck lines. 

9. ' Air cargo growth may be deterred to some extent by 
insufficient or inadequate ground handling facilities. 
This would also affect air-truck interchange, as would 
lack of cooperative effort between the two modes in 
the documentation and physical interchange of joint 
shipments. The lag in development of suitable plans 
for containerization of air-truck shipments and for 
exchanging such shipments between the modes is a 
specific example of the need for greater cooperative 
effort. 

10. The unique characteristics of air cargo transportation 
and the essential role of related trucking within and 
beyond air terminal areas suggests there may be need 
for authorization ·of motor carriers which will special
ize in air-truck traffic, either in addition to their 
other services or as specialists in such traffic. 

11. The discussion of the role of the various intermediary 
or middleman agencies in the development of air-truck 
coordination identified certain areas of conflict 
which will eventually require resolution. For example, 
the trucking industry feels that air carriers, directly 
or indirectly, are encroaching on the field of truck 
transportation in connection with ground haulage of 
goods having a prior or subsequent movement by air. 
Yet several large motor carriers are seeking to enter 
the aviation industry by applying for air freight 
forwarder authority from the CAB. Air freight for
warders in turn accuse motor carriers in some instances 
of performing services which are essentially those of 
an air freight forwarder. 
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12. The place which the various intermediary agencies 
should occupy in air-truck coordination is far from 
clear-cut at present. The air fr~ight forwarder may 
combine various elements of an express service and a 
forwarder service in that, while he is interested 
primarily in expediting shipments, he may also attempt 
to consolidate shipments for a rate discount from the 
underlying carrier. Both of these--the personalized 
service at rates comparable to or above those of the 
direct air carrier, and the service designed to group 
small shipments from individual shippers to permit a 
lower rate than the airlines charge--are needed. 
However, ·changes may be desirable in the organization 
of the air forwarder industry to adapt to each of 
these two types of service demands. The number and 
type of entries into the industry is within the pur
view of CAB, but the Commission has an interest in 
the relation of air forwarder and motor carrier 
services, including the functions of a forwarder as 
a carrier with single-carrier responsibility, and 
the possible conflict of interest between the air 
forwarder and the motor carrier in the short- and 
medium-haul collection and delivery of air line-haul 
shipments. 

13. The activities of REA Express and the Federal and 
private parcel services are susceptible to consider
able change. REA Express, although traditionally a 
carrier of shipments of heavier weight than those 
of the parcel services but of lighter weight than the 
average air shipment, seeks increasingly to bid for 
the higher-weight small shipments. This tends to 
erase the distinctions between "express" and "freight" 
and raises questions concerning the most suitable 
role for REA in the field of air-truck coordination. 
The Federal parcel post and the United Parcel Service 
compete for the lowest-weight small shipments and thus 
in a sense serve a distinctive type of shipper. But 
such possible developments as containerization of 
mail, legislation to change the role of motor common 
carriers in the regular carriage of mail, and the 
need for rate bases governing the use of "birdieback" 
service by United Parcel Service and other motor 
carriers will probably bring these agencies also into 
the general area for policy consideration by the 
Commission and CAB in the field of air-truck coordina
tion. 
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14. The Commission may face the necessity for certain 
additional policy determinations with regard to air 
terminal zones within which air-truck shipments are 
interchanged. A group of motor carriers extensively 
engaged in hauling freight with a prior or subsequent 
movement by air, as well as other interests, would 
favor expanding the zone of exemption for air-truck 
shipments. 

15. The study reaches no conclusion on the competitive 
aspects of the issues underlying the current proceeding 
before CAB, in which certain motor carriers are apply
ing for air freight forwarder authority. Regarding 
competition between long-haul truckers and airlines, 
the study shows the marked cost advantage of the former 
in transcontinental-type service, but recognizes the 
'possibility that air cargo cost reductions, combined 
with air service advantages, may divert considerable 
long-haul traffic from truck to air within the next 
few years. 

16. Air Cargo, Inc., the ground-handling agency of the 
scheduled airlines, appears to favor an expansion of 
substituted truck-for-air service to include not only 
emergency type substitution but substitution on a 
more regular basis. This development may lead to 
problems for the Commission in ruling on entry of air 
carrier-controlled truck lines into the field of air
truck transportation. 
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NATURE OF PROBLEM EXAMINED 

The preamble of the Interstate Commerce Act identifies the 
development, coordination and preservation of a national transportation 
system by the various modes--adequate for commercial, postal, and defense 
needs--as the end objective of the Congress in providing for regulation 
by the Commission under the Act. This specific reference to intermodal 
coordination constit~tes a fundamental mandate to the -Commission in its 
multifarious activities concerned directly or indirectly with coordina
tion of the modes under its regulatory jurisdiction and between such 
modes and those regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board and the Federal 
Maritime Commission. 

Intermodal coordination must be considered within the framework of 
the nation's over-all distribution system. Coordinative arrangements 
which are generally desirable may not necessarily be beneficial from the 
logistical standpoint of a given shipper or receiver. It is often true, 
however, that transportation patrons may not be able to determine the 
most advantageous transportation arrangements from among several alter
natives even in the short-run; selection of the best arrangements over 
the longer run would be even more difficult. As one example, the shipper 
or receiver may be reluctant to adopt arrangements he has not previously 
used, particularly when they involve the combination of two modes. Thus 
there appears to be a need to make available to shippers and receivers 
information concerning the advantages of air-truck coordination which 
represent an economic use of transportation resources and will redound 
to their long-run benefit. 

Both aspects of air-truck relationships--coordination and competition-
bear examination. Although the terms have opposing connotations in a 
sense, both are nevertheless pertinent to any discussion of the two modes 
in the years immediately ahead. Airlines, primarily a passenger-carrying 
medium, are steadily building their freight business, which in the aggre
gate already constitutes a competitive threat to motor carriers and to 
rail carriers to some extent. Carriers of air cargo attract certain 
high-rated traffic from both of these surface modes and as a result .of 
technological advance, particularly improved aircraft, hope to compete 
for a progressively larger portion of the nation's intercity freight 
volume. 

On the other hand, in the interests of efficiency and economy as 
well as the attraction of new patronage, many representatives of the 
major modes recognize the advantages of coordinating their services to 
the maximum practicable extent. 

To some extent air-truck relationships will be affected by mergers 
or other acquisitions of control within the respective modes, since such 
consolidations affect the organizational pattern, the efficiency, and 
therefore the competitive effectiveness of the modes concerned. This 
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report does not include a discussion of future developments which may 
be expected in the area of consolidation, or the subject of so-called 
conglomerate mergers by transport firms with non-transport firms. 

One potential coordinative mechanism, not specifically discussed, 
is the "transportation company," i.e., the company which would have 
authority to own and operate two or more ordinarily competitive modes 
and use each such mode as it chooses. Such transportation companies, 
in which modes of any and all types could be combined under common 
ownership, do not now exist in the United States, although there is 
some ownership of one mode by another. This study, however, includes 
a brief discussion of the transportation company defined in a much 
different sense, viz., the diversified long-haul trucking company which 
seeks air freight forwarder authority to expand its base of service to 
the public. 

7 



CHAPTER III 

SITE SELECTION 

The selection of a site .for a distribution center is 

quite complex and the addition to this of the "aerospace" 

launchj,.ng facilities makes of it a kalidoscopic problem. 

Tranpportation is but one criteria to be used for site 

selection. The degree of its importance depends on the 

nature of the product (vlhich is aerospace ~qutpment and 

materiq.ls) and the .impact transportation cost has on total 

operation cost, which will determine the success or failure 

of this project. 

In order to determine the optimum number and location 

of distribution centers in the United States or World, one 

should employ a logical mathematical approach. 1 (As suggested 

in the appendix) Several variables must be included in this 

method of ap) roach if a comprehensible soJmtion is to be 

gained. The follmving is a discussion of tviO of the principal 

variable~; 

Ne\•T Technology: Nmv changes in data collection and im-

proved .methods of handling information and materials force 

a constant re-evaluation of a distribution system. The 

addl tion or subtraction of each nevl "collection center" v1ill 

be a continuous operation a."Yld is the balancing ele~ent betvreen 

customers service and systems net~ork. 2 The second variable 

is: 

Market Factors: Three structural changes in any market 

area vrhich have signifi~antly affected distribution patterns 

. are: ( 1) population shifts; ( 2) shifts in bus:tness activities; 

(3) shifts in types and 1·evels of international business and 

(1 8) 



competition. 
3 

The-basic ~athematical a~proach is then-used to analyze 

each region y;~~re aerospace firms are located. Taking each 

region separat~ly and determining (1) the general market 

areas; ( 2) tf.tr: distance apart of each; ( 3) the total amount 

of materials, ·,ti th each type and size that \dll be shipped 

or received d::.ilY, monthly, and yearly; (4) ~heir destination 

if outside t[ir; region; ( 5) methods to be used for transporta

tion; (6) th~ cost of transportation; (7) total time in 

transit. \tibr;n all amounts of information are tabulated, 

several major cities will determine the direction of material 

flO\•lo An arc is S"l:mng from each one of these points using 

60i~ of the distance to the riext point (see Appendix for 

article in Distribution Age, April, 1966 and in Handling 

nru1 £W. ooing , 1-iay, 1967 "Distribution Center Evaluation and 

Location" ••• 1967). vihen each point on the map is interlocked 

\.Zith a semicircle, readjustments can be made for major 

tr~msportation routes· and natural barriers. If two points 

}Ulve a :najor transportation system connecting them, then the . 

nrc is increased, if no route exists or mountains or barriers 

exist, then the arc is decreased within ·these interlocking 

se:aicircles where the !llajor distribution center ca..Yl be located. 

Of cou::.·se, other evaluations and basic considerations listed 

bcl:)\ol :::nst be investigated \vhich will move the general site 

t~ th~ best location within this«area. 

( 1) The :::ature of the product: The product is of extrer!!e 

!.;::}"''-"'rt:l:lce i:1 t:1.e criterion for the plant site selection. 

'l'!!? t:3 ::.:c pr:;.::..:~ts tha.t the distribution center v.'ill be con-

~~':.':li'C. '\\i th .:.:·e: Aerospace vehicles, supporting equip:nent, 

(19) 



(2) Topography: Relatively flat land is required for 

runway lengths and operational requirements in order to 

avoid natural or man-made obstacles to landing and takeoff 

· patterns. 

(3) Soil and sub-soil conditions: These conditions 

must be carefully investigated and analyzed because of their 

effect on structural equipment requirement and building 

design, type of construction and ultimate cost. 

(4) Meteorological conditions: Extremes in temperature, 

visibility, ceiling, wind and precipitation must be considered 

as humidity affects operations, equipment, ht?.ildj;:qg . :oti~ntatio.ns 

a..r1d design. 

(5) Utilities systems: 

a. electrical pmver - can system fill all needs 
or must it be provided by distribution center? 

b. natural gas - is natural gas available in area 
or must some other S0 1J.rce be investigated? 

c • . vrater supply - are future water requirements 
compatible with future water resources? Most 
water problems will be eliminated by reusing 
water 3 or 4 times before releasing. (A diagram 
of the proposed system is illustrated on the 
follo·wing page.) 

(6) Transportation: 

A. Rail 
take 
thus 
a tic 

- Do groupings of major railroad syste~s 
adva.'ltage of the natural floH of traffic 
minimizing transfers? The iciea of system
distribution deoends on soeed and no~er. . . . 

1. The physical loc:s.tion of the site \oJill 
. undoubtedly :~eq_'Ui.re :spur . l~ir.._es~, : therefore 
potential construction difficulties due 
to terrain must be investigated. 

2. Where is the location of the nearest major 
rail service? 

(20) 
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B. Truck 

1. Site selected must be located near a "trucking 
gate\·Tay", to reduce in-transit time. 

2. The related elevation of site and road bed 
must be considered to reduce in-transit 
time. 

3. Lavrs which govern size and vreight of load 
are quite important insite location because 
large bulk cargo may be needed from time 
to time. 

c. Air 

1. Do flight path~ interfere with operations 
of the center. Consideration of the pos
sibility of collision course flights must 
be given. 

2. An air feeder line is needed for site oper-
ations of transport personnel. -

(7) Commercial Services: To help maintain special equip-

ment specialized shops must exist in or near the community; 

but located far enough away to keep fr.om infringing upon the 

distribution center. 

(8) Additional vrater usage: 

1. In case of fire, water pressure and reserve 
pressure must be sufficient to meet needs. 

2. Large amounts of "''ater must be used in 
cooling blasting pods during testing or 
firing of rocket engines. 

3. "Normal quenching requirements must be 
considered in determining total water 
quantity requirements. 

The following pages include a check list for selecting 

a Distribution Center~Site location: 
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ic rationale is that for slow moving items a 
nom • · m · t £ . I d' blic warehouse IS more e c1en or econ01mca lS-

~bution than a private warehous~. ~ . . . 

The distribution checklist is to be used after the site 
selection process has identified a number of alternate 

sites. Yott can delete or revise certain items accorclir~g 
to the needs of your firm. Parts of this checklist have 
been adapted from "Flow to Make An Industrial Site 
Survey," Area Redevelopment Administration, U .. _s. 
Depaztrrumt of Commerce, ·washington,· D. C. 

Distribu1ion Center Chect:Iis~· 

1. SITE DESCRIPTION 

a. Title or other site description f] at with 
· · 3% near hillsi d!S. 

b. Location: state Ariz. ·; co)mty Yuma 
city ; other specilics ----=--

c. Site Dimensions 5mi X 5m~ ,\cres 1 2, 800 
d. Owner(s) Stat~. of Arizona 

Addess Pho·en~x 
Phone·~--------~~~~~~ 

. e. Cost $ . 5 per acre; Total $ 64' 000 • 00 
f. Present Taxes on Site $. none · .,. 

2. SITE CtlAnACTElliS'riCS 

a. Zoning 
_ 1) Present zoning of site __ ___..n.....,o>.!On~e-· __ _ 
· 2) Zoning .of adjacent property ___ n...........,a.._.n-"-e __ 

b. Land Use 
1) Present iand use of site testing 

· · for U.s, army 
:r..ange 

2) Present land use of adjacent property __ 
· same . · 

c. Terrain 
1) Maximum slope r . 

·- a) estimated grading costs$ 25,00•.· .00 
2) Elevation (relative to highest known high-

3. POWER AND UTILITIES 

a. Water 
· 1) ·Company N_a)J"le ---;?~""""-----
. 2) Rates $ • j' per 1 000 

3) Size of Mains ------------
4) Pressure 
5) Cost of Extending to Site 2 5, ©OO 

b. Gas 
1) Coir;pany Name oklahoma and Ne".-I Henco 
2) Rates $ 1 Pipe line 
3) Nearest Lines 20 miles Corp. 

. , 
4) Size Pressure ---
5) Cost of Extending to Site $ _ _.n"""o~n .... e...._ __ 

c. Electricity 
1) Company Name ____ _._ ____ _ 

2) Rates $·--------?+-----:--
3) Capacity of Lines ---------
4) Cost of Extending to Site $ _ _.:n=o=n=e __ 

d. Sewage 
1) Rates $ none 
2) Size of :Mains--------~--

a) storm 
b) sanitary -----------:-------

3) Cost of Extending to Site $ 1 2 5, 000 

4. YRA~lSPOR'CAiiO~l 

a. Roadway access to Site 
water level) · 
a) Low point -25 belo\·I sea level 
b) High point 2100 above 

· 1) Type of Road · asphalt 
2) Surface a§nh a 1 t 

3) Soil and water 
·· a,) load bearing characteristices of soil __ 

· · none 
b) sub-soil characteristics __s:iecomnosed 

granite and sandy loam 
c) depth to bedrock · 8 .feet 

d) depth to ground water _--.~,n..~,.~o.;...nf..,l.l;;e'----

4) Drainage . 
a) natural runofF capacity ---'g=-=o.><:o_,.d.__ 

b) need for artificial drainage facilities --
. some locations 
c) need. for flood protection (include exis~-
ing facilities) at some locat1 ons 

d. Climate Conditions (include seasonal variations 
wh.ere relevant) . . 
1) Precipitation __ Rain~ Snow _0_ 
2) Average Tcmperalure __ R~nge _2Q_:_ 
3) Average Htimidity · '20% 
4) Prevailing Winds Sou t.hve st 
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3) Width 
4) We\ght restric;tjons or pther limitations --

10 ~on, ~o tra1ler bed. 
b. Estimated cost of providiC!R roadway access if 

not presently available $--L.~~,_,O:....:O::...;O:,__ ___ _ 
c. Distance of site from: 

1) arterial street cir highway 7 mi 1 es 
2) interstate highway 12 mi 1 PS 

d. Railroads servin~ site or. are~ a!ld fr:_quency 
·of service: Sou1.,hern .r>aclfJ..c, ~o-~anta 
B ~ain runs for each line 

.1) Estimated cost of extending (spur) to site 
if not yet available 7 , 000 

e. Commercial motor carriers serving_ site and fre-
quency of service . none . · 

H'e 
... ' 

f. Watcnvays serving areas Gulf of · Calif • . 
1) Loading and unloading facilities ---

fair 
2) Distance to port facilities 60 m i 1 P. S 

g. Commercial airport and carriers serving area 



. 1) Distance to airport --·-=2~0~@~i.._.l...,e"'"'s~--
.2) Air freight service ---JYwe;o.,S.;z__ ____ _ 

· 3) Type of aircraft served __ _.;a;.;.:l:o:.:l=-_;:;t .... Y-"P'""'e'--s 

4) Is landing strip desirable ____ y:-:e"'"""s __ 

S. STATE .1\ND LOCAL TAXES 

a. Property tax rates .:$. 1 0. per ·~ 1000. 
· deduct first $3,000 

'b. Personal property taxes _....~nu.uo .. nu:e'"-------

c. Inventory tax and relevant restrictions ----

d. Estimated total tax burden $--'-;ili)l<:;2-"'!,r-:~;P'O-"O'-'-~ 

6. COMMUNITY FACTORS 

a. Labor Availability 

b. Other Community Factors 
1) fire and police. ---~i!-J.o;€:...;S,__ _____ _ 

·.2) medical yes 
3) educational -----iJYw0;:..S""--------
4) recreational yes . 
5) cost of living ~ndex ----------

6) Con:mguJlb~ attitude toward new industry 

c.· Construction Cost Index 
1) Labor .$12,. pr·' r sq. ft. 
.2) Materials :~1 5 uer sq~ ft. 

SOURCES Of lilrO!U.iATION ON DISHIDUTION. CENTER LOCA'flON 

1. General Sources on Location and Distribution Logistics 
Recommended books on Location and Distribution Loglstics: 
.1. Bowersox, Donald J., Food Distribution Center Location: 

Technique and Procedure, Marketing and Transportation 
Paper No. 12; Bureau of Business and Economic Re
search, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich-
igan, 1062 · 

2. Heskett, J. L., Ivie, Robert M., and Claskowsl")', Nicholas 
A., Business l"ogistics, (New York: The Ronald Press 
Company, 1964) . 

3. Mossman, Frank H. and Morton, Newton, Logistics of 
Distribution Systems, (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 
1965) . 

4. NeuhofF, Malcolm C., Tcclmiques of Plant Location, 
Studies in Business Policy #61, New York: National 

. Industrial Conference Board, 1953 · 
5. Smykay, Edward A., Bowersox, Donald J., and Mossman, 

Frank H., Physical Distribution Management, (New York: 
The MacMillan Company, 1961) · 

_6. Thompson, James H., Methods of Plant Site SelectiOn. 
.Available to Small Manufacturing Firms, Morgantown, 
West Virginia, University of West Virginia, Bureau of 
Business Research, 1962 

7. Yaseen, Leonard C., Plant Location, New York: American 
Research Coun::il, Revised Edition, 1960 

2. Specific 
The sources of information which a flrm may tum to £or 

aid in selecting a new site for a plant or a warehouse are 
many and varied. The information desired covers many 
areas. A representative sample follows: 
1. General Information on Areas 

American Industrial Development Council, Inc. (230 
Boylston Street, Boston 16, Massachusetts)-has mem
bers in every state and in Camda. 

Society of Industrial Ileal tors, ( 1300 Connecticut Avenue, 
N.W., Washington 6, D.C.)-h:1s members in every 
state and in Canada. · 

U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Area Develop
ment, (Industrial Location Division, Washington 25, 
D.C.)-olfers plant location services through the Area 
Development Act of 1961 in areas which have a hbor 
surplus. The government will lend up to 65 percent of 
the cost of land, buildings, machinery and equipment 
at an interest r;1te of 4 percent. The program is out
lined in "The National Industrial Dispersion Program," 

· a bulletin which is nvailable on request. 
The i.ndustrbl dcvdopmcnt departments of rnilroads, air

lines, motor carriers, water carriers, utilities and the 
industrial devclopm.:nt a~encics of tht: stntes. 

Consultants on industrial location such as the Fantus 
Comp:my and the Binsw:~gt•r Corporation. 

2. ·Transportation 
Carriers serving the arca-:~irlincs, trucking companies, 

water carriers, rn~lroads. 

3. Labor 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor 

and the Bureau of the Census Department of Com
merce both have published! data on the United States 
as a whole and for splected areas, states and cities. 

The U. S. Census of Population, and the Censuses of 
Ma:nufacturing, Agriculture, Business and 1Jineral In
dustries also contain data on labor. 

Local Chambers of Conunerce, and industrial associations, 
manufacturers, unions and state employment offices 
are sources to turn to for information on the labor 
situation within a selected area. 

4. Power and Utilities 
The U. S. Department of Commerce, 'the Federal Power 

Commission and the Public Health Service are gov
ernmental sources of infonnation. 

Local Chambers of Commerce and utilities serving the 
area are local sources of information. 

5. Raw Materials 
The Census of Mineral Industries and local manufacturers 

and producers. 
6. 'Markets 

A nrm•s own sales records, customers, forecasts, and 
personnel are sources to use in determining the m~uket 
areas for its products. 

The Censuses of population, Business and 1-fanufacturers 
are sources of government data. 

Another source is the Survey of Current Business. 
7. Communities 

Note: 

The County and City Data Book, Washington, D.C., 
U. S. Bureau of the Census gives a breakdown of 
political, social and economic statistics for the United 
States. 

U. S. Census of Population and the censuses of govern
ments and housing. 

The Municipal Ycc.rbook, International City Managers, 
Association, annu:1l. 

Industrial associatioas, real estate brokers, local develop
ment agencies, newspapers, chambers of commerce, 
industries, unions, tax assessors, attorneys, bankers, 
school administrators and municipal authorities are all 
sources of information for various types of data on 
a specific community. 

1. Two other sources of information that should not be over
looked arc p.:rsonal conbcts and consultant;, either of which 
may be of aid :~t any time during a finn's hunt for a new 

. plant or warehouse loc:~tion. 
2. A summ:~ry public::~tion which· details the typt: ·and anil

ability of federal and st:ltl! statistical data h::~s recently been 
published. It is entitl.:d: Measuring Markets: A Guide to 
the Use of Federal and State Stati~tical Data, U. S. Depart
ment of Commerce. Business and Defense Services Adminis
tration, 1966. 
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INTRODUCTION TO C:IAPTER IV 

Civilization is characterized by functional specialization 

of regions, vlhereby each region develops an economic base 

reciprocally related to those of other regions, with which 

it exchanges goods, services, money, and credit. At the 

metropolitan scale, each part of the metropolitan region, 

similarly, tends to develop specialized functions and chara

cteristics. The complementary regions are interconnected . 

by transportation and corynunications networks without which 

. . ld b . . 1 
1nteract1on wou e 1mposs1ble. These interactions take 

two forms: (1) the establis~~ents - co~~ercial, industrial, 

residential,·~3.re located in areas of high population density, 

with resulting high traffic density, perhaps congestion, 

and high land values. (2) the activities and establishments 

are located on the urban periphery along transportation linss 

with louer land costs r~sul ting from levier density, but 

higher transportat.bn costs to overcome the additional friction 

of distance. 2 Up to a point, the costs of concentration and 

of transportation, whether measured in doll.ars, energy or 

time, can be substituted one for the other. Hov1ever, due to 

certain constraints imposed by the particular situations 

created by the Aerospace Distribution Center, selection of 

the trcmsportation urban-periphery concept \Wuld be closer 

to fulfilling the various special needs. Chapter Four is a 

gen~ral Sj~opsis of the region selected for aerospace dis

tribution use. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SYNOPSIS OF SELECTED SITE 

YUMA, ARIZONA 

The southvrestern region of the United States has many 

attractive a~enities as well as some -disadvantages. Nevada, 

Southern California, Arizona and Texas are the fastest gro"VTing 

areas in the u.s. today. Growth is both from population and 

wealth producing industries. Almost all of the major man

ufacturers of aerospace equipment are located in this region. 

The predominatly flat topography lends itself well to trans

portatlon systems. The major metropolitan areas are widely 

separated in walking miles, but in flight time or rail time, 

any city can be reached in 4 hours and 24 hours respectively. 

A site selected for the first International Aerospace 

Distril)ution Center is on the south\olest corner of Arizona 

at the . juncture with California and Hexico. The nearest city 

is Yuma, Arizona, population 23,000, 20 miles away. The 

basic econo~y of this area is agriculture, supplemented by 

a Harine Corps air station and the Army's Hot vieather Testing 

Center. The nearest tovm is 6an Luis, Hexico, 12 miles fro:n 

Yuma on the i•.lexican border. 

The surrounding area is desert, but due to its abundance 

of water from the Colorado rtiver, the surrounding area has 

become one of the greatest agriqulture areas in the vrest.3 

Although the site is sitting in the middle of the desert , 

one ·of the most surprising things about the area is its 

recreat i on; such recreation varies from boating, fishing 

and \vater skiing, to exploring the desert by sand buggy, 
I· 

rock hotmding and tfucing advfu~tage of the re~arkable photo-
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graphy .is opportunities offered by the desert and ~ountains. 

One area is being set apart by the Arizona Fish and Game 

Department for those who desire to hunt for desert rocks 

which make up into jewelry of the finest type. \'iild flO\·:ers 

and cacti offer exotic subjects for the camera. The mountains 

of the area should never be overlooked. Lying to the east 

and northeast are the pictur-esque Chocole.tes and Gilas. 

Picacho Peak to the north, Castle ~orne to the northeast, 

Palm Canyon and the King of Arizona Nountains (Kofas) offer 

interesting side trips. 

Southern Arizona offers the fisherman a var:i!..table paradise. 

Lying north of Imperial Da~on the Colorado ~iver is some 

of the best bass, crappie and catfish water in the west. 

Both men's and v..rom.en 1 s sporting clubs offer memberships and 

aid in .locating the be~t sport. The City of Yuma's chain 

of canals offer a lazy type of fishing to those who like to 

use the cane pole; and talapia really bite during the winter 

months. 

During the hunting season, the desert around the site 

offers some of the best hunting in the v!orld. Both deer 

and desert big-horn shEep are found in the desert and nearby 

mountain ranges. Yuma County is, in fact, the last "un

refuge11 stronghold of the desert big-horn sheep. 

Industrial land is easily obtainable and readily adapt

able to any functional requirement v!i th desert 100 miles in 

any direction. Sparcialed \vi th only a fev/ inhabitants, 

conceivably there \·lOuld be no real problem from undesirable 

population growth in the site area; other than what is gen

erated from the center. 
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The location near the international border inforces 

the concept of being an intPrna.tional operation. During 

the initial stage of development the center could operate 

as a public distribution center for agricultural products, 

along \·Ti th aerospace equipraent, until the maximum peak vJas 

reached; at that time the distribution operation would handle 

only co~modities of Aerospace manufacturers 1 goods. 

Local and state governments have_, put · in ·operation some 

very good programs to encourage industry into the area. 

They are designed to give manufacturers -v:ho produce 

merchandise for out-of-state of country consumption large 

beneficial tax breaks. 

Sor:.Je of the numerous other advantages that site selected 

has are: 

(1) There are several large gas pipe lines from the 

New Me~ico-Texas fields which are used to serve the area of 

the site. Gas is the major source of power. 

(2) The City of Yuma, Arizona, located.on the -Colorado 

River, only a few miles north of the Mexican border, could 

supply all needed labor force and personnal ser-vices re

quired. The City provides excellent transportation fac

ilities connecting Yuma with the ~acific coast 180 miles 

away and the Gulf of California 60 miles a-v:ay. Yuma is 

served by the Southern Pacific ~ailroad, all ~a jor bus 

lines, and Bonanza Airlines, which operates out of Yuma 

International ~irport, flying from the world's longest 

concrete rum1ay. 

(3) The area is kno~n for its ideal climate, allowing 
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continuous operations year round. 

(4) u.s. Highway 80 and Interstate 10 pass through 

Yuma. Every major city in the southwest region is connected 

along this through\o:ay, and it ts a major trucking route 

serving these areas. 4 
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_CHAPTER V 

SIGNIFICANCE OF HOT ENVIRONMENTS FOR MAN 

By Douglas H. K. Lee 
(Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland) 

As any automobile driver knows, machines may 
have difficulty jn hot weather in getting rid of the 
heat they produce, to the detriment of efficient 
operation and possible danger to the machine. 
Man, too, is a machine, producing heat in propor
tion to his activity and method of operation; but a 
machine in which the permissible rise of temper
ature (2- 3°F) is very much less than an automo
bile, and the heat-regulating devices correspond
ingly more complex and sensitive. 

For due appreciation of the way in which hous
ing can help or hinder his efficient operation in 
hot environments, it is necessary to examine man's 
heat regulating mechanism, and the effect upon it 
of those environmental conditions which may be 

_i~1fluenccd by housing. 

HUMAN HEAT BALANCE 

Bodily heat regulation is essentially the main
tenance of a balance between gains of heat on 
the one hand and losses on the other. While one 
thinks of the tro1iics and yven the sub-tropics as 
regions in which the problem is essentially that of 
losing heat rapidly enough, it must not be forgotten 
that there are occasions when the problem may be 
one of conserving heat, as in the desert at night 

or at some elevation above sea level. On each side 
of t4e heat balance there are a number of items, 
as shown in Table 1.1, which merit some description. 

Even at complete rest man produces an impor
tant quantity of heat-the so-called "basal heat 
production-amounting to 290 BTU /hr for an 
average adult ·man. For short periods of time he 
can increase this rate of production eight-fold by 
violent exercise; but over the normal 24 hours the 
average heat production woulrl not amount to 
more than 130 per cent of the basal rate for 
sedentary workers and 300 per cent for heavy man
ual laborers. Bodily processes connected with the 
eating and digestion of food and assimilation of the 
digestive products contribute their quota to this 
total. 

Three modes of heat exchange between the body 
and its surroundings are shown in Table 1.1-radia
tion, conduction, and water vapor transfer. The 
simplest of these is conduction. It is a well known 
fact that, when two objects at different temperatures 
are placed in contact, heat passes from the warmer 
to the cooler. Conduction is the name given to this 
transfer of heat by · contact. When the foot is 
placed on hot ground, for example, heat passes from 
the ground into the foot, and at a rate determined 

TABLE 1.1-HEAT BALANCE OF THE BODY 

Gains 

1. Heat production by: 
a. Basal processes 
b. Activity 
c. Digestive, etc. processes 
d. Muscle tensing and shivering in response 

to cold · 
2. Absorption of radiant energy: 

a. From sun-direct reflected 
b. From glowing radiators. 
c. From non-glowing hot objects 

3. Heat conduction towards body: 
a. From air above skin temperature 0 

b. By contact with hptter objects 
4. Condensation of atmospheric moisture 

(occasional) 

0 Hastened by air movement (convection}. 

Losses 

5. Outward radiation: 
a. To "sky" 
b. To colder surroundings 

,. 6. Heat conduction away from body: 
a. To air below skin temperature 0 

b. By contact with colder objects. 
7. Evaporation: 
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a. From respiratory tract 
b . . From skin°-o/espiration, sweat applied 

water 



bv some physical properties best summed up as 
tl~c "thermal diffusivities" of the ground and the 
foot respectively. In the case of heat b·ansfer 
between the skin and air, the rate of transfer is 
further influenced to an important extent by air 
mo,·emerit. In perfectly still air the rate of heat 
tr.111sfer is slow; but any movement. of the air tends 
to replace the air next to the skin, which has al
rt•:ld)' come close to skin temperature, with fresh 
air from outside, and thus speeds up the transfer. 
Jt is important to realize that heat can pass by con
duction in either direction, toward or away from 
the body, depending upon which is the hotter, the 
skin or the contacting air. Air mooement will 
simply speed up this transfer in whichever direction 
it is already taking place. 

Heat loss by evaporation can be examined in 
\'cry much the same fashion as heat loss by con
duction. As water evaporates it absorbs heat from 
its immediate neighborhood; but this evaporation 
and the consequent cooling can continue only if 
the evaporated water vapor is free to move away 
from the site of evaporation. The ease with whicl-1' 
h(•at is lfJst from the skin by evaporation depends, 
therefore, upfJn the difference between the vapor 
pressure at the skin surface and the vapor pressure 
of the surroundiTJg air; just as the case with which 
heat is lost hy conduction depends upon the dif
ference between the temperature of the skin and 
tbe temperature of the surrounding air. (The vapor 
pressure at the skin surface depends very largely 
upon the extent of the water film present on the 
skin, and this may vary from less than 10 per cent 
of the skin area on a cool, dry clay to 100 per cent 
·.•:hen one is bathed in sweat. The vapor pressure 
of the air, on the other hand, is naturally deter
mined by the amount of water vapor present in it.) 
Air movement increases the rate of heat loss by 
evaporation, in the same way as it increases the 
rate of heat transfer by conduction, since it replaces 
the saturated air in contact with the skin with fresh 
air from outside. 

While in the case of heat conduction the ex
change could readily occur in either direction, to or 
away from the body, in the case of water vapor 
transfer the reverse process, i. e. heat gain by con
densation, seldom occurs, so that, for all practical 
purposes, increased air mooement can be.regarded 
as always promoting heat loss by evaporation, al
though it may work in either direction for heat ex
change by conduction. The net result of increasing 
air· movement will depend upon the relative sizes of 
these two processes. In this connection it may be 
>aiel that increasing air movement will always have 

7 

the effect of increasing the net loss of heat except 
under quite hot and dry circumstances (e. g., air 
temperature over l05°F, vapor pressure less than 
15mmHg, and strong solar radiation). 

The physics of heat exchange by radiation is 
rightly regarded as complex, but even here it is 
possible to reduce the problem to a few fairly 
simple statements for ease of understanding and 
approximate calculation. Some such appreciation 
of its operation is essential, since one of the most 
important functions of housing in hot regions is to 
intercept the solar radiation which would otherwise 
fall on the body and produce an undesirable heat 
load. A man out of doors is involved in two some
what different types of radiation-( i) visible and 
short infrared radiation, which will be called "solar" 
radiation for brevity, since it originates in the sun; 
and ( ii )· lbng infrared, which will be called "ther
mal," since it is due to differences in temperature 
between the surface of the man and those of sur
rounding objects such as the ground and buildings. 
Radiation operates through five channels, as shown 
in Table 1.2. 

The heating effect of direct solar mdiation is 
familiar to all. Its intensity on a clear day can 
reach 320 Btu/sq ft/hr. on a surface at right angles 
to the solar beam. The amount of surface pre
sented by man to this radiation varies with the 
altitude of the sun (angle that the solar beam makes 
with the horizontal), and with his posture. Be
cause of the high altitude of the mid-day sun in 
the tropics, the time of greatest receipt by an up
right man is not at noon, but between 9 and 10 in 
the morning and 2 and 3 in the afternoon, when 
the sun shines more directly upon the vertical parts 
of his body. Of the solar radiation which falls upon 

TABLE 1.2-CHANNELS OF RADIATION 
EXCHANGE 

Channel 

Solar radiation direct 
Solar radiation reflected 

from cloud, etc. 
Solar radjation reflected 
. . from ground, etc. 
Thermal exchange with 

.. ground, etc. 
Thermal loss to "sky" 

Spectral Type 

Visible and short infrared 

Visible and short infrared 

Visible and short infrared 

Long infrared 
Long infrared 

Wave Lengths 
Visible . 
Short infrared . 
Long infrared . 

0.3 to 0.7 microns 
0.7 to 2.5 microns 
over 2.5 microns, 

usually 5-20 microns 

( 31) 



him, only a part is absorbed and converted into 
heat; the remainder is reflected. About one half 
of the solar radiation is in the visible portion of 
the spectrum, and color is fairly good indication 
of how much reflection is taking place in this por
tion; white materials and skin reflecting 90 per 
cent or more, black materials and skin 1.5 per cent 
or less. Heflection in the remaining half of the 
solar radiation, the short infrared, is less affected 
by color, although it is still something of a guide; 
white reflecting 60 per cent and black 40 per cent. 

If one holds a disc between one's eye and the 
sun it is evident that, even on a perfectly clear 
day, an important quantity of light is being re
flected from particles in the air. With a high al
titude sun in a clear sky this amounts to some 15 
per cent of the intensity of direct radiation (on a 
horizontal surface) when the whole vault of the 
sky is exposed; with a low altitude sun the per
centage is greater, though the total amount is less. 
A light haze over the sky may increase the amount 
of reflection more than it interferes .with direct 
radiation. The maximum effect is obtained · when 
large cumul~s clouds float in the sky but non~ lies 
between the observer and the sun. The maximum 
intensity of solar radiation to be received on a 
horizontal surface from direct and sky reflected 
solar radin.tion combined is about 350 BTU/sq ft/hr. 

It is well known that sunlight reflected from dry 
light soil, white sand, dried lakes, and clouds can 
reach painful intensities. This reflected visible 
radiation is accompanied by reflected short infrared, 
and the .two combined can represent an important 
heat load, amounting, on the vertical surface of an 
upright man, to one quarter or more of the intensity 
of solar radiation on the horizontal ground. Towards 
reflected solar radiation, whether from sky or ter
rain, materials and skin show much the same re
flectivity as they do towards direct sunshine. 

Apart from any reflection of solar radiation, 
ground and other surrounding objects will exchange 
radiant heat with the body if they are at tempera
hues different from that of the body surface. In 
the hot dry regions, as will be seen later, ground 
and building surfaces may become appreciably 
warmer than the body, so that the amount of heat 
gained by radiation from such sources may be quite 
important. This radiation is of long wave type, and 
towards it most surfaces are almost completely 
absorptive, showing no reflectivity. Color is of no 
consequence in considerations of long infrared ex
change. Polished metal surfaces, however, do show 
marked and sometimes quite high reflectivities to
wards it, and thus possess some useful protective 
qualities. 

The fifth item in Table 1.2, that of radiation loss 
to "sky," has heen too long neglected, and has some 
important significance for building practice. If 
there were nothing between a man and outer space, 
he would rapidly lose heat to it by radiation, since 
it virtually has a temperature of -45°F. The at
mosphere acts as a barrier, however, so that in 
reality. a man on an open plain radiates to a hemis
phere at some intermediate temperature. In the 
warm humid regions this temperature is not very 
different from ground temperature; but in dry 
regions it may be substantially lowe1: ( 40°F). 
Since this is the only channel of radiation loss under 
such conditions, it has an important significance. 

CONSEQUENCES OF HEAT STRESS 

When man fails to lose heat at the same rate as 
he is 'gaiping heat the results are dramatic and dis
astrous . .• Heat stroke is a condition in which the 
body temperature rises to dangerous heights, with 
unconsciousness and death unless relief is given. 
Fortunately, this is rare. Man's heat-regulating 
mechanism is excellently designed for coping with 
those hot environments which occur naturally; in 
fact, it might be said that a healthy, acclimatized 
man will not develop heat stroke under naturally 
occurring climatic conditions unless he is laboring 
under exceptional emotional stress. Of some 190 
cases of heat stroke occurring in the U. S. Army 
during World War II, all occurred in the U. S. A. 
and during recruit training. l'vlany of the cases 
reported as heat stroke or "sun" stroke in times past 
were probably cases of infection with malarial or 
other fever-producing organisms, perhaps combined 
with excessive activity, shortage of water, or other 
conditions interfering with healthy heat regulation. 

:Man has an excellent heat-regulating mechanism 
which seldom lets his body temperature rise to 
dangerous levels; but this mechanism makes· severe 
demands upon him, and it is these demands of reg
ttlation which interfere with his efficiency rather 
than failure to t·egulate. When faced with difficulty 
in getting riel of heat, the blood vessels of the skin 
dilate and allow much more blood to pass through 
it, just as the thermostat in an automobile lets 
~vater pass through the radiator when the engine 
heats up. This increase in capacity of skin blood 
vessels may outstrip his ability to make a greater 
volume of blood available. To compensate for this, 
other blood vessels in the internal organs may be 
closed down, but the saving may not be sufficient. 
Under such circumstances of relative blood short
age, the brain, being at the highest part of the 
body, may be deprived of a sufficient supply. Since 
it is the tissue which is most sensitive to shortage of 
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oxygen, the brain quickly evidences this fact with 
inefficient performance and characteristic symptoms 
of "heat exhaustion." Lassitude, headache, nausea, 
dizziness, uneasiness, and finally fainting mark the · 
well-developed case; but there is probably a .wide 
range of lesser disturbances which interfere with 
efficiency without going on to frank exhaustion. 
In any case, the internal organs cannot be expected 
to function properly if their blood supply is con
tinually being reduced in order to keep up the 
supply to the skin. 

On top of this, man has a remarkable sweating 
capacity. With moderately hard work under . hot 
dry conditions man can produce three pints of 
sweat an hour. Although he is unlikely to keep 
this up for more than two or three hours, he may 
lose as much as 4 gallons in one day, and this must 
be replaced by drinking. This is a large quantity 
of water to handle, and even at lower rates there 
will probably be periods in which the loss of water 
exceeds the supply. Under such circumstances, 
the already precarious blootl supply must be still 
further depleted, and the liabilities to heat:. ex-
haustion increased. · 

Fmther indirect consequence of heat stress which 
must add their c1uota to inefficiency are lowered 
alimentary activity due to the deficient blood 
supply, discomfort from hot and wet skin, liability 
to skin disturbances from wet skin which is sub
jected to rubbing, possible deficiencies of salt due 
to losses in the sweat, and even. urinary stone as a 
result of reduced urine volume. 

From this it will be seen that it is not sufficient 
merely to provide ~onditions in which man's body 
temperature is kept in reasonable limits. One must 
aim at something better, viz. conditions which will 
avoid invoking the heat-regulatory processes to the 
point at which they interfere seriously with the 
performance of normal functions or the main
tenance of health. This does not mean that man 
should be guaranteed a state of permanent com
fort-there arc serious arguments against a steady 
diet of comfort-but it does mean that there is some 
intermediate set of conditions in which the saving 
in human efficiency is worth the e[f01t p11t into 
secure climatic a1nelioration. This should be the 

. aim of tropical housing. 

INDIVIDUAL VAlUATION IN RESPONSE 
It is well known that individuals, even within a 

fairly uniform community, vary in their susceptibil
ity to heat, and even that the same individual may 
vary in his susceptibility from one time to another. 
This range of variability is certainly n_ot decreased 
when people from very different communities, with 

different modes of living, different degrees of health, 
and diHerent climatic experiences are compared. 

. Since this variat~on may affect final judgment on 
housing requirements, some note should be m~de 
here of the more important circumstances which 
govern it. 

Vital statistics show that both infants under one 
year of age and elderly people show an undue 
susceptibility to heat, at least when they are used 
to a predominantly temperate climate. This is 
only to be expected, since at these extremes of the 
life span resistance to almost any kind of stress 
is somewhat reduced. It is a common observa
tion, on the other hand, that children from one to 
about twelve years of age, and even adolescents, 
seem "to feel the heat" much less than adults. 
Whether this tolerance be physiological, the social 
implications seem to be real. 

Reputed differences in sex tolerance to heat can 
usually be attributed to other accompanying cir
cumstances, such as differences in clothing, nature 
of work, or social adjustment. 

There is reason to believe that a high calorie diet 
reduces heat tolerance to a certain extent, and that 
an excess of weight, especially if acquired in the 
second half of life, adds to the heat burden. Heat 
tolerance does not continue to improve, however, 
as the diet is reduced below normal. A near-star
vation diet recluces resistance to most stresses, 
including that of heat. 

Probably one of the most important of the factors 
determining the individual heat tolerance of healthy 
persons is the mechanical efficiency with which 
they carry out their work. The perscin who spe.nds 
the least energy, and thus produces the least heat, 
for a given task, will clearly have the advantage. 
Training, incentive, psychological adjustment, and 
experience are all important in this regard, and vary 
greatly from one individual, one group, or even one 
nationality to another. 

Health understandably affects heat tolerance. 
Any disease which severely affects the body will . ' 
tend to reduce its resistance to various stresses, in-· 
eluding that of heat. Any condition which inter
feres with blood flow through the skin, inhibits 
sweating, or increases heat production must de
crease heat tolerance. Diseases which tend to re
duce heat production, usually by reducing the per
son's activity, will tend to increase heat tolerance, 
but, of course, at the expense of productivity and 
usefulness. 

Clothing may greatly affect a person's ability to 
lose heat. :Many groups living in a state of simple 
culture have adapted their clothing fairly well to 
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the climatic conditions; but the peoples of more 
complicated cultures are apt to include certain fea
tures which may run ~ounter to physiological re
quirements, especially if they have recently moved 
into hot environments from elsewhere. There is a 
particular danger at the present time that people 
of simpler culture, with a natural desire to show 
equality with· the incoming "westerners," may imi
tate ·those features of western clothing which are 

· least suited to the local climatic conditions. Chang~ 
ing social habits such as these make it difficult for 
the best intentioned executive of technical as
sistance program to achieve his objectives. 

That acclimatization to heat occurs, and that it is 
important, is fairly clear and well accepted; al
though it is hard to explain just exactly how it 
occurs. In general, there are two types of accli
matization process. One concerns improving the 
means of_losing heat from the body, and this takes 
place fairly rapidly, being well developed in one 
to three weeks of exposure. The other concerns 
reducing heat production, takes longer, and is di-

. rected mainlr towards improving mechanica~_: ef
ficiency. Since this involves such intangibles as · 
training, incentive, psychological adjustment, and 
experience, it is hard to measure and varies greatly 
with individuals and groups. Nevertheless, it is a 
very real thing, a~d is the process which usually 
determines the final degree of success. 

While II)UCh has been written about racial dif
ferences in heat tolerance, there _is very little factual 

. evidence on which to base a dis~ussion. Most of 
such evidence as has been collected is not admis..: .;. 
sible, sfuce it was collected without adequate rec~ : 
ord of the numerous oth_er . circumstances which . 
may have affected the observations. On the face 
of it, it would seem that such ·differences- in heat · 
tolerance as exist between any two groups of dif
ferent racial composition could be largely a:ttrib~ 

. uted to · such factors as differences in nutrition; 
health, incentive, or . experience. What meager 
evidence is admissible suggests that, betwen groups 
similar in all respects except race, the one With the 
longer racial experience of l)ot climates may show 
a slightly better adaptation by doing the same task 
with less expenditure of effort. 

TOLERANCE LEVELS 

Various workers have studied the reactions to 
·heat of experimen~al subjects or of persons · en
gaged in normal occupations .. . No two workers~ 
however; have made their observations under iden
tical circumstances, so that their results are dUB~ 
cult to compare. As well as temperature and hu- · 
midity, air movement, rate of work, duration of 
task, and the nature of measured response all vary . . 
The more illuminating of these results have been· 
drawn as lines on a standard psychrometric chart, 
and are given on pages 9 and 11. They will 
serve as a guide to probable effects of different 
. (shade) environmental conditions, until such time 
as a more satisfactory scheme is available. 

12 
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CHAPTER VI-- DESIGN CRITErliA 

Space Equipment: 

One of the most difficult problems facing private corpora

tions participating in the national -space program is that their 

facilities become obsolete long before the buildings themselves 

are ready to be replaced. Therefore, the design criteria for 

all facilities posed in this progra~ must include highly flex-

ible spaces that can be readily changed should the purpose for 

which it was originally built change. Because most activities, 

which will occur at the distribution center, such as testi~g, 

air-handling facilities, and research, requires isolation or 

separation, : the master ~lan for the site will be a ca~pus-type 

development. Each building will have: it 1 s .ovm pJ..o1:-, parking · area 

(if needed) and-its ovm separable utili ties services with an 

inter-communication information netv10rk. 

The site will be predo~£nately level and large water de~ands 

for cooling and recir~ulation would dictate large holding ponds 

that could be used as lagoons. These lagoons would bring so2e 

relief from the large open area. The lagoons would also serve 

as a center in vlhich the development could cluster arou ... '1d for 

additional visual relief. 

To provide a focal point, a central cafeteria with a multi~ 

story office building surrounded by the largest la.goon is pro-

posed. 

The typical building, (other than block-houses and other 
w 

highly hazardous areas which will be of reinforced concrete), 

shall be of steel frame structural systems, individually paci~

aged air condition units and overhanging roofs for shading the 

walls and windows from the extreme heat. 

The Steel frame structural system has been selected bcc~use 

it .allm·:s flexibility for changing building uses. Pac}:.a;e 
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air condi tionlng lini ts. vrill be selected because the distance 

between buildings would make it impractic~l.for a central control 

unit. 

Assembly Plant: 

The general practice of the assembly plant would be to 

start the connection operations at the components level rather 

than will parts. To illustrate a complete operation, the 

following partial sequence may be helpful: 

Routing of an item (typical operation procedure): A sheet 

of alur.1inum arrives at the warehous·e ·in a unit load. There it 

is unloaded, inspected for damages and placed in storage hopper 

until needed. The sneet i~ then removed from the warehouse, 

automatically, and brought to the assembly plant. There it is 

dropped onto the conveyor. The sheet is lifted onto a trim~er 

where it is cut to proper sizes; left-o'ver scraps are dropped 

into return hoppers. These sized aluminum pieces are eletroni

cally inspected for proper to~erances and then dropped into a 

general steel·: hopper vlhere this asse~nbly is used. Other pieces 

which make up the complete unit are also stored here until 

needed. These pieces are then autom~tically fitted togethe~ 

in the prescribed manner, described by the engineering depart

ment and contrived by the planning dep~rt~nent and outlined by 

the management. The c-::>:nponent is then cleaned and spray painted 

and electronically inspected before placed into the ap;·ropriate 

stora&e slot where it will make ~p one part of a booster assembly. 

Primary functions of asse~bly area are: 

1. Assembling ma·jor co:nponents. 
2. Disasse::1bling major co:Jponents. 
3. Staging and planning sajor operations. 
4. Researching and developing major or minor projects. 
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.Supportive functions are: 

1-. Transporting components from. assembly to launching 
site. 

2. Transporting components from warehouses to assembly 
area. 

3. Providing co:nmunications bebveen organizations 

A. Data 

1. People 
2. Hachines 
.. 

B. Communication net\oJOrk 

Primary activities - plant activities 

Assembly of: 

1. Co~~unication equipment 
2. Guidance equipment 
3. Hydraulics and pneumatic connections 
4. .Pov:er train 

A. "Boosters" 
B. "Substainers" 
C. "Verniers" 

5. Fuel and "oxidiser" equipment 
6. Air Frame 

A. Cargo space 
B. Cock pit 

Auxillary activities: 

1. Receiving and inspection 
2. Engineering 
3. Painting 
4. Clea.Ding 
5. Loading and unloading 
6. Administrative 

. . 

A. Purchasing 
B. Data processing 
c. Hanage.:nent 
D. Security guard 
E. Fire department 
F. Personnel 
G. Accounting 
H. Hail 
I. General office 
J. Public relations 
K. Nurses 

'/. Hain-r;anence 
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Air terminal facilities: 

The air terminal buildings provide separated facilities for 

freight handling, cargo, and mail. The location of the freight 

terminal must be in direct relationship vli th truck and rail 

handling facilities at the distribution center and be within 

reasonable proximinity to the station operations. Provisions 

for maneuvering areas for trucks to and from docks shall be 
. 2 

included in planning operat1ons. 

To allovl for maximum ..operational efficiency, the planning 

of the airport ter~inal buildings and aprons shall be based upon 

the following factors: 

1. The type of aircraft using facility, and pertinent 
performance characteristics. 

2. The loading capacity of air8raft. 

3. The rate of movement freight, including peak traffic 
schedules. 

4. Flight and ground traffic flm·l patterns. 

5. Types and proportions of traffic. This factor covers 
types and proportions of passenger and freight aircraft 
traffic, \•ihether domes tic, international or in combin
ations, and a deter~ination of whether traffic originated 
at the site, tsrminates there, or is in transit or trans
fer. 

The general design consider&tions whall be centralized 

ter~inal facilities. 

Passenger service will operate only on a non-schedule flight 

system. No facilities will be required. 
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Distribution Center -~,iarehousing - At the instant materials 

arrive at the warehouse facilities, automated and electronic 

systems will swing into action and decrease excess time, motion 
.. 

and expense. Receiving truck trailers and rail cars will be-

come an integrated part of the aerospace distribution center. 

Powered conveyors on trailers and car beds vlill eliminate ma.nual 

and lift truck unloading. Unit loads will move directly from 

the vehicle conveyor to the warehouse receiving conveyor, which 

will convey the load to a holding station. The load information 

will be fed to a data co!lection station which will go to the 

main com9uter. The computer will next search and place the 

load irito an operi slot. The slot selected will be based upon 

weight and size of load and use. The storage areas \·:ill con-

sist of rac~c: and bin equipment, vlhich can be adjusted to hold 

a wide range of unit loads. 1:jhen a large inventory is needed, 

drive in racks and flow through racks \·lill maximize storage 

space and :ninimize aisle space. Cranes vlill place goods on 

the receiving edd of the flm: through rack, and pick goods from 

the other end on a first-in-first-out basis. Racks will be made 

of the thinnest and narrowest beams and uprights possible so 

as to keep fro;n usj_ng valuable stora.ge space. Load uniforrni ty, 

improved pacl:c:aging, and accuracy of the crane v:ill reduce the 

amount of clear~mce required to :nove in and out. There vlill 

be a close v:orking relationship beb;een distribution center 

and equipment manufacturers as ·~:ell as with the carriers. 
-3 
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is to be maximum performance achieved. · It is proposed. that 

these environments should be very flexible to changes so that 

they fit the needs of each individual. The design should allow 

alterations to coincide with the individual's personality. 

"We are all constantly engaged in changing the appearance 

of the environment in \vhich we live. Acting as indi viciuals and 

in communi ties, vle continually rearrange our ·countryside, re

build our cities, regroup our neighborhoods; and periodically 

we renovate our homes, redecorate our rooms, renew our furniture, 

revise our \vardrobe and replenish our vases. 4 

"'F.he:: purpose behind many of these changes is, of course, a 

functional rather than an esthetic one, being directed tO\·Tard 

increasing the suitability of the environ~ent for performing 

specific tasks such as raising crops, carrying traffic or providing 

shelter. In such cases, changes in t4e appearance of the en

viron~Emt co:ue about almost as a by-product, often neither in

tended, desired nor appreciated. Other changes have a direct 

esthetic purpose: they consist of a conscious and intentional 

effort at improving the appearance of the environment by orderi~g 

the visual elements into a clear and harmonious co mpositionJ'~ 
11 But there is -another esthetic purpose of change, one Vlhic.h 

carmot be explained as a search for for~al perfect~on. It ~ay 

be typified by the almost irresistable urge we all feel to 

impress our footprints in the clean white surface of a drift of 

snow, e~en though we would be consciously spoiling its formal 

harmony. Actions such as this do not aim to improve the en

viron~ent; they aim simply to change it, to elter it, to ~ake 
·6 

it lool:: dii'feren t to ourselves and others. t! - · 
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Research and Development Laboratories and their related 

fac.l,:Liti~.s .t 

The environmental problems created by the isolated location 

of the site must be given first priority. The personnel vJho 

will be employed by the distribution center will be top paid 

and of the highest demand in their related fields. To keep 

these full time personnel happy and contented \·Il1ile ,~:orking 

for long periods of isolation, additional amenities not normally 

required of a private en~erprise will be required. Scientists 

and doctors vli th additional time on tneir hancis will have their 

own research and development facilities vJhich \vill be a co:nb

ination of scientific retreat and space technology labo:::·atory. 

It \llill have large areas of landscaping and spatial arrange!'nents 

that are conducive to study. Recreational facilities vrill 

include golf courses, tennis courts, gym, swi.:nming pools, and 

bar. Housing facilities will give :naximQ~ choice of open 

privacy as well as togetherness which is needed in team effo~ts. 

Units will be designed to blend unobstrusively into the sur

roundings. 

The research and develop:nent lab vlill employee many nation

ali ties of P.eople, vmrking in short durations - from 6 to 8 

raonths. These people, most of who vrill be respected leaders 

in their fields, will co.:ne to use the res~arch facilities at 

the Distribution Center for the purpose of v10rking along with 

others vrho are also ifiorking in similar fields. These scicitists 

and technicians, all who are of different social and spiri tua.l 

background, ·~I ill be tea:ned together and \·:ill be v:orkin.;, e ·;tin.::;, 

playing; a.nd sleeping u..D.der . the sa:ne environmental condi t.:.. ons. 

Their requirements, physiologically, psychologically, socially 

and spiritually ¥ill require ~any different solutions if there 
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It is my thesis that there exists a need on the part of 

individuals and groups to assert their presence by changing in 

some way or other the established visual order of the environ-

ment, and that this has significant implications for environ

mental designers. Not only should an environment be able to 

facilitate these changes, but it should be recognized that, 

except under special and limited circumstances, \ •Je are un

likely to achieve an environment \•Jhich v:ill be so pleasing 

that we will not feel a need to change it for esthetic reasons. 

' "The link betv:een environmental changes and various kinds of 

personal satisfsction can be traced to the communication process, 

in which the observer acts as a receiver of certain visual 

messages which are implied in nature, degree and quality of the 

changes initiated by the sender. Just as everyone is miare of 

a distinctive ~eaning associated with each facial expression 

we have learned to identify certain types of changes in the 
I 

environment VIith meanings such as aut"hority, poHer, \·:ealth, status, 

identity, affiliation. vie initiate changes ,,,i th the express 

purpose of inducing responses such as attention, respect, ad-

miration, fear, m1derstanding, or professions of affinity. 

\'Jhile there is no "universal visual language, there is consid-

erable agre e~ent between one culture and another and wide conse~ sus 

within each culture. Evaluation by receivers as to the visual 

effect of any particular change is based, not simply upon its 

formal harmony, but also upon the value attached to the :ness sge 

it conveys."7 

~ooked at in this way it becomes clear that it is possible 

for an envi.ron2ent to be ~eange d and ap ) arently improved, vJi t[lo-_lt 
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improving its formal quality, if this · change carries a message 

\vhich is pleasing to the receiver. Conversely, a change with 

unpleasant implications \·Jill, regardless of its beauty, tend 

to spoil the appearance of an environment. ,,a 
11 The alternative is not abdication by the professional 

designf:r. It is to elevate the esthetics of com:nunication and 

change from the realm of the House-and-Gardensy magazines into 

formal des~gn theory. The following suggestions are offered 

with this objective in mind: 

1. The designer should be sensitive to the messages 

carried by the environment which he changes or creates. The 

enviroument should be expressive of t he needs of its occupants, 

and of those meanings that have relevance to the co~nunity as 

a vlhole .• 

.An apartment house, for exa.rnple, normally does not represent 

a single large com~nunity, but ra.ther a number of quite separate 
. . . 

social U..Yli ts \ ,Ii th only mini.:nal shared ~nterests. Yet designers, 

in the .interest of formal unity, often obscure the s eparateness. 

Boundar':ies lurk deceptively behind \vindov: mullions or are fai-ntly 

expressed in balcony rqilings, and the messa5es of individu~lity 

are stifled. Instead of subordinating everything to a cosmon 

visual theme, . down to a standardization of window curtains, 

struct~ral for ms should be developed which are able to contain 

expressions both of individuality and of shared interests. 

2. The design should incorporate enough flexibility into 

the environ~ent so that the occupants can initiate c~ang es, 

on a level at which they are able to act. It should contain 

elements which they can readily revise re~ove, or replac~. 
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3. In deciding upon the degree of permanence of any part 

of the environment, the design should consider the meaningful 

life of the message it conveys. Those elements which represent 

stable and enduring social or cultural commitments can be mean-

ingful over a long period of time (it would be confusing, for 

example, if the White House were as susceptible to change as a 

Georgetown tovmhouse). Those \vhich represent the passing vlhims 

of individuals can be frustrating and misleading if made perm-

anent. 

4. The design should be a teacher, improving and extending 

the visual language, enriching the public's means of expression. 

It should teach people to recognize what it is they would like 

to say through changes in their environment, and how to express 

this in the most effective way ~vailable to them. It should 

not try to teach them what they should want to say. 

It remains the designers responsibility to evolve an 

idiom \vhich can be used to communicate the shared needs and 

aspirations of each individuals needs as a vlhole, and to record 

them for succeeding generations. It is not enough t11at this 

idiom express architectural aspirations, for its ultimate validity 

depends not upon ~he ap)roval of other designers, but opon its 

accepta.11ce into the visual vocabulary of society. i~:? 
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In designing the industrial laboratory, one cannot design 

around any one particular scientist because tilere will be no 

individual scientist using the facilities. 

There are though, four basic areaB in any laboratory 
10 

COmplex \•Thich one !UUSt design around: 

1. Area for research 

2o Administrative offices 

3. General supporting facilities 

a. auditorium 

b. cafeteria 

c. conference rooms 

4. Service facilities 

a. shops 

b.. boiler plant 

In th~ area of research, there are sev~ral other basic 

elements · in viilich ·it can be c;li vided: 

1. Bench space 

2~ Desk space (thiru~ space) 

In designing the nesearch and Development facilities, the 

master plan must mal~e provision for independent grov:th of all 

four basic elements of the laboratory co~plex listed above, 

because the basic problems all laboratories have are: flexibility 

and gro,.;th. hhen designing any type Research facility, the chir:f 

difficulty seems to be the other elements interfering~with 

proper design of the research areas. The grouping tends to 

remove possibilities of expansion or growth. Other problems 

that must be included in the design approach are: 

1. Controlled environment: 

Many experiments require closely regulated teillperatures 
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and humidity. If numerous experiments are taking place 

simultaneously, as would be the case in the proposed 

Research facilities, the mechanical -system must be properly 

selected to give flexibility, room for expansion, yet .. \'Jill 

give variation to individual uses·. 

2. Shielding and Contamination: 

Each day nevi advances are being made in nuclear physics, 

and in almost all circumstances, raP.ioactive materials 

are being used. Therefore, any industrial laboratory 

should have some particular space or area set aside where 

tests can be made on . .radioactive . substances. This vlould 

require extensive shielding or protection for the workers. 

In the desert, contamination is always possible. Extreme 

care must be taken to insure that building design .includes 

additional guards against fine sand from filtering into the 

controlled environment areas, as vlell as . the areas containing 

delicate machinery and instruments. 

3. ~ot, Dry · c~imate: 

The characteristic feature. of a hot,- ~dry climate is the 

strong sunlight reflected from dry light colored ground. 

The strong solar radiatbn is probably ·.the most · important 

single factor to be taken into account. The very hot days are 

in the summer, with daily te~peratures nearly ahiays going 

over 100° F. in the shade. Even during the vlinter !nonths, 

.daylight temperatures rarely go belo~r 50°. Heavy weight 

construction takes a long tim~ to warm up; it also cools 

slmdy - a building vii th 18 inch [-:iasonry walls and· roof of 

equivalent construction, having a time lag of about 12 
. -11 
hours. · In the \vinter when the outside air is in the 50's 
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this is a corl:siderable advantage, but in the SUI11L"ler when the 

. temperature may never fall much belm1 80° F.: \vhich means 

it is too \<Tarm for comfort. In these dry climates' unless 

there is atmospheric pollution, erosion takes place very 

slm·Tly. Hmvever, the fine sand, vihich is nearly alviays 

·present and can be raised by a 5 or .6 l~l~H wind, being 

very injurious to machinery and may strip paint surfaces. 

It can also erode soft masonry and under-burnt bricks~ 

The strong sunlight, and the high temperature - up to 

178~ or .180° - to \vhich dark colored surfaces can be heated, 

·also ·.6aqsing ~amage to ~building materials - drying, splitting, 

softening or fading them. 

4. In the aerospace field no one operation can be called typical, 

so small amounts of information about a scientist's working 

environment is available to the designer. Many scientists 

prefer their desk. space completely isolated from the laboratory. 

There are seven pos~ible ~olutions: 

1. Placing all desk space in. a separate building. 

2. Placing desk space vii thin the laboratory itself. 

3. Offices on one side of a corridor and the laboratory 

on the other. 

4. Place labs in core and 9erimeter desk space • . 

5. Periph~ral corridors a~d interior laboratories and 

desk space incorporated. 

6. ·\·Jorking ~paces interior and labs on the exterior • 

. 7. Using tO\·iers rather thsn horizontally •12 , 

The solution that I have selected in the Research facilities 

is a combination of several of the solutions listed. In the 

research areas the activities .rnost likely to occur \vill be 
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a quite,. restful, nonphysical environment ·where most of the time 
i . II 

is spent on thinking proble:;1s. Therefore, the space should be 

located avmy from distracting noises. There should be an area 

away from the 11 thin1< space 11
, vihere "teams" can discuss various 

theories and problems. In the "think. space 11
, a complex inform

ation network connection to the mainl computer bank ~ill be included. 

The information netviork vJOuld allovl the scientist or technician 

to gain additional research background information as viell as 

analytical calculation required in solving problems that may 

occur during the t h in-;dng processes. The information neb!ork 

would also serve as an interpreter capacity to translate for 

individuals with language barriers. Most research discoveries 

must be recorded and stored if it is to be of value to anyone. 

Therefore, the information net\tJork vlould also serve in this 

capacity. 

In the work area there should be several areas where working 

teams can r e tire to write or r elax during working hours. The 

laboratory capabilities for testing shall include: 

1. Testing Laboratory: 

A. ~hock- to 500 G's and up to 1,000 pounds. 
B. Vibrst i on - to 22,000 force pounds. 
C. Heat TO\·Ier - for aerodynamic or re-entry heat si::u

ulation. 
D. ~ustained Acceleration - up to 15,000 G-po~~ds. 

2. Space Si~ulation: 

A. Eell Jar - with temperature range ·-320° F to +200° ·p 
Vacuum level--1x10-7 Torr. 

B. Exolosion Chamber 
C. .:;pace Sbmulat~on Cna r:1ber - te ::1p~rature r .~nge -:-~20° F 

to +140 F. Vacuum level-1x10-o Torr. blnuso1oal 
and random vi 'cra t ion to 8,oco force pou..Ylds. 

D. High Vacuum C~1 ~rn.ber - Vacuu:n l EO ver, 1 x1 0-6 Torr. 
Blac:~ cody ther:;:al shroud \d th te~;perature range 
fro:.1 -50° to +200° l. 
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E. Ultra-high Vacuu~ Space oimulation - ultimate 
vacuum level -5x10-10 Torr. Thermal0shroud and mounting 
plate. Temperature range from -320 F to *200° F. 

3. Environmental Chambers: 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
"fj' ... . 
G. 
H. 

I. 

J. 

0 0 
Temperature Chambers - from -320 F to +400 F. 
Salt Fog Ch~mber 
Humidity Chamber 
Sand and Dust Chamber 
Raih Chamber 
Pneumatic Capability to 10,000 psig. with 20 cu. 
ft. _water volume storage. 
Hydraulic capability to 7- gpm~.@, 4,ooo psig. 
Cryogenics - 19,900 Lh2 storage, 5,000 gallon LOX 
storage, 4,500 gallon LN 2 storage, 1,5oc · gallon 
Rodable LH2 De\·Jars, 500 and 200 gallon portable 
L:ti2 Dev-mrs, 500_ and 200· p~rta.ble LOX De\·Tars, 7 50 
and 300 gallon Readable LH?- Devmrs. 
Calibration - meets MIL-Q 9858, Quality Control 
System Requirements and Ui:iAF Specification Bulletin 
l'Jo. 520. 
Data Acquisition and rteduction. 

Other supporting facilities available, but not part of the 

program are: 

4. Support facilities: 

A. Machine Shop 
B. X-Hay 
C. Physical Test 
D. Che8ical Laboratory 
E. Photographic and Duplication 
F. Personnel - R2liability engineering groups for 

planning and analysis. 
G. ~uality Control 
H. Cleaning Laboratory - includes inspection, cleaning, 

certification and documentation. 

The principal design features should include a complete 

built-in flexibility and expansibility to respond to the ever 

rearrar:.ging criteria of space program research. The design 

concept should be formed around .the research ano dev~ lopment 

team ideas. To meet the individuals te~perment requirements, 

daylight and v:indm:s vlit:l viev:s or vistas must be provided if a 

more effective -vwrk production period is to be achievsd. ".2auses 

are as i .:npo:r.'tant as the -v:orldng periods. 111 3 The opporttmi ty 
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-for frequent respites by glancing at pleasing outdoor vistas 

is in accordance vii th modern psychological theory on the nature 

of efficiency. 111 4 

Groupings of 10 to 12 offices building limit, to retain 

human scale at the rather large project, would allow 7 or 8 

teams composed of 4- or 5 individuals to \•Tork efficiently, but 

without interfering vli th one another. 

The design concept should ~ake the natural environment as 

much a part of t:he building complex as possible. The general 

idea is to allow the architectural ~~aces to flow from the 

individual "think spaces" to the larger laboratory and shop 

spaces and on to the still larger outdoor courts. 

Th~ choice of ~ materials should be ·selected that would 

retain the principal design features but yet still express 

the feeling of the technological age. 

A modular syste~ of 5' x 5' could possibly be used because. 

it retains a good human scale and works ~ell with mechanical 

and structural mat0rials. 

The spatial requirements for the Research and Development 

Laboratory are: 

Research Areas: 

1. 4-o offices for "thinking", and researching. 

2. 8 conference roomi. One conference room for each 
team. 

3. One large auditorium for group lectures and discus
sions. Capacity 200 seats. 

4-. Eight ad:ninistrative offices for handling correspon
dence, and business affairs. 

5. ~everal large storage spaces, both dry and cold sto~ 
age. 
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Laboratory areas: These spaces have been previously listed. 

Building Service Facilities: 

1 • A small maintanenc.e shop. 

2. A lounge for personnel, including shm·Jers and loc:-cer 
room. 

3. Rest rooms in each building complex. 

4. Janitor closet spaces. 
-

The total floor area will be ap proximately 34,000 sq. ft~ 

The construction cost, based upon the present price index of 

$27 a sq. ft., would be j918,ooo less equipment. Including 

equipment, the total price of the project would be J;10,500,ooo. 

In the past there has been many mistakes in the design 

approach of Laboratory buildings; these mista~es should be 

avoided. I have tried to co~pile the general errors that 

designers have made, they are: 

1. Not designing for flexibility or expansion: this 

included mechanical systems as \·:ell as the building themselves. 

2. Incorrect building orientation: Orienting their building 

to the \·lest sun, v!hich is al:n.ost unbearable during July and 

August. 

3. Poor selection of building materials and colors: They 

make roofs of dark material v:hich absorbs extremely large amounts 

of heat • . 

4. Incorrect overhangs: 1'hey put the overhangs on the 

rio~th side instead of the southw 

5. Windo~s are placed on the south and east sides to catch 

the prevailing winds, but, the designer fails to provide any 

outl~ts on the north or west sides. 

6. Inadequate landscapin~: Failure of t~e designer to 

provide proper foliage or, vlhen he does, uses it improperly. 

Nany plants in the tro pies are shade de t'r.anoers. Hu.rnan bein&s 
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~re , like\vi se, shade demanders. Improper or poor landscaping 

causes very poor working conditions in addition to extra mechanical 

sys tern demands. 

7. Rigid spaces: Designers many times design architectural 

spaces to fit the functions, but fail to give flexibility to 

the environment - The environment should express the personality 

of the people using the spaces. 

8. Inadequate finistrations: Far too many times the 

designer's concept places the work spaces in the interior core 

of the building and does not provide· 'sunlj_ght to penetrate into 

the environment, or he makes the opening too small. It seems 

that the human animal has an obj ection to any barred effect 

across the opening of the places he lives and ~orks. It 

probably has some reference to prison life, to which man ob- · 

jects. At any rate the ideal is to have complete openess be

tween the inside and outside, at least visually. I think there 

is a basic psychological objection to any impediment in the 

openings of a room. And that certainly includes the narrm·l 

.opening of wincioH screens. 

The solutions must be based on enumerable considerations 

which will vary vii th every building with every location and 

with every season. There are econo~ic considerations, as well 

as there are psychological, so6iological, physiological, and 

climatological consi~erations. The decisions must al\·:ays 

be a compromise, but it must be an intelligent compro:nise made 

with consideration of the important factors. 
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DEFINITIONS 

"aerospace industries" - Industries ·which specialize in the 
manufacturing of aerospace equipment 
or ~omponents. 

Aerospace· vehicles - ·freight .. vehicles ·which travel.· above-.·commercial 
air spaces and use_ no air at speeds of 
3,000 mph. 

"Commercial enterprising of space" - selling of a marketable 
commodity. 

Data phone - communication system used to transfer information 
from one area to another. 

Distribution Center- the author's definition of distribution 
.center, as used-in this article, is one 
of 20-30 computer-equipped control points 
the sole purpose of which is to pool the 
shipments of merchandise for the \vhole 
world. Each collection center would 
.ever· be involved in making pool car and 
pool truck shipments. Beyond this each 
such collection center also would repre
sent all the aerospace manufacturers 
in this area whose merchandise is sold 
in the market areas of other computer
ized distribution centers. Even beyond 
this, each computerized distribution 
center would be responsible for the 
delivery of the merchandise received 
in its market area from manufacturers 
in other distribution center markets. 

"fish back" - a method used to ch~"lge transportation mcds, 
but not lading. Utilizing a truck and ship or 
train and ship system. 

IBH 360/4-0 computer system 

"new frontier" - ne\·1 technology and discovery 

piggyback - denotes a change of transportation medium \<Ti thout 
transfer of lading , in \·Jhich the movement unit is 

· one form of transport is placed upon the movement 
unit of another form. 

.. 
"T.O.F.C. - . trailer- on - flat - car. 
"c.o.F.C. - con~ainer - on - flat car. 

Twx· - coauunication system used to transfer information in 
visual for~ from one area to another. 

unit-load - r.::ferring to transportation. a total . load vlhich 
. fills the co:npartment or container completely • 

. trucking ~ 3,360 cu. ft; 25 ton. 
air craft - 23,000 cu. ft; 233 tons 
freight- 3,2000 cu. ft.; 500 tons 
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CREATION M1D AUTHORITY: The National Aeronautics and 

Spade Administration was established by the National ~ero-

nautics and &pace Act . of 1958. 

PURP00E: In carrying out the policy of Congress that 

. activities in space should be devoted to peaceful purposes 

for tJ1e benefit of all mankind, the principal statutory 

functions of the .NASA are: 

1. Research for the solution of problems of flight · 
within and outside the earth's atmosphere, and develop, 
construct, test, and operate aeronautical and space vehicle~ 

2. Conduct activities required·ror the exploration 
of space vii th manned and unmanned vehicles. 

3~ Arrange for the most effective utiliz~tion of the 
scientific and engineering resources of the United States 
and for cooperation by the United States with other nations 
engaged in aeronautical and space activities for peaceful 
purposes. 

4. frovide for the widest practicable and ap)ropriate 
dissemination of information concerning ·NASA's activities 
and their results. 

ORGANIZATION: .Planning, coordination, and control of 

NA8A 1 progr~ms are vested in Headquarter Directors of NASA's 

?ield Centers and other installations are responsible for 

ezecution of NASA's programs, largely through contracts vii t ; ~ 

research, development, and manufacturing enterprises. 

Certain types of research and development activities are 

conducted in NASA's Field ~enters and installations by 

Govern~ent-employed scientists, engineers, and tecimicians 

to evaluate new conce9ts and pbeno8ena and to craintain 

the comfetence required to ~ana~e contracts with private 

entel~prises. 

For NASA's basic or3anization breakdown see Ap)endix 

under National Aeronauti~s and bpace Ad~inistration Code 

· of Federal Aegulati~ns. 
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NASA's basic organization i.s C·Jrlli)OSf:d of the following 

major groupings: · 

OFFICE OF THE ADNINI ST7tATOR: This office consists of , 

the Ad~ninistrator, Deputy Administrator, and Associate Deput~r 

Administrator. The Adr!llinistrator is charged with respon

sibility for all functions and authorities assigned to 

l·-~ASA. The Ueputy Administrator serves on a day-to-day 

basis as the agency's general ·manager, under delegations 

of authority and responsibility from the Administrator, . and, 

in his absence, the Deputy Administ~~ior serves as Acting 

Administrator. 

The Associate Deputy A.d!ninistrator serves as a principal 

assistant to the Administrator and Ueputy Administrator 

on matters . rE'quiring special emphasis or overvievl and in 

the coordination and general supervision of activities of 

certain Assistant Administrators responsible to the Admin

istrator and Deputy Administrator. 

HEADQUPu"-l'l'KU:) ?ROGRAi'I OF.F'ICES: Four offices are headed 

by Associate A-dministrators v!ho a i·e responsible for ple.n-

ning and directine I~ASA 1 s research and development pro6ra:as. 

Three of these Uffices also provide overall management of 

assignFd fi~ld installations. Although these field instal-

. lations hav~ a ~rimary progra~ responsitility to the i'rogra2 

Office to .whom they report, they also conduct work for the 

other ?rogra:n Of .:ices. A brief description o.f the progra~!l 

responsibilities of these Uffices and of NASA's field in-

· stallations follows: 

0 :,-. ·.'T C'F, n :j' '.;. . 'I ""PlD .~ . p .Yv'"P.. "' ... • -J·..JT_ c,-_'lm.J. 
.... .... ,J l ~--- .... \. ......... , -·... - .. 

Directs I·; AS.-\ 1 s efforts to develop and apply the ma::--1ned 
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space flight capability, including the development of t~e 

large launch vehicles and s pacecrq_ft, and the launc·h, oper

ational, logistic, life support, and related systeus req

uired for man to perform missions in space. 

Field installations primarily engaged in this part of 

1-TASA's program, and a brief statement of the activities of 

eac~1, are; 

JOHN F. KENNBJ.li. SPACE Cf.N'l'ER: Providing or arrangin6 

for services and supporting activities for the major lau

nchings; : collaborating ,.Ji th such eleri.t~nts of the Depart

ment· of . Defense.as the Eastern Test Bange and Corps of 

Engineers to avoid unnecessary duplication of launch facil

ities, services, and capabilities. 

HAN.l\ED SPACECRAFT CENTE:t: Research and development of 

manned spacecraft, such as Apollo; devel"opment of life 

support systems; development and integration of experi~ents 

for assigned space flight activities; astronaut train!hg; 

end manned flight operations in space. 

GBo·qGE C. NArlSHALL SPACE FLI~l-HT CEI·JTER: Research a.'ld 

development of launch vehicles and systems to launch r:t~'1!1ed 

and un·1a:med spacecraft; development of t:ne Voyager s9ace

craft system;. developing and integrating experiments for 

assign€d soace flight activities, includin~ some of those 

for the Apollo Applications ?rogram. 

Q~i'?ICE OF SPAC"F; SCIF.HCB M!D A??LICNriO!-TS: ~es~Jonsiblc· 

for scientific explorations of space, the planets, and t:.e 

~~on and for co:7Jmt.mications, meteorological, and relete:d 

peaceful applications of space systems technology. i'ro·;i. >': .... 
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for the focal point for NAoA contacts with the bpace Science 

Board of the National Academy of bciences. 

Field installations particularly engaged in space science 

and application activities are: 

GODD.t\RD SPACE FLIGHT CENTF.R: . Sci~ntific research in space 

with unmanned satellites; research an development of meteor

ological and communications satellites; tracking and data 

acquisition operations. 

JF:T PROPULSION LAiiORATORY: (Operated under. contract 

by the California Institute of Techrrology): Exploration 

of deep space,lunar and interplanetary flights; development 

of unmanned interplRnetary ·spacecraft; operation .of related 

tracking and data acquisition systems. 

\'·/ALLOPS STATION: Launch facilities and services for 

other NASA installations which conduct suborbital, orbital, 

and space probe experiments with vehicles ranging from 

small rockets to the i:)cout four-stage solid fuel rocket. 

Develops techniques for collecting and processing experi

mental data. 

OFFICE Q.E AD 1!ANCED R"'SEA~tCH Al\l'D T'RCHNOLOGY: Respons

ibile for NASA's program to provide technological know

ledge for future aeronautical and space vehicle design. 

Efforts include research and advanced technological deve

lopment on aircraft, spacecraft, launch vehicles, nuclear 

and other propulsion systems, electronics, etc. This 

office coordinates the agency's total research program to 

assure its overall adequacy and to avoid tmdesirable dup-

lica.tion. 
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Field installations primarily carrying out research and 

advanced technology vJOrk, and summary of the activities of 

each installation, follmvs: 

ANES RESEARCH CENTER: Basic and applied research in 

space environmental physics, including simulation techniques; 

gas dynamics research at extreme speeds; configuration, 

stability; structures, and guidance and control of aero- . 

nautical and space vehicles; biomedical and biophysical 

research. Also responsible for the Pioneer missions. 

· ELECTRONICS RF.SF.AHCH CENTfR: Basic studies and research 

in instrumentation, communication, data personnel, naviation, 

and guidance and command. 

FLIGHT HBSEARCI-I CENTER: Research in extremely high 

performance aircraft and spacecraft, including flight 

operations and flight systems; structural characteristics 

of aeronautical and space vehicles. 

LANGLBY Rc:'SEi.!.HCH CENTER: Aeronautical and space struc

tures and materials, aerodynamics of re-entry vehicles, space 

environmental physics, life sciences, subsonic and super

sonic flight. Also responsible for development of the LUnar 

Orbiter spacecraft and mission. 

LE'i!I S H"ESE.tLRCH CF.NTBR: Pov1er- plants and propulsion, 

high energy propellants, nuclear rockets, electric prop

ulsi.::m; ra.anagement and procurement of medium la1.mch vehicle 

programs such as Centaur and Agena. 

JOII,7T AEC-HASA SPACE lJUCLBAr\ PHOPULGION OF~·,ICF:: Research 

and develop:nent in conjunction \<Ii th the Ato:nic Energy Commis

sion, leading to nucle~r rocket propulsion for space vehicles, 

including the nuclear reactor and nonreactor components of 

such systems. 
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OF.FICE OF TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION: .Responsible for 

development, availability, and operation of ~racking and 

data acquisition facilities, systems, equipment, and instru-:

mentation necessary to acquire, record, process, and trans

mit technical and scientific data for NASA program!?. It 

· is also responsible for managea1ent of NASA's long line 

co:nmunication systems and for management and coordination 

of agency-\·.ride ADP requirements. 
. . -

OTHER If:i:ADOUAHTE~S OFlriCES: The Of{ice of Organization 

and Nanagement is headed by an Assoc~ate Administrator whos-e 

principal objective is to evaluate and strengthen agency-

'\>Jide manat;ement practices. and policies related· to NASA 1 s pro

grams and activities that ··are carried out through NASA in

house, industrial, and university elements. In this con

nection, the Associate Administrator for Organization and 

Hanagernent- is responsible to the Administrator for leader

ship and supervlsion in the areas of Administration, _Industry 

Affairs, '£echnology Utilization, University Affairs, and other 

offices on which NASA operations depend for effectiveness. 

Seven other f~~ctional offices, reporting to officials 

of the Office of the Administrator, are headed by Assistant· 

Administrators for 2rogram Plans and Analysis, Policy Ana

lysis, DefPnse Affairs, International Affairs, Legislative 

Affairs, .?ublic Affairs, and by the Generai Counsel. These 

offices support, guide, and re~ort to the ~dmini~trator on 

the effP-cti ven.ess of NASA activities in their special areas 

of-competence. 

The Executive Secretariat serves as the ·major com:auni-

cations system linking the Office of the Administrator with 
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An outline, with a see-for-yourself checklist, of the factors you must 
consider, and the approaches you can therefore take to. location problems. 

lQ) o $·~rr n fQ) {!).]~~ n (Q) rru c® rnrtc<e r e v~ ~ ~~ sr~ n@ rru 
afill©j ~~czr~n©U1 &!3 a 1 9®71 
lly DR. BERNARD J. LA LOHDE, Associate Profusor of MarkBting, Dnd Coordinator, Food Marketing Program, 

and DR. EDWARD A. SMYKA.Y, Professor of Marketing and Transportatiorl, Michigan State University_ 

Of the :wT large companies studied in the 1965 
Handling & Shipping distribution center survey 
('Where Ar~ The Distribtztion Centers Going?, H&S 
November 1965), almost forty percent reported they 

. had established or relocated a distribution center dur
ing the previous five years. If the study were repeated 
in 1970, the percentage would undoubtedly be higher. 
The factors which caused this outburst of activity in 
evaluating the adequacy and efficiency of the firm's 
distribution network have assumed even greater im
portance in the past year. 
. We can now classify these factors in three general 
areas: 
New Technology, which has affected distribution de
cisions in two ways. First, advances in data processing 
equipment have provided an entire new range of 
tools for analyzing distribution decisions. Improved 
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methods of handling information have made if pos
sible to cut the lags between the event and manage
ment evaluation of the event. Second, innovations in 
packaging, materials handling equipment, and trans
portation force a constant re-evaluation of a distribu
tion system to prevent it becoming obsolete. 
Management Philosophy now includes a broader
based acceptance of physical distribution which en
courages a new systems perspective in distribution. 
This in tum leads management to vie:w the distribu
tion center as an integral part of the total distribution 
system rather than as a storage depot for goods on the 
way to the market. The systems approach to distribu
tion generally involves viewing the distribution center 
as a balancing element in the system between cus
tomer service and cost. 
Market Factors. A firm sets up a distribution center 



to: serve market needs. As ·the needs of the market 
-change, the distribution network must change to meet 
those needs. The structure of the market changes con
stantly. T~ee structural changes which have signifi-

. cantly affected distribution patterns have been: 1) 
population shifts; 2) shifts in business activity; and 
3) shifts in the types · and levels of international busi
ness and competition. Illustrating the r~lationship be-

. 'tween structural changes in the market and the num
. her of distribution centers, the 1965 Handling & 

· 'Shipping .study found that California led the U.S. 
with 51 new centers and Texas was second with 38. 
1 For a specific firm, decisions involving the distri
bution network are usually made under a unique set 
of circumstances. These circumstances may or may 
not require the distribution center to indude as
sembling, sorting, or . other functions. The size and 
investment required will vary with the number and 
location 'of present distribution centers. 

Modem management thinking also recognizes alter
natives to distribution centers in improving customer 
service levels. By viewing distribution in a total sys
tems context, it's possible to analyze the cost and 
customer service altematives_:for example, cost trad.:. 
offs between premium transportation and distribution 
centers. It's also possible to reduce costs by rear
ranging the .fieJd inventory system. Tb_!L mul,!!:s_tage_ 
approach _ _to inventory . placemen~ inyplyes_p()sj_tion_ing 
.slow:moving inventory _ at . plant or selec.ted key dis
tribution centers. Faster-moving items are positioned 
at ·· all- distribution centers. Some companies haye 
divided)i-iventory into five or six stages of inventory 
positioning usually dependent on inventory turnover 

· andjor· unit investment. 
· With the alternatives available in total systems 

analysis, the distribution center decision becomes one 
of a sequence of decisions. First, management must 
see it the current distribution system meets · the firm's 
cost and customer service objectives. If it does not, 
management must evaluate alternative methods of 
meeting these cost and service objectives, If this 
evaluation suggests changes in the distribution net
work, what effect will relocating and/or adding new 
distribution centers have on costs and customer serv
ice levels? If we must develop a new distribution 
center, what site, out of the alternatives available, is 
the most appropriate? 

Altemative approaches to distribution center 
location. Since World War II, locating distribution 
centers has evolved from management intuition to a 
fairly sophisticated science employing a number of 

. mathematical tools, only some of which we can 
briefly outline here. 

P.robably the most basic mathematical technique is 
a variation of the center of gravity approach to dis
tribution center (or plant) location. The gravity 
technique attempts to find the optimum location that 
will minimize such factors as ton center, mile center, 
ton-mile center, or time-ton-mile center. This is a fair
ly simple technique, generally using some type of 
grid system, and is well-suited to a single distribution 
point analysis. 

A second technique which was increasingly used 
in the late 1950's is linear programming. Linear pro-

gramming permitted a much more sophisticated ap
proach. In essence it is an optimization technique. 
Data inputs are extended to numerous demand and 
supply points. This permits a reiterative search for 
the best location patterns, based upon minimizing 
costs, J:!laximizing profits, andjor satisfying a predeter
mined customer service levet The important break
through in this application of linear programming was 
its ability to analyze alternative multiple-location dis-
tribution systems. . · 

However, linear programming proved to need too 
much expensive computer time to solve large-scale 
problems. Also, if demands were not appropriately 
aggregated, i.e. the most efficient warehouse-customer 
relationship selected, errors could, and did, creep into 
the solution. 

A new family of analytical tools was therefore de
veloped which included the heuristic approach. (This 
is basiCally a trial-and-error method, a search for the 
right track before taking it. Linear programming, by 
contrast, is a completely specified method which is 
guaranteed to give some sort of answer.) The main 
advantage of heuristics is the speed \Vith which they 
may be run in a computer; the main disadvantage is 
the approximation of an optimal solution, and the 
limited alternatives permitted in that solution. . 
In a heuristic: approach to distribution center 
location, ~puts are quite similar to those required 
for linear programming. The more important inputs 
are: . 
( 1) Distribution center costs characteristics expressed 

by the general equation: total cost = a + bx, 
allowing for both fixed and variable costs, where 
a · represents the fixed costs, b variable costs per 
unit, and x value of throughput. 

( 2) A bank of "predetermined" possible sites pro
. vided by one familiar with the industry and firm's 

demand patterns. . 
(3) Transportation costs for each volume related to 

all possible configurations of the distribution cen
ter location bank. 

( 4) Demands for the entire system expressed by: 
(a) product 
(b) customer 
(c) location of demand 
(b) volume of demand 

In addition to data requirements, one limitation of 
heuristics is the need for a clear definition of demand 
patterns. In most cases, the definition of demand 
which heunistics depends upon is a highly concen
trated geographic demand pattern. Where demand 
patterns follow closely upon population, income, pur
chasing power or some other relevant variable, it's 
relatively easy to find the most likely candidates for 
the location bank. A single array of markets by the 
selected variable will often yield the thirty most 
likely locations. 

Some industries do not have clearly defined arrays 
of markets by size. Notable exceptions to the rank 
array rule are certain segments of the agricultural in
dustry. Here demand tends to be rather widely dis
persed with no clear indication of, say, thirty, or some 
limited number, most-important-locations. 
To solve the problem of relatively uniform de· 
mand, that is, where no clear concentrations of de-
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Cell system and random search-One location 

mand shows up in the data, and to be more certain 
of optimality, a number of routines using random 
locational decisions have been established. One such 
routine has been programmed for the Control Data 
6600 at New York University and another for the Con
trol Data 3600 at Michigan, State University. The 
N: Y. U. program divides the country into cells, with 
each cell containing demand data. Each pair of cells 
is connected with a specific point-to-point transfer 
cost. . 

The M. S. U. program also uses cells, dividing the 
United States into 370,000 cells, ea.ch approXimately 
3 x 4 miles. The cells inay be combined to conform 
to any desired geographical pattern or information 
base. The M. S. U. program, however, varies .in one 
signilicant detail from the N. Y. U. program in that 
transport costs are stated as equations, regressed with 
distance. This eliminates the need for specific point
to-point rates, but does not fntroduce error into the . 
transportation cost functions. 

Both programs start the search for the optimum 
system with a single distribution center to serve the 
entir'e market. An arbitrary locatiorl for this center 
is selected, and the search for the optimum single 
sqlution begins with arbitrary movement in a specific 
direction. By tracking costs for each location and per
mitting new possible locations to enter the decision, 
on the basis of reduced costs from the previously de
fined system, a final single location optimum is found. 

Distribution costs consist of: 1) inbound plant-to
distribution center costs; 2) distribution center operat
ing costs; and 3) outbound transportation costs-dis
tribution center-to-customer. 

All transfer costs are determined by finding the 
_straight-line miles for each segment of the move, then 
entering them in a linear equation to compute transfer 
costs. Correction factors, accounting for the circuity 
of actual routes, are added to approximate actual 
miles for the system as a whole. 

Once the single-location optimum system is found, 
we add to the number of distribution centers until we 
have an approximate configuration of the least-total 
cost system. In addition, we can measure service 
capabilities in terms of customer delivery over time, 
thus giving us both a cost and service measure. of 

Miles 

each alte~ative system. 

The four cost centers 'used in the M. S. U. program 
are: 

1. Plant to distribution center 
2. Distribution cente~ to customer 
3. Storage costs 
4. Inventory 

Other cost centers can be added as desired; for ex
ample, communications cost. 

The important principle to note, verified by numer
ous users of the program, is that each cost specific cen
ter forces the number of locations to the minimum, or 
to the maximum. It is the combination of all costs 
changing over a range of systems which ~esults in a 
final optimum design which permits identification of 
tradeoffs to find the optimum number of locations. 
Another important point in favor of the program is 
that it allows an alternation of any of the cost centers, 
including plant and distribution center location. With 
this flexibility, it's possible to simuldte changes in 
demand and cost, over a forecast period. . 

A dearly discernable trend today is to fewer dis
tribution centers. Almost any fum which makes a 
comprehensive study of its location policy concludes 
that it has too many distribution centers in its sys
tei:n. We will continue to see this cutback, with about 
50 key locations constituting the basic system for even 
the largest marketers. 

A second trend is ~he resurgent interest in public 
warehousi11.g. 'Where formerly public warehousing was 
used primarily for overflows, it's now coming into its 
own with alternatives in pricing, practices, and serv
ices offered. Many fums find public warehousing an 
attractive alternative to private warehousing for all 
or a substantial part of their market volume. 

A few national and regional nehv9rks of public 
warehouses providing the same capabilities as the 
most sophisticated private system are beginning to 
emerge, and should be in full operation in the next 
decade. 

A third discernable trend in distribution center lo
cation suggests a mixture of private and public ware
housing in the same geographic markets. The eco-
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Whether you're sold on public or private warehouses for your 
distribution centers, here's a method that guarantees having 

the right number in the right place at the right time 

By JERRY SCHORR, Manager, Distribution Analysis, Eastern Airlines, Inc. 

THE LOCATION of a distribu
tion center is a major under
taking. It can be a costly in

vestment in facilities if a private 
warehouse is used, rather than a 
public warehouse. It affects the fu
ture direct cost of distribution 
which can far exceed the facility 
cost. 

In order to determine the opti~ 
mum number and location of dis
tribution centers, one should em
ploy a logical mathematical ap
proach. Because mathematics often 

This article was adapted by the author 
from material in "Marketing Logistics'' 
~y Alexander, Franco and Schorr; pub
lished by Pitman Publishing Corp., New 
York, N. Y. 10017 
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scare away many people, the tools 
and techniques presented here have 
intentionally been kept simple. But 
there haa been no sacrificing of 
accuracy. 

The best way to explore the 
"Quantitive Technique for Deter
mining the Optimum Distribution 
Location" is to use a case problem. 

ABC Inc. has six distribution 
centers. They are located in At
lanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, Hous
ton, New York and Portland. The 
president just returned from an 
American Management Association 
Seminar on physical distribution 
and is concerned about his com
pany's method of distribution. 

He calls in his traffic manager 

and asks him to study ABC's dis
tribution centers and provide him 
with a report. As part of the re
port he wants to know if ABC has 
the right · number of warehouses 
and if they are in the right places. 

This is how the traffic manager 
approached the problem. First he 
determined the present distribution 
areas and total distribution costs 
within each area. 

ABC's total distribution cost was 
made up of transportation, inven
tory, storage, labor ai1d other cost 
elements. 

Next, the traffic manager out
lined what was meant by optimum 
number of warehouses. He con
cluded they could be: 

DISTRIBUTION AGE 
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ECO?IOWCAL UNADJUSTED DIVISION OF 
PORTLA11D \'JAnEHOUSE TERRITORY 

CHART 1: The compass technique for division of a 
territory assumes carrier rates based on distances. 
The technique is useful in defining the initial 
boundary. Refinements of the boundary are based on 
rates, service and admini~trative requirements. 

D To be Served 
by los Angeles Warehouse 

fTI0l To be Served 
tl.8 by Chicago Warehouse . 

........ 1 

-:.-----~~-~-----~~.~---~---·~--·~.----·---·~~~---~-----· -·-- ____ ! 

A. Less than the present num
bet· of warehouses 
B. More than the present num
ber of warehouses 
C. The present number of \\'are
houses. 
To find which of the above three 

answe1·s was correct, he undertook 
to solve the problem this way: 

Determine if Jess than the pres
ent ·number of warehouses is 
needed. If this is not the correct 
solution deter!'Tline if more than the 
present number of warehouses is 
an optimum solution. 

The following procedures should 
be used to t1nd whether l~ss than 
the present number of warehouses 
is needed: 

APRIL 1966 

o List the present distribution 
territories in order of total an
nual weight volume. Example: 

New York 10,000,000 lb 
Chicago 8,000,000 
Atlanta 6,000,000 
Los Angeles 5,000,000 
Houston 4,000,000 
Portland 2,000,000 

o Eliminate the warehouse city 
which supplies the distribution 
territory having the smallest to

·tal annual weight volume. · 

For example, eliminate the dis
tribution location in Portland, 
Oregon. Then determine which 
warehouse ot· warehouses should 

serve the Portland arl':l. F"r ·' 
simple method of d de rm in i r:: 
which warehou:<es ,:h .. ul.t ,.,.r.,.•: 
the Portland dis t r i I. ul i ,; n ;: r•.- .1. 
start by applying the Cnr. ; l' ·•" ~ 
Technique, as shown in Chart I. 

Antipodal semi-circles 
Semi-circles from the n•· :1r•·': 

warehouses (Los An::ele,; an•l C" l i
cago) are drawn intu the l'•.•rt· 
land, Ore., distribution tcrri!. ,ry 
The compass shout<! be ,:et tu ;; p :111 

60% of the distam:e bdwel'rl i~ . .; 
pivot and the point of pi\'ot of thl' 
second compass mc:t;; urenwllt Thi .~ 
means the antipodal semi-drl'!l•,; 
overlap each other about tn·:~ . .-\ 

Please turn pa!fc 
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lOS ANGELES 
TERRITORY 

LOS AIIG~LES 

CHART II: When the proposed L. A. territory's 
boundary is adjusted because of rates and 
administrative req uirements, a portion that was in the 
Chicago territory is included in the L. A. territory. 

Quantitative techniQue . . . coNTINUED 

straight line is drawn through the 
tangent points of the semi-circles 
and the Portland distribution ter
ritory is divided between the Los 
Angeles and Chicago warehouses. 
Houston was also checked but was 
too far out to participate. 

The new boundary lines for the 
Chicago and Los Angeles ware
houses should then be adjusted to 
allow for known rate variances be
tween motor carrier conferences. 
That is, the compass technique as
sumes that common carrier rates 
are based on distance. If it is 
known that the motor carrier rates 
west of the Rocky Mountains are 
lower than the rates l?f motor car
riers east thereof, the boundary 
line should be adjusted accordingly 
(see C.hart 2). 

Also service must be considered 
as the topography of the region and 
the type and ·number of carriers 
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can greatly affect service. From an 
administrative or sales standpoint, 
it might be necessary to adjust 
boundary to state or county lines 
or to natural boundaries such as 
rivers. 

The optimum number 
The total distribution cost for 

five warehouses is greater than the 
distribution cost for six warehouses 
(see Table 1): Thus it has been 
determined that less than the pres
ent number of warehouses is not 
the optimum. 

Had the cost of five warehouses 
been less than for six warehouses, 
our next step would have been to 
determine the cost of four ware
houses. The Houston distribution 
area would have been divided as 
Houston did the next lowest volume 
of business. 

Next we proceed to determine 

whether more than the present 
· number of warehouses is the best 
solution. 

Determining whether more than 
the present number of warehouses 
are needed, the following proce
dures should be used: 

1. List all non-warehouse cities 
in order of total annual weight 
volume. 

2. Simulate the new total distri
bution cost by placing a ware
house in the non-warehouse 
city with the largest annual 
weight volume (for example, 
San Francisco). Carve out a 
new distribution territory for · 
this city by using the compass 
method (see Chart 3). 

3. Determine the total costs 
(see Table II). 

The total distribution costs for 
more than the present number of 

DISTRIBUTION AGE 



CHART Ill: This map shows how Portland and L. A. 
territories would be split to form new San Francisco 
territory. The insert outlines the San Francisco 
territory after the "compass technique" boundary 
was adjusted to state and county lines. 

CHICAGO 
TERRITORY 0 . 

CHICAGO 

CHART IV 

ROW TOTAL COLUMN TONNAGE 

warehouses is greater than the cost 
for the present number of ware
houses. Thus, our solution is that 
six is the optimum numqer of 
warehouses. 

If the cost of seven warehouses 
had been less than the total distri
bution cost for six warehouses, we 
would have proceeded to determine 
whether eight could be the opti
mum number of warehouses. 

The optimum location 
Now that we have the optimum 

number of warehouses, we should 
determine whether these ware
houses are in the optimum location. 

Using the Weighted Center For.
mula approach, we determine the 
optimum location for warehouses 
in each distribution territory. The 
Portland distribution territory is 
used as an example in this case. 

Please turn page 
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NUMBER 
K1 400 

600 

100 TONS 

.. 
Rl 400 

200 TONS 

R2 200 

100 TONS 

MILES 0 200 

Kl 

250 MILES ON HORIZONTAl GRID 
333 MILES ON VERTICAL GRID 

K2 1200 

200 TONS 

400 TONS 

}{ 

600 TONS 

I 

K3 800 

Rl 

100 TONS 400 
T 
0 
T 
A 
L 

R2 R 
0 

400 TONS 1000 w 

\ T 
0 
N 
N 
A 

R3 G 
E 

300 TONS 1000 
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TABLE I 
6 Warehouses (Present) 5 Warehouses (Proposed) 

a. Transportation 
b. Inventory 
c. Storage 
d. Labor 
e. Other 

Total Cost 

Cost Element 

a. Transportation 
b. Inventory 
c. Storage 
d. Labor 
e. Other 

Total Cost 

$1,500,000 
- 30,000 

60,000 
60,000 
12,000 

Sl ,662,000 

TABLE II 
6 Ware houses 

$1,500,000 
30,000 
60,000 
·60,000 
12,000 

$1,662,000 

TABLE Ill 
Formula for Finding Optimum Horizontal Grid Location 

A H = D 2: TRt + D :Z TRl + + D 2: TRa 
2: TRt + 2: TRz + + 2: TRa 

-Rt R2 R3 

Midr.oint Total Midr.oint Total 
nules tonnage miles tonnage 

v v v v 
AH = 

100 (1000) + 300 (1000) + 
1000 + 1000 + 

AH= 
1,000,000 + 300,000 - + 

600,000 
2,400 

A H = ~-=--
. 2,400 

Sl,550,000 
- 25,000 

50,000 
50,000 
10,000 

S1 ,685,000 

7 Warehouses 

$1,480,000 
35,000 
70,000 
70,000 
14,000 

·s1 ,669,000 

MidP.oint Total 
miles tonnage 

v v 
500 (400) 

400 
200,000 

A H = 250 miles on the horizontal grid. 
A H = Optimum horizontal grid location. 

D = Middle Distance within each. row. 
R = Row number. 
T =Tonnage. 

TABLE IV 
Formula for Finding Optimum Vertical Grid Location 
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A V = D 2: TKt + D 2: TK2 + + D ~ TK. 
2: TKt + !; TKz + + :t TK. 

Kt Kz K3 

Midr.oint Total Midpoint Total Midr.oint Tot a 
nules tonnage miles tonnage m1les tonnage 

v v v v v v 
AV = 

100 (400) + 300 (1200) + 500 (800) 

400 + 1200 + 800 

AV = 
40,000 + 360,000 + 400,000 

800,000 
2,400 

AV = 
24,000 -

AV = 333 Miles on the Vertical Grid. 
A V = Optimum Vertical Grid Location. 

D = l.\Iiddle Distance within ca<'h Column. 
K = Column Number. 
T =Tonnage. 

Cost Element 

a. Tra.nsportntion (Inhountl) 
b. Transport:J.tion-(Outbound) 
c. Inventory 
d. Storage 
e. Labor 
r. Other 

Total 

TABLE V 
New 

5100,000 
175,000 

4,000 
9,000 
9,000 
2,000 

$299,000 

Present 

sso,ooo 
200,000 

4,000 
8,000 
8,000 
2,000 

$302,000 

Quantitative • • • 
CONTINUED 

1. Divide the territory into 
grids as shown in Chart 4. _ 

2. Let the distance between 
each grid line represent a nu
merical value (for example, 
200 miles). 

3. Insert into each grid the to
tal tonnage distributed 
within the grid. 

4. Use the optimum location 
formulas shown in Tables III 
and IV. 

As seen, the optimum warehouse 
location in the Portland territory 
is 250 miles on the horizontal grid 
and 333 miles on the vertical grid. 
Optimum is often only theoretical 
and not practical. For example, our 
optimum location could be in the 
center of "no-man's land." 

But once we know the theoretical 
optimum location we can back off 
to the practical optimum location. 
Next, the theoretical optimum loca
tion must stand the test of meeting 
customer service. Here again we 
can back off our location to where 
costs are adjusted to meet service 
requirements. 

After we agree on the practical 
optimum location then we deter
mine the total distribution cost for 
the new location. This must b~ 
compared with the present cost a:; 
done in Table V. If there is a sav
ings by relocating, it must be suffi
cient to justify the move. 

Never forget, you are comparing 
actual cost with projected cost. 
There is always a margin of error. 
The cost for facilities on reloc.ation 
has to be amortized out of the sav
ings. Of course, if the company hag 
to move from its present location 
for other reasons, then only the dif
ference between an alternate lo~a
tion has to be amortized. 

The traffic man age r reported 
back to the president that they had 
the right number of warehouses 
and they were in the right place:>. 
He went on to say that the Port
land warehouse coLrld operate more 
economically at another location 
but the savings at the new location 
would not be sufficient to warrai;t 
relocating at this time. tl 

DISTRIBUTION AGE 



u Metals originally developed for use on space rockets now being used to fashion stronger, 
lighter and Jess expensive dental appliances. 

n Coating developed to prevent fogging on the windshield of the X-15 research rocket 
plane being used in the manufacture of heated cradle covers that maintain a constant 
temperature around an infant. 

a Reflective or heat absorbent paint developed for outer surfaces of space vehicles that 
are now used on rooftops to help control the temperature in buildings. 

c Shock-absorbing aluminum tubes designed to soften lunar landings that serve as elevator 
shaft safety device and may event.ually lead to impact-absorbing devices for automobiles. 

ll Heat-resistant electronic;: components able to lengthen the lives of radio and television sets 
and better withstand their self-generated heat. 

D Lightweight plastics developed for rocl<ets are now used in railway tank cars weighing 
half as much as steel cars. 

u "Lunar walker," a remotely operated instrument with mechanical legs for unmanned 
exploration, having the potential for a walking chair that can perform tasks impossible 
for conventional wheel chairs. 

These few examples illustrate some of the unusual and 
often unexpected ways in which the results of Ameri
ca's aerospace industry technology, spurred by the chal
lenge of the space age, arc providing benef1cial divi
dends for almost everybody. 

The direct pay-ofis of this technology- such as 
weather, communication and navigation satellites- are 
already well known. 

Yet these and countless other technology spin-ofi 
benefits arc making important contributions in industry, 
medicine, transportation, or in the community and the 
home. A switch, devised for pilots and astronauts and 
actuated only by voluntary movement of the C)'CS, may 
tomorrow help paralyzed or limbless patients turn pages 
or operate motorized wheel chairs; space age plastics 
and other materials designed to withstand sterilization 
are being used for sLirgical gloves and electrical insula
tion in high-temperature environments; sealants for the 
scams of spacecraft an:. mcd to fill spa.:es betwco1 f1cor_ 
and bathroom tiles. 

These examples arc exciting. But far more impor
tant is the transfer of aerospace techniques and man-

agcment to socioeconomic areas. 
Aerospace engineers and executives have learned how 

to organize a diversity of skills in order to cope with 
the complex of disciplines that are invariably involved 
in many of toclay's social and economic problems. In 
sum, the industry has learned when to call up and use 
other specialists, how to achieve the interweaving of 
diverse skills in an age when technology is changing at 
a phenomenal rate. 

It is this re.volution in interdisciplinary management 
techniques that has created a "national asset" industry 
that is giving increasing evidence of contributions to 
national objectives of economic growth and environ
mental quality. Through the systems approach applica
tion of technology and management, the aerospace 
industry is coping with problems far . removed from the 
production of aircraft, missiles or spacecraft. 

To the aerospace Industry, space exploration is only 
the dramatization of a more fundamental characteristic 
of the era the world has entered. John R. 1-.'foore, Exec
utive Vice President of North American Aviation, Inc., 
describes this.charactcristic as complexity -:-increasing 
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of the patient's physical condition, have been developed 
by company engineers. 

Garrett Corp., under contract to the U. S. Army 
Medical Service, has developed a complete, air-trans
portable 400-bed hospital primarily for use in support 
of combat troops in frontline areas. This facility com
bines the technology of inflatable structures, gas turbine 
power units, and environmental systems developed for 
commercial and military aerospace applications. 

In the area of human and community needs the 
technology~management expert~se of the aerospace 
industry offers a great potential. Just as the concentra
tion of research efforts produced radically new innova
tions in the military and space sciences, industry em
pha~is of a similar scale on diffiGult economic and social . 
problems is contributing to the meeting of human and 
community needs. 

The decision by California to examine the feasibility 
of applying aerospace industry systems techniques to 
problems of state-wide concern provided a meaningful 
guide. The assessment of crime and delinquency by the 
Space-General Corp., government information by the 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., transportation by Nortl1 
American Aviation, and waste management by Aerojet
General Corp., all excited a great deal of interest na
tionally. Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey summed 
it up: 

"The pioneering efforts of California ... to involve 
industry in finding new scientific and technological 
approaches to problems of crime and delinquency, 
government information, transportation, and waste 
management are significant for the entire Nation .... 
What is learned and recommended as a result of this 
work will be of.intcrest to leaders at all levels of govern
ment throughout the country. 

"I have been convinced for many years that such 
urgent public problems . . . can be resolved more 
cficctivcly by systematically bringing our best scien
ti:"oc and engineering resources to bear on them. The 
c·:k:hc and space proorams have tauoht us how to . 0 0 

mo~ilizc these talents to achieve gignntic goals, and 
'>' • .: C:!ll now usc what we have learned to help realize 
t! ,·: Gr-::tt Society." -

~.r .. ~:i.· ond mo~c the industry is workina on how to · l ~ . 
:::.:r ::f!i'ly its talents to city problems what it has 

!: :: :!:;:l! tit~ough systems development for defense and 
'~ ·' ~: j : i' ,:'LllllS. . . 

Some examples: 
11 General Electric Company's center for advanced 

studies in Santa Barbara, California, TEMPO, has an 
experimental program with Detroit to introduce pro
gram packaging and budgeting techniques. Additional 
work is under way on applying systems analysis tech
niques to such facets as overaH urban planning, inte
grated police, fire and ambulance communication net
works, traffic flow monitoring and remote surveillance 
of public buildings. 

11JNorthrop Corp. is conducting contract negotiations 
with Venezuela to provide a manazement support pro-
gram to the Ministry of Public Works. · 

11 TRW as planner for the United Community Serv
ices Priorities Project in the San Bernardino, California 
area is donating its services for the next year to develop 
a procedure that will help the UCS give ccnsiderably 
more service than ever before for each dollar con
tributed by the public. 

a To help meet the challenge of lifting the quality 
and efficiency of education in our cities, and especially 
urban ghettos, General Electric and Time, Inc. have 
formed General Learning Corporation as a joint ven
ture. Among its activities is the operation of a Job 
Corps Center in Clinton, Iowa. 

11 Both Sperry Rand Corp. and General Precision 
have developed systems for synchronized traffic control 
networks as a means of relieving metropolitan traffic 
snarls. 

a The Garrett Corp. prepared a study for the San 
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District to deter
mine passenger comfort requirements of the Bay Area's 
rapid transit vehicles. 

a Westinghouse, United Aircraft and Garrett are 
applying aerospace-developed technology to the design 
of high-speed, light\veight, economical ground transpor
tation systems. 

11 Lockheed is undertaking a study for Sudan to pro
vide a master plan for clevelopment of all fom1s of 
transportation from 1968 to 1980, while Northrop is 
performing a contract study for Chile on nation::l air 
transportation requirement~. 

This age is one of vast social change sparked by 
modern technological advancemCIJt. Human an(l com
munity needs are awesome . The aerosp<1ce ir.clustry is 
fully committed to actions <limed at ameliorating these 
challenging needs. 

' \i 
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ities. As prime management contractor for the Navy's 
Deep Submergence Systems Program, Northrop's role 
in this program involved managerial responsibilities for 
the coordination of all engineering drawings of rescue 
vehicles, assistance in drafting aims and goals of vari
ous DSSP. projects and analysis and studies of under
seas programs such as Sealab II and III. 

Science Engineering Associates, a division of Kaman 
Corp., conducts basic research on environmental fore
casting of deep or shallow waters, the effects of sea 
motion on ship design, tidal wave generation and effects, 
the optimum location and design for underwater pipe
lines and the design and assembly of special equipment 
for measuring oceanographic parameters. 

One of the great new hopes for dealing with com
plexity of modern life is the startling advances made in 
recent years in information gathering and retrieval, for 
which a capability must exist if efficient operations are 
to be assured in private or public management. 

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., for example, is conducting 
an information system project for Alaska. From the 
study phase of this proposal will come a coordinated 
plan for the development and implementation of elec
tronic data processing for the state, taking into con
sideration current and future needs of all elements of 
the state government. 

· Similar systems engineering techniques are also being 
applied to the field of medicine. 
. One of the world's most advanced medical complexes 
will soon be created in Edmonton, Alberta, with engi
neering and planning techniques originally developed 
for space and missile systems, according to Dr. J. Dono
van Ross, Alberta's Minister of Health. TRW Inc. has 
been retained to provide consulting services based on 
space-age technology in planning a Health Sciences 
Center for patient care, medical education and research. 

Lockheed is analyzing existing hospital practices and 
developing a Hospital Information System concentrat
ing on relieving the doctor and nurse from the necessity 
of recording and transmitting by hand all instructions 
and directions concerning patients in their care. 

United Aircraft Corp. is translating its knowledge of 
airborne telemctty systems into physiological monitor
ing devices for ust: by the ~;nedical profession and in 
research . Transmitters, about the size of a cigarette 
packag;.: , which can be carried in a patient's pocket to 
trans~it signals to a remote receiver to provide data 
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LABORATORY 
BUILDINGS: 
The Architecture of the Unpredictable 

By Jonathan Barnett 

The requirements of a scientific lab
oratory today are not the same as 
they were a few years ago, because 
the scientist client has acquired a 
more sophisticated appreciation of 
the ways in which a building can 
help or hinder his work. The time has 
past when a scientist moved to a new 
building from a structure that was 
either completely outmoded or had 
never been designed for scientific 
work in the first place. Today the sci
entist has either worked in a new lab
oratory building himself, or has, had 
ample opportunity to meet and talk 
with those who do; and in the proc
ess he has acquired a long new list of 
likes and dislikes. 

The basic problem, of course, re
mains the same: how to provide for 
.tlexihility_~n.d._g:!_O~.h; Scientific re
search can be concerned with quanti
ties .sa......small that they are invisible 
under a microscope, or with problems 

,AO larg~ that they must be dealt with 
in conditions resembling a factory. A 
scientist may surround himself with 
»asLqual]~i~ies of incredibJy.Jntxica~ 
.an<Ldelicate ,.equipmen_.t, or . ...he_m.f!.l 
.simply ,.sit,Jo.oking, ouLthe .. \vindow 
~~nL&cribble_an. equation on_a_bl~~
.,hQardJ.n>m _time to tim_~. The trouble 
is that no one knows when the equa
tion scribbler might desert his black
board and start feverishly assembling 
equipment, or when the researcher 
probing the nature of the atom might 

decide it would be helpful to construct 
a building two miles long. The course 
of Science is by its nature unpredicta
ble, so that the shape of research fa
cilities must neec!s be unpredictable 
as well. 

This unpredictability affects the 
design of laboratories in many differ
ent ways. It affects the relationship 
between office space, bench space, and 
special equipment areas, it affects the 
location and distribution of piping 
and air-conditioning, it affects the de
sign and placement of laboratory 
furniture and equipment, and also the 
elaborate . shielding and insulation 
that many experiments require. 

It is no longer sufficient to talk of 
flexibility in terms of modules, and of 
growth in terms of adding a new 
building. At the same time, flexibility 
is likely to be the most expensive of 
requirements; and provision for 
growth can interfere with present op
erations. 

For the convenience of the reader, 
this Building Type Study is divided 
into five sections: Planning for Flex
ibility and Growth; Planning the 
Laboratory Complex; The Distribu
tion of Services; Placement of Furni
ture and Equipment; and Problems 
of Shielding and Contamination, It 
should be understood that this divi
sion is to some extent an arbitrary 
one, as the problems discussed in each 
section are closely interrelated. 
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PLANNING FOR 
FLEXIBILITY 
AND GROWTH 
·There is riow some general ag1·eement 
that, in considering the science areas 
. of universities, we are no longer con
sidering separate buildings but a gen
eral principle or system of layout in 
which individual departments and 
faculties form part of a larger con
cept. 

..;_Professor Sir Leslie Martin 
writing in Architectu1·al Design 

Science areas in universities have 
more flexibility and growth problems 
than industi-iallaboratories; not only 
must there be areas for teaching as 
well · as research, but also all the sci
entific disciplines tend to be grouped 
in one place. As a result, more and 
~ore architects are trying to develop 
comprehensive systems which will re
late the needs of various depart
ments and disciplines and provide 
ways of sharing certain facilities, 
such as lecture halls and teaching lab
oratories. In addition, such a system 
can provide an architectural recogni
tion of the increasingly interdisci-

-. plinary nature of much scientific 
research: for example, by placing 
Bio-physics between Biology and 
Physics, with the capability of ex
panding in either direction. 

The system developed by Sir Leslie 
Martin, and shown at left, consists of 
a regular grid derived from consider
ations of space, lighting, and an inte
grated system of structures and serv
ices. Th.e grid forms 35-foot squares . 
separated by five-foot strips. Ducts 
and services can be introduced at any 
point within these strips. The system 
is also divided vertically, with. large 
areas such as lecture halls, work-

LEFT: 
Studies by Professor Sir Leslie Martin of a 
comprehensive planning grid for university 
laboratories, and of the type of development 
that can be based upon it. 

RIGHT: 
Planning studies ·by The Architects' Colla
borative for an industdal research complex, 
showing increments of growth, circulation 
pattern and services pathways. 

Planning for Flexibility and Growth 
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Laboratory Buildings: 

shops, and special laboratories for 
heavy equipment at the lowest level, 
teaching laboratories above, and re-

. search areas on top. As shown in the 
drawings, the grid can be applied to a 
site, giving a rough indication of pres-

.· ent areas and future expansion possi
bilities. Architectural development 
can go on in stages, in relation to· the 
grid, forming segments of a larger 
system rather than single buildings. 
· Industrial research facilities do •not 
yet require such a comprehen~ive 
'solution; The studies of an industrial 
research complex by The Architects' 
Collaborative that appear on the pre
vious page show the type of planning 
that is usually needed. It is still esserl
tial to visualize approximately whdt 
the ultimate extent of the buildint 
complex will be, in order to make 

· meaningful decisions about individu
al units. It is also necessary to deter
mine lines of development and of 
growth for circulation and services. 

Industrial lab.pratonr_spa~e_is.JL~
ly to bEUnore uniform than a univer
sity or government facility~ 

_l:ange-of-research~is-relativ_~}y...nar
.LQ.lY .. and, as there is no strongtenUI..e 
system, il).du§tr:y: is_l~~s.like!y_t<u}e
Aiml a laboratory around-the~require
..ments-of--a--particular--scienti£t. At 
. present, therefore, Indusb:YJelldlU;s> . 
think _o:L.new_labQratoJ:Y ~space • ..in 
.teJ:l!lS_.of.adding .blocks .. ofJl~et.§J.le 
~an.d ..... type. The..Jong:r.al1g~tlook, 
.ho.we-ver,-is-probably --towar.dst~ 
111Qte._fiexible .approach_Jllr~§;L em
ployed-by-the uncr~r;:!it~s. -

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill's 
. Chicago office has been devoting quite 
a lot of attention to the development 
of comprehensive laboratory grids 
for universities, like ~he one shown on 
these pages. Such grids lend them
selves to growth of almost any shape, 
and in almost any direction. 

LEFT: 
Laboratory planning grid by Skidmore, 
Owings · and Merrill. A system of square 
bays which accepts either a diagonal or a 
rectiline·ar planning grid. Column clusters 
mark out circulation areas or service shafts. 

RIGHT: 
A building unit in this system which em
ploys a diagonal grid, and some laboratory 
arrangements that would be possible. 
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PLAl\JNil\T G 
TI-IE LABORATORY 
COiv1PLEX 
Tl1crc arc four basic areas in any labora
tory complex: the area for research 
itself; the administrative offic.es; 
general support facilities, .such as an 
auditorium or a eafeteria; and serv
iee facilities, such as shops and the 
boiler pl:mt. The addition of teaching 
requirements does not ehangc this 
pattern as nmch as might be imag
inecl. Elementary science courses 
are taught in special teaching labo
ratories and demonstration lecture 
halls; but more aclYancecl students 
are quickly integrated into the re
search organization. Undergradu
ates ~-t many universities arc already 
working on rescnreh projects during 
their last year, Ol' years; and gradu
ate students, while technically still 
being instructed , are in fact eng-aged 
npon independent \York. 

The research areas are natural!~· 

tl1e portion of tl1e laboratory com
plex that presents the most problems. 
The ehief difficulty with the other 
elements is to prevent them from in
terfering with the design of the re
search areas. A badly loeatecl audi
torium or boiler plant can Rtrangle 
expansion and interfere with effi
cient overatioJ~. The most compre
hensive methorl of avoiding such dif
ficulties is an o1·er-all planning grid 
such as the one described in the pre
vious SL:ction of this article. In any 
case, a master plnn must make pro
vision for independent growth of all 
four of the basic elements of the 
laboratory complex, eithE'l' through a 
campus type of clevelOlJment, or 
through sufilcient articulation and 
separation of each area. 

LEFT: 
Comparnth·e study of din:ertnt tf,al'hing; lab
oratory layouts by Hellmuth, Obata, and 
Kassabaum, with an eYalua tion of each in 
term;; of economy and tl ex ibil ity . 

. RIGHT: 
F<Wl ' phr> ;: hy \Y :dt.-·r Kid;i._. C\·n~t ru c t. : .r,; . 

Inc. showing ditrerent basic nH'thnc!~ of or
g·anizing an indu s trial lab• >nttot-y I from 

··-------- --- -- ,..... _____ __ ,- - -- · --- ~ --- ,1, .~ . ., -. 

Planning the Laboratory Complex 
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LABS AND OFFICES ARE PLANNED 
ON 4' X 6' GRI D 

TOftE INDICATES LABORATORY AREAS 

The research portion of the labora
tory ~ itseH divided into several basic 
elements. Most research areas require 
desk space as well as bench space; 

. and more and . more experiments are 
requiring some sort of controlled en
vironment, with closely regulated 
temperature and humidity, or the 
elimination of outside contamina
tion. Controlled environment instal
lations and other ancillary facilities 
frequently cannot be accommodated 
within the ordinary research areas. 
In addition, scientists frequently 
wish to have conference rooms di
rectly associated with research, and 
there are usually some fairly exten
sive storage requirements. 

Economy of construction can conflict 
with efficient operation. Bench areas 

. and special installations require 
elaborate piping services and air
conditioning; desk space, conference 
rooms, and storage areas do not. 
Bench space and special installations 
are usually fairly large areas, desk 
space, conference rooms and storage 
form smaller units. In terms of econ
omy it makes sense to group like 
functions and like areas; and sepa
rl!-te desk space and conference rooms 
from· research. Unfortunately most 
scientists prefer .s,lgs.k..space.to be near 
their research, and s~alla
bons need to be associated with.J:e
~ch as wetr.Ti'lede';[in-~f teaching 
laboratories provides an analagous 
situation, with less need for desk 
space, but a requirement for prepara-· 
tion rooms. Resolving these contra
dictory requirements, while still pro
viding for . flexibility and growth, is 
perhaps the most difficult problem in 
designing a laboratory. 

Theoretically the possible solutions 
range from placing all desk space in 
a separate building to incorporating 
all offices within the laboratories. The 

LEFT: 
IBM Research Laboratories at Yorktown 
Heights, New York by Eero Saarinen and 
Associates. Both offices an~ laboratories oc
cupy interior spaces surrounded by corridors. 

RIGHT: 
A comparative study by Skidmore, Owings 
and Merrill of different ratios of office and 
laboratory space possible within a single, 
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degree of separation possible, and 
the ratio of one type of space to 
the other, varies from discipline to 
discipline. The studies by Skidmore, 
Owings and Merrln on page 181 give . 
a graphic representation of some of 
the possibilities, within a flexible 
space system which can be used for 
either purpose. 

The comparative study of eight dif
ferent teaching laboratory layouts, by 
Hellmuth, Obata, & Kassabaum, 
which is shown on page 178, as
sumes that all office space is located 
in a separate wing. Each method of 
organization is evaluated in terms of 
economy of construction and me
chanical equipment, circulation and 
flexibility. 

A comparison of four basic types of in
dustrial laboratories, designed by archi
tect Frank Whitney of Walter Kidde 
Constructors, Inc. is shown on page 
179. The fin;t one places the desk 

-..snac_e.;w.ithiJJJJ.t~Jaggr.~toaji~~lf. -The 
second places the.offl_c~.§..QJ.l.Qne_§i<l~.....2! 

.,..the..,.c9rridor ~and~th~tl?-bora tories on 
the other. The third plai{;i:Q'ii~~ -co1:e 
lab.o.ratories.and_ perimeter office.;;fhe 
fourth provides a -P~~~ipb_;~~l~rridor 
~etio.r_lapJ~J~tqrJ~;~ -~h the 
.des!Ls.pace..aga,il1Jnc::_QJ-]2Q~j,ed in the 
rg_...-;~E!!~~!l-~.- These four plans are 
representative of standard practice: 
most laboratories will be found to 
conform to one or another of these 
basic classifications~ 

There are, however, other possi
bilities. Eero Saarinen's design for 
the IBM Research Headquarters in 
Yorktown Heights_plac_es both I abo-

-·""~- -*'"="" ··-

1ories and offices within a peripheral 
..cor.tidor_sY.slem: 1f yo""h =acceiit-th.e 
concept that'":i:IT" ~vorking.~a_c.commo
.dation.. should be _ _inter.iQ}: __ ~J;J~c~ .. t.Kfs. 
Js_a.J;Lighly~effici~I).t.~ !!nd .• sQ..nsfg~t 
~.b..i>.fL2L9.rgan_izat~9!1.; 

Some laboratories are organized as 

LEFT: 
Science building at Hollins College by Doug
las Orr, deCossy, Winder & Associates. Per
ipheral service towers and a flexible plan. 

RIGHT: 
Laboratory to,ver phins from: the Agronomy 
Building at Cornell University by Ulrich 
Franzen, a projected• science building at 
Barnard College by Vincent G. Kling and 
Louis I. Kahn's Richards Laboratories. 

Laboratory Furniture and Equipment 
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towers, rather than horizontally. Ul
rich Franzen's laboratory tower at 
Cornell (page 183) also provides in
terior accommodation, with labora
tories that can be entered either di
rectly from the corridor, or through 
the offices. Vincent G. Kling's pro
jected science building at Barnard 
College is a tower, as are, of course, 
Louis I. Kahn's Richards Medical 
Laboratories at the University of 

· Pennsylvania. Kahn's first towers 
provide completely undifferentiated 
space, which can be used as labora
tories, offices or corridors. The later 
towers have desk space around the 
periphery on some of the floors. The 
plans of both of these buildings are 
also illustrated on page 183. 

College buildings tend to have more 
individual requirements built into them 
than industrial laboratories do. Hugh 
Stubbins' Physics Building at 
Princeton, shown on the opposite 
page, and the Science Building at 
Hollins College (page 182) are good 
examples. The Princeton building 
contains teaching and research fa
cilities for both theoretical and ap
plied physics, with careful attention 
given to the needs of individual fac
ulty members. Compare the section 
of the Princeton building with the 
theoretical study on page 17 4. 

The Science Building at Hollins 
College by Douglas Orr, deCossy, 
Winder & Associates, is a more specifi
cally instructional building, with a 
clearly limited size, but considerable · 
flexibility within the confines of the 
present building. 

Some laboratories require experiment
al manufacturing or testing facilities in 
addition to desk and research areas. 
The research laboratories for Thom
son-Houston at Bagneux, France 
show one way of associating labora
tories with this type of space. 

LEFT: 
Laboratories for Compagnie Francaise 
Thomson-Houston by Rene A. Coulon, show
ing the association of factory-like experi
mental areas with laboratories. 

RIGHT: 
Physics Building at Princeton University 
by Hugh Stubbins and Associates reflects 
requirements of individual researchers more 
•"h~ .... : ..... ..J • • - ... - - ~-1 ,. ..... 
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DISTRIBUTION OF 
LABORATORY 
SERVICES 
Essentially there are two basic ways 
of bringing plumbing and air-condi
tioning services to the laboratories: 
horizontally and vertically. The 
epitome of . a horizontal system is 
Louis I. Kahn's Salk Institute for 
Biological Studies in San Diego, 
California. It has a mechanical floor, 
tall enough for a man to walk around 
in, contained within the structural 
system that spans each of the 
laboratory floors. These service 
areas are fed from vertical chases at 
the end of the building, so that the 
area devoted to mechanical distribu
tion is actually greater than that de
voted to research. The advantages of 
this arrangement are its almost com
plete flexibility, and its ability to 
permit extensive changes in one 
area, with the minimum of disttirb:
ance to other experiments. Flexibil
ity on such a scale, however, is obvi
ously expensive; and is by no means 
necessary in every case. 

An unusually compact and consistent 
vertical system is used at Skidmore, 
Owings and Merrill's Center for 
Space Research at M.I.T. Vertical 
chases on 36-foot centers carry the 

·laboratory services and all of the air
conditioning, except for the unit air
conditioners along the window wall. 
As spown on the plan at right, the 
horizontal duct runs are kept unusu
ally short. These service shafts are 
fed from a single mechanical dis
tribution floor; and the chases are 
large enough so that they can 9e en
tered and serviced. 

These two designs demonstrate the 
increasing proportion of laboratory 

LEFT: 
Some typical methods of servicing labora
tories, from buildings by Walter Kidde Con
structors, "Inc. Reprinted fTom ARCHITEC
TURAL RECORD, November, 1962. 

RIGHT: 
A horizontal servicing system at Louis I. 
Kahn's Salk Institute in San Diego, and a 
vertical system: Skidmore, Owings and ll{er-
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spRee being den,ted to mechanical 
equipment.. The traditiond mc,ans of 
sm·vicing laboratory buildings are 
far less elaborate. The mosL typical 
method is probably the systmn ~hown 
in the first hvo seetions on page 18G, 
a compromise between horizonb.~.l 

and ye;.ticr.l modes of distribntion. 
The corridor ceiling is used for the 
horizontal air~conclitioning rnns, be
cause a corridor need not be as high 
as a labo1·atory. The vertical chases 
are spaced out along the corridor; 
they need not be large eJJOugh to en
ter, as it is po.ssiblt:! to f>Crvice them 
from the circulation sp::tce. Obvious
ly, this is a simple and economical 
system, and one ·which still meets the 
needs of a grent many builclings. 

As mecha11ical ncccls, and pmticu
larly the air-eonc1itionil!g require
ments, continnE, to inc:reH ~\e, the mul
tiplicity of small, vertical chases be..: 
gins to look less Hncl less efllcient. The 
fourth section on page 18G indicates 
one pos;:;ible modification: a consoli
dated vertical clwse running the 
length of the lahorator~· area . 

Hugh Stubbins' h ·imnlc Hesea.rch Cen
ter for Hmyrn·d uses the columns to 
form mechanical chHses, with hori
zontal nms oc-.curring in the span
drels, bnt this building is not heavily 
serviced. The mechanical require
ments of a typical labor::;tory seem 
to he moving clo3c1· to those of Cau
dill, Ro·wlctt and Scott's Olin Hall of 
Science at Colorado College, ,,·here 
the entire peripheral wall is a pipe 
chase. A more complete integration 
of . mechanical and structnr81 sys
tems is possible in larger buildings 
with long spans, such as Caudill, 
Ro\vlett and Scott's Science Building 
at the Uni\·ersity of l\Iiami. Bol.h of 
the last two buildings h:n·e been pub
lished in the P..Ecorm. ( J nmw l'l 1 9G5, 
pages 120-123). 

LEFT: 
Pallial plan 2.nd sectic.n o! the :'.f::.t."ri:lh 
Sciences BL;ildin~ r.t ~I.T.T. by Skidm.ne, 
O·;,ings nnd 1Icrri1l. 

HIGHT: 

I'art.iali;b.n and ddails of the ~ '"w Enr;·brl<i 
f~"t~ ionDl Prin1at~ R-? _;.;c-:-trc1l C'Pnb?r ;tt South
bo:·o , ~ 1"a:;sc.chu ~et~t.~ ~h 0~~·:ir:~; s0rvi::..~P.g sy:::
tt:! : ~ int t:;rrc,.tcd y,-ith Struc~u ~~- lT u~J i Stut
bjn..:; '1 1';,-l .\ ~,.,~ j"':t ;~ s THe y,' ,!.l'p n ~ ., i" l\'1-li'T,~'"~ 
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LABOH.ATOH.Y 
FlJRNI'l'URE 
AND BQUIPMENT 
Conside•·ing the ex.:di11g require
ments of scientific research, it is sur
prising how little spet:ifie informa
tion exists alJCmt the optimum nature 
of the scicnt:h:t's wor].; ing cm·iron
nwut. The~ climcn~ional tal,Je.~ at right 
arc the result of a comprelwnsive 
study condnc1ecl by Dl'itnin's Nuf
fleld Foundation in 1%0. 'rhcy arc 
lmsecl only on phyHieal movements, lJut 
tlwy do indicate that tlH! "·idely 
ncceptcd 10-foot moclule for scientific 
laboratoricH iH vel',\' often uot large 
enough. Not onl:,r docs it produec m1~ 
comfol'iablc worldng spaces, but it 
docs not proridc room for ccrtcdn 
new types of laboratory equipment, 
pa rti('u]arly electronic instruments, 
whkh m·o frequeutl~· lnrgm· than the 
~t:anclard bench width. 

Smv(.~ys of sl·icnlists tl•ud to produce 
stmiglil·liuc -J5-tlcgrce-auglc gmphs: the 
bigger the module and the longer the 
benc·h, thr. bettL·r the scientists like it. 
However, it i~ po~~ible to arrh·e at a 
minimum dimension Rppropriate for 
n partieular client o1· discipline. For 
example, the finn of Smith, Smith, 
1 faiues, Lundbel"t{, and Wachler es
htblislwcl an ll~foot module . for . la1~
Ql'atori~::; . at. thE! . National Bureau of 
Stnndnrds, after building--. a. fltil-
scalc mock-up with montble walls 
and letting the~ c.lient examine the 
possibilitil'S. Such an elaborate tcch
uiqlie is only appropriate for a large 
job; but the ehoicc of module is an 
important d~rision, and Ly no means 
to b~ taken for g-rantccl. 

To ncl•k•vc full utilization of space 
dl·voktl lo tcm·hing )llhorat-or.ics, it. i::; 
possiul(· to make tlwm conn~rtihle 

U; FT: 
Con n·rt ill!~.· tl-;u·h in~~ b hq l·nt',n·i,•s d,•veh•ped 
fn1· Snutl'<'l'll Jllinoill Unin-t·;;ify by Hell
muth, Ohata .~. Kussabaum, ltw. Sl'e AR•'lll-
1"Eivl'l'l( -\I, )\EI'OI:n, :\ Ug'll~t 1 !It;:~. l':lg'l' 1 t;!l. 

HIGHT : 
:\1 ininnnn \\'nrldn~~ dinw11sion,; in lalnH'atu
ri,•,;, from l'.: ;;;.•nrch by llw :\ut:il'ld Fuund~•
tiun Ilivisi(tll fol' At'l•hilt'clUI';\1 Studio.';' un.!l' l' 
ll••· tlir~dh\!1 n( Lord LJ,•\\'dyn llad .. · ~ . 

.LaboratOJ:Y Furniture and Equipment 

Rocly meusuremcnt·s relevant to bend-1 spacing. 

Activity 

(1) Workin9 po$iticn 

(2) Walking b~lwecn bonchcs 

(3) Bcndir.g (derived from arm length 
corrcloted vtilh trunk length) 

Avo rage 

la.i' in. 

18.5 in. 

48.8 in . 

Dimensions* 

To olluw for 
97 per cenf 

of 
popu/olion ----1 

21.1 in. 

21.0 in. 

52.8 in. 

Adivities in 
gangw<~y corri~d 

0111 opposite 
each ofl1er 

- •. --------;;---------
Average men Lorge men 

----------------~- --------.~------ ------- ---------1 
(1) 1 working ond 1 passing 43.2 in. Adequate 49.1 in. Adeqvote 

for all 
subjects 

(sitting or sl<mding) for 
norm;,! 
•ized 
peopl" 
only 

(2) 1 working and 1 g<>liing 57.4 in. Not quite 63.2 in. 60 in_ 
up from silting lo slandino 
position (1 a in. ollow .. d 
for chcoir) 

(3) I working and 1 bend· O$ in (I) 
ing (allowing 36 in. as above 
averoge bending, not >48 
in.) 

ode-
quote 

OS in (I) 
obov;, 

con· 
sidered 
adequate 

(-4) 2 working and 1 pass· 61.9 in. 60 in. not 69.2 in. 6!. in. 
ing enough 

Recomrnem.h~d !v:::i9hts cmcl clearances 
for lctborc.tory furnihu·e. 

Type of 
bene/• 

flencl1 Seal 
height height 

-----------1------------1-----
Sitting 

only 

Standing 
and 
silting 

Standing 
and 
sitting 

2 ft. 4 in. 1 ft. 5 in. 
(28 in.) (17 in.) 

2 fl. 10 in . 
(34 in .) 

3 fl. 0 in. 
(36 in.) 

2 ft. 1 in . 
(25 in .) 

2 ft. 3 in. 
(27 in.) 

con· 
sider"d 
odequc.te 

Mininwm vertical 
clearance from 

ground to und.,r
sicle of bene/• 

2 ft. 2 in. 
(26 in.) 

2 ft. 8 in. 
(32 in.) 

2 ft. 10 in. 
(34 in.) 

--------!--,-.. --------'----------'--r--·-----

1yp~ o! 
ber:ch 

Minimum horizontc./ 
clcaroncos unclur 

bench 

At bone/• 
level 

AI grour1d 
level 

Minimum knae· 
hole wiclf!• 

---··---·-------1----------·1-----·----
Silting 

only 

Standing 
and 
sitting 

Stondi~og 
and 
sit:ing 

I ft. 6 in . 
(18 in .) 

1 fl. 6 in. 
(18 in.) 

1 ft_ 6 in. 
(18 in.) 

2 ft. 0 in. 
(24 in.) 

2 ft. 0 in. 
(24 in.) 

2 ft . 0 in. 
(24 in.) 

1 fl. 11 in. 
(23 in.) 

1 fl . 11 in. 
(23 in.) 

1 ft. 11 in . 
(23 in.) 

----- _______ ......;.. ________ , .. ___________ _ 
...L_ _____ _ -- --- ---

-- --- ---- --------------' 
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from one discipline to another. Hell
muth, Obata and Kassabaurn dcYcl
oped convertible teaching laborato
ries for the University of Southem 
Illinois under a grant from the Edu
cational Facilities . Laboratories of 
the Ford Foundation. A plan, and 
some of the permutations, arc shown 
on page 190. 

Similar standanlization is no! possible 
in research laborr:todcs, of course; but 
it is possible to systematize the choice 
of laboratory furniture ty the usc of 
a standard check-list. Samples of 
Skidmore, Owings and l\T errill's 
check-list system are shown at left 
(top) . These lists are an omcc stan
dare!; they arc used by the client in 
selecting furniture, in the design of 
the laboratories, and in eompiling the 
spec:ification. 

The familiar scn·iee strip runniug 
along the top of the bench tends to pro
duce a fairly permanent installation 
of laboratory furniture. The trend 
today is towards more flexible a r
rangements. The Hellmuth, Obata, 
ancl Kassabamn teaching .. labor?.tory 

,,System places service runs in the fiu_or 
r ,With quick-connect couplings at ])l'C

. . determined points .. The scrv.ice.s al.:e 
suspended from the wall in Hugh 
Stubbins' Primate Research Center, 
and are run inside a hollow-metal 
movable partition at Vincent G. 
Kling's l\Tedieal Research Laborato
ries at the University of Connecticut. 

The theoretical scientist has been the 
forgotten man in laboratory design, 
but several recent buildings have 
made an alt~mpt to surround him 
with a "creutive" environmellt. The 
ofiice towers of the Salk Center and 
the viewing balconies of I. 1\I. Pci's 
Atmospheric Research Laboratories 
in Boulder, Colorado. giYe thesci9!1-

• tist .fnll advr.ntn~c of. beautiful lH:t_u
a..l·al .sutTotmcling~. 

LEFT : 
Samples of SO:\J's ch-::ck-li st f or Juhor;,tor.r 
furniture; and r, typic«! rcsr:[~ t-r.lt Jahoralr,ry 
at \'.'ayne st:. .. te Univers ity's B:::sic Scir:JJ<:C 

Building l)y Gincls rend Ho~selt i. 

WGHT: 
"\\';til ~cdi•ms and laborat<,ry d r>f.!t ils (t•'J') 
,~: '\'"ihct·J~~ G. 1-~iii·~:~s :'\ i eU1c[l.] J~e;.t;;:d·cll L~ tL

orrttoric~, l.;rdv<:r:O!Ly uf Co~n te(: ti ~ u~ .. and of 
fiu g;h St ~i h1 ~ !n ~; 's l' rirnat J? }~ .-! -~r: :..:.rch c~ r:t~ 
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CONTAr\1LN/\TION 
J\J :m,r type:-; of mocl0rn J'e:;ea n :h pre
~cllt a ~dtuation ill wldch the cxpcl.'i
mcmtcr wust lH_· pJ·otcdcd frcm tlw 
eom;r.•qtWilCt!s of hi :; cxpcrimenl; or 
the cxperit11ent must he protc<"it!tl 
f•·o•n oubddt• contamination. Some
tirrws both reqttil't'nl t Jl ts oc.c·n r . 

Ra<lio:tdin· matm·i a h: can n•quin: 
Hs J1HH:l1 <ts lu:ellf!J-fcmr feet of 
shi< ~ lcling- to pt·otcet the ex;,c·riment .. 
cr. As crmw;-; are needed iu mo,·e the 
large~. Jwnvy JJJH~~s c:; of C'olrCl'de or 
lead shielclinp:, tlte t~rpieal lahorntc.ry 
for sudr experiments bcc•fmtt:;O; a high
ba,v spm'(! similar to areas rcquin:tl 
by industry . Special rc•JIJOtc-handling 
etlll i pnll'll!. n Iilli i pul;1 t es ra<l ioac:ti \'C 
111aterial:; inside Ute shielding. 

'flw illu"traiion.s at. ri~;ht rdl0ct the 
cnpabili Liel:\ of tl1e G i fl'ch; and H.ossctti 
ofliel', whit-h designed the shielding 
Htl(l tlw rcnwle ltallcllingcqnipment, as 
WL•ll n~; tht' builclilws. 

Tl1<.' sec-!icm al l('fl, of lh<.• l'mnkliu 
lml.itule in Phil:ul:~Jphia by Vineent: 
G. J\ling-, ~~how~'· a ltigh-bay ~pn(·e 

iutegmtccl into a laboratCll'Y complex 
where tlw c:' pahilit.y to perform many 
din'en~nt ty)JP=' of exp(~riment \Vat' rt!
quircd. ::\luch work im·olving radio
activity, however, mu~t. be dono in 
l'l('}larate, h10l::ted buildin!~s. 

Ln111innr air flow, a sleady downward 
wash of nir w ithnut H il· }toekcts or 
eddies, is used ill the cle:m rooms of 
H.C.:\.':-; as~\cmbly plant in Lancas
h~l·, Pc11nsylnmia dc3igned by Vin
cent G. l~ling & A~:-~odntes (p. 19G). 
lt is "tltc first use of tlli~ . tl·chnic1uc 
on such a scale, and gin:-:; a pre-visiou 
of the po:::sihle requirement~ of tl1c 
laltoralnry or the future. 

Ll':Fl': 
1'1• tli:l! plan :t nd sed ion of the Franklin 
T11~:lif ulc, l'hilad.:-lphi;1, 1\·Bn :<~·lnutia Ly 
Viw:,,nt G. Kliu~'; & As,o ,1,·iatc•:;. 

lUGHl': 
ll o.:::: i~~· t; :< fot· l"C :' ~ :-trrh with r ·.u.li<>::d.ive tn n
t.· rial :.: hy C:i:rcl :: nn ,l l:.,,,,,,_.tti. ::howing· n •. 
nh·.t.· h:t!~~Hn ~: e :r•i!P ~ ·~· n! : tl··· ~i::'' !: ~:~~ p!:~ r" :"'. 

tnt•nt of sh!t•ldin ;:· tll:•h~ rial. :mJ th,• high-t•ar 
spa,·o• to hall ,lfe tJ,,~ l> l':tYY ::;hi.--!din:;-. 
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Laboratory Buildings: Problems of ,Shielding and Contamination 
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J.EFT: 
At lop, ri dhz rr.r,-, of tl i'" k Pii :;:tr ,,_ir t1 ·J\': 

u:;ed in th <: cJ r..: t•n r,JOll! :J c~t J~.C . :' . . rll ~~ ~~ L iri 

Lanca sl <:·r, 1\·ri n.syh·,,IJ!a d ,::: i~;•<:·rl Ly Vi" -
ccnl G. J~lin ,6 e: .A~s0 ~~i~.t ·:-:~. rri :C din :·J ~l!ll
lll :!.ti(.: J ' J ~ ~ n ~h - ,·:~·3 the lor:::--.'. inn o~ tl Jc· l'o•); •! -: . 
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Foreign Trade Regulations 
of Mexico 
Supet~edes OBR 64-128 
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Am.erican Republics Division 
Office of International Regional Economics 

Trade Policy 

Mexico's trade policy emphasizes industriali
zation. Its industries and consumer markets 
are protected by high tariffs and by import 
controls. Goods representing about 65% by 
value of Mexico's total import trade are sub
ject to import licenses. These licenses are 
not granted for the importation of products 
which are now or may soon be produced in 
the country, or for which locally-produced 
goods can be substituted. This policy is de
signed to direct investment into those economic 
sectors requiring increased production and to 
assure that foreign exchange is primarily 
utilized for essential imports. The import 
licensing system is generally applied in a non
discriminatory fashion and imports from all 
countries are treated equally, with the excep
tion of those from the member countries of the 
Latin American Free Trade Association 
(LAFTA), which enjoy more or less free trade 
on items in Mexico's schedule of concessions. 

The major objectives of Mexico's trade policy 
are import substitution by domestic production 
and geographic diversification of its foreign 
trade. Import ·substitution · reflects Mexico's 
desire to obtain maximum self-sufficiency; di
versification reflects a desire to d~velop markets 
and obtain sources of supply in addition to the 

United States. The methods employed by 
Mexico to implement these trade policies in
clude: expansion of items subject to import 
licenses, periodic increases in tariff rates, par
ticipation in numerous trade, payments and 
compensation agreements, the promotion of 
trade missions and trade fairs, and participa
tion in LAFT A. As a result of the practice of 
denying requests for import licenses for prod
ucts of a kind produced domestically, Mexican 
imports of consumer goods have declined dras
tically in recent years and imports of producer's 
goods have become of major importance. 

Import Tariff System 

Tariff Structure 

The current Mexican tariff, published in 
April, 1965, has a revised nomenclature to con
form with the "Brussels" system, and is en
titled Nueva Ta1-i!a del Impuesto General de 
Importacion (Restructurada), 1965, published 
by lnfo'rmacion Aduanera de Mexico, S.A., 
Avenida Amores 1544, Mexico 12, D.F. Since 
then many rates have been revised, both up
ward and downward. The import tariff system 
is complex. The rate structure is composed of 
a specific duty, based on weight or quantity, 
plus an ad valorem duty. The latter is assessed 
on either the invoice value or an "official" 
valuation, whichever is higher. Official valua
tions have been established on . most products 
to prevent under-invoicing and are frequently 
higher than invoice values. 

Duty rates are very high, if not prohibitive, 
on both luxury items and on products which 
compete with national industries. A few items 
are actually prohibited importation-these in
clude arms, ammunition explosives, narcotics, 
certain drugs, and chocolate confections. Nu
merous other products made locally are vir
tually prohibited importation by the denial of 
an import license. 

OVERSEAS BUSINESS REPORTS (Formerly World Trade Information Service); $13 a year ($5 additional 
for foreign mailing); 15 cents a copy. Order from any of the Department of Commerce field offices or 
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. 
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On the other hand a few imports are en
tirely free of duty. These include specified 
essential raw materials, pedigreed animals, 
floating docks, certain drugs and insecticides, 
certain tourist literature, books in languages 
other than Spanish, free catalogs with techni
cal instructions, newspapers and magazines, 
maps, airplane tires, linotypes, certain films 
and teaching aids, art works, gold coins, prizes 
and museum collection items various ores and 
minerals, propane and butan~ gas, natural gyp
sum and numerous chemicals. Certain ma
chinery and equipment when needed · for 
Mexico's industrial development plan may enter 
duty-free under special regulations upon appli
cation to the Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit. For further details see OBR 66- 82, 
Establishing a Business in Mexico October 
1965. , 

Mexico grants preferential customs treat
ment to imports from the member nations of 
LAFTA-Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Vene
zuela. Most imports of items included in 
Mexico's schedule of concessions are exempt 
from the import license requirement in addi-
tion to tariff reductions. ' 

Mexico is not a member of the General 
Agreement on Tarifl's and Trade (GATT). On 
Mexico's initiative and by mutual consent the 
Mexico-United States Trade Agreement of 
1942 was terminated in 1950. Thus the United 
States and Mexico have no contractual agree
ment under which trade problems can be dis-

2 

cussed. Governmental level trade talks are 
held from time to time, however, to discuss 
the broad range of business and commercial 
matters of mutual interest; 

Information as to the rates of duty applic
able to specific products imported into Mexico 
may be obtained from the American Republics 
Division, Bureau of International Commerce, 
U.S. Department . of Commerce, Washington, 
D. C., 20230, or through the Department's field 
offices. 

Basis of Duty Assessment 

Specific Duties.-Most specific duties in the 
Mexican tariff are levied per unit of weight. 
There are different bases: (1) Gross weight
the weight of the merchandise, including the 
inner and outer containers and all packing, 
ready for shipment; (2) Legal weight-the 
weight of the merchandise and immediate con
tainer, but excluding the outer container; and 
(3) Net weight-the actual weight of the goods, 
without containers, packing or wrapping. 

Ad Valorem Duties.-Ad valorem duties are 
levied on the invoice value or the official Mexi
can valuation as shown in the tariff, whichever 
is higher. The commercial value is defined as 
the market value at the place of purchase, 
without any additions other than for freight 
and insurance. Trade discounts are allowable 
on the assumption that the net price resulting 
therefrom is the correct value in the market 
of purchase, but such discounts should not be 
shown on the invoice. 

Payment of Duty.-Duties are paid in pesos 
at the time the goods are cleared through 
customs. Conversion of foreign values is 
effected at the rate of exchange of 12.50 pesos 
to $1.00 (or a peso value of 8 cents), estab
lished by the Ministry of Finance on April 
19, 1954. 

Refund of Duties Paid.-Although Mexican 
regulations provide for the refund of duties on 
items returned to the sender because of defec
tive merchandise, wrong sizes, etc., in practice 
refunds of duties paid are seldom granted. 

Customs Surcharge 

There is a surtax of 3% of the duty which 
applies to nearly all commercial shipments. On 
shipments by mail the surtax is 10% of duty. 

Special Customs Provisions 

Entry and Reexport 

In order to facilitate the entry of goods into 
Mexico, many U.S. exporters employ the serv
ices of a Mexican customs broker who is an 



expert in import procedures and practices, such 
as, for example, which goods require import 
licenses Qr are subject to other controls. 

Goods . entering Mexico are deposited in a 
customs warehouse and may be entered for 
consumption upon the presentation of the re
quired documents and the payment of duties 
and other charges. Storage charges begin after 
15 days from the time the shipment is un
loaded. Goods which are not claimed within 
90 days after unloading are considered legally 
abandoned and become the property of the 
customs administration to be sold at auction 
to defray the accumulated charges. 

Goods under dispute as to tariff classifica
tion can be cleared upon payment by the im-

, porter of the duty he considers to be applicable 
and posting a cash guarantee to cover the 
difference between this and the duty payable 
according to the customs appraiser, pending a 
definitive ruling. The Mexican Government has 
established a National Commission for Tariff 
Review (Comision Nacional de Criterio Ara;n
celario) to study these customs . controversies 
and to render clarifying rulings in disputes 
between importers and customs officials. 

When products enter Mexico under a basket 
tariff classification at a high duty rate the cus
toms broker may submit a request for a specific 
classification at a more favorable duty rate to 
the 'Bureau of Financial Studies of the Secre
tariat of Finance and Public Credit. 

Goods stored in customs warehouses may be 
reexported without payment of duty provided 
the goods are not prohibited in Mexican trade, 
have entered the country legally, are still under 
customs custody, the applicable duties have not 
been paid, and tacit abandonment has not oc
curred. Products requiring import licenses nor
mally require export license for reexportation. 
Merchandise should be returned to the country 
of origin, but transit shipments may be author
ized by customs officials under special condi
tions. However, once the goods have cleared 
the Mexican customs they are considered as 
hav.ing been nationalized. If subsequently re
exp.orted no refund of import duties will be 
made and the shipment, moreover, will be sub
ject to applicable Mexican export duties and 
regulations. 

Free Ports, Zones, Perimeters, and Bonded 
Factories.-Mexico has free ports, zones, per
imeters, and bonded factories. The free ports, 
located at Salina Cruz, Coatzacoalcos, and 
Matias Romero, are areas located near regular 
ports where foreign merchandise may be loaded 
or unloaded, stored, packaged, processed, manu
factured, and exhibited without other customs 
intervention. The free ports are administered 
by an autonomous agency, the Directorate of 
Mexican Free Ports, Cuernavaca 5-l, Mexico, 
D.F. 

Free zones or perimeters cover all of Baja 
California and the immediately adjacent area 
of northwest Sonora; Nogales; Agua Prieta; 
and Chetumal, Cozumel, Isla Mujeres, and 
Xcalak in Quintana Roo. Specified goods may 
be shipped to these free zones and perimeters 
without payment of duty or the requirement 
of obtaining import licenses. The Mexican Na
tional Railways · grants . a 50% reduction in 
freight rates to producers of goods which are 
sent to border areas, including free zones and 
perimeters. 

Inasmuch as the lists of products eligible for 
entry into Mexican free zones and perimeters 
are subject to change without notice, exporters 
should obtain assurances prior to shipment in 
order to avoid penalties or costly return 
charges. 

Under a special border area industrialization 
program, Mexico may declare certain factories 
established in border cities, including Tijuana, . 
Mexicali, Nogales, Ciudad Juarez, Nuevo 
Laredo, Reynosa and Matamoros, as bonded 
areas with the exclusive objective of producing · 
manufactured articles for export. These fac
tories are authorized to import without. duty 
the machinery, equipment, raw materials, and 
semi-fabricated parts and to export the finished 
product freely, all under strict customs super
vision. 

Gifts and Charitable Donations.-There is no 
provision in Mexican law for granting duty
free importation of new or used items sent as 
gifts to individuals or to charitable organiza
tions. Nearly all gift items are subject to the 
payment of duties and to normal import license 
requirements. (Exemptions include books, in 
languages other than · Spanish, and periodicals, 
which are admit~ed duty free. Packages con
taining goods valued at less than $16 do not 
require an import license.) If a license has not 
been obtained by the consignee when one is 
required, the shipment becomes subject to 
confiscation. The import duties applicable to 
a gift item are often greater than the value 
of the product itself, and there is no provision 
by which import duties can be prepaid. Gifts 
sent to Mexico often are refused by the recipi
ent because of high duties, and such parcels 
are abandoned to the cus.toms authorities, who 
in turn sell them at auction. Thus, persons 
sending gift packages to Mexico risk the loss 
of their shipments. In view of these facts, 
many persons have found an international 
money order to be a suitable substitute for a 
merchandise gift. 

Temporary Duty-Free Entry Under Bond and 
Re-export 

Mexico permits the temporary duty-free im
portation .of certain merchandise under very 
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special conditions. . A customs broker with 
offices in Mexico City is usually employed to. 
make the necessary arrangements, which in
volve the posting of a bond in the amount of 
the import duty plus 10% to guarantee reexpor
tation. The permission to effect temporary 
entry is generally for a period of 6 months 
.and is renewable for two additional 6-month 
periods. Requests for temporary importation 
should be addressed to the Departamento de 
Procedimientos, Direccion General de Aduanas, 
Secretaria de Hacienda, Mexico, D.F. 

Samples and Advertising Matter 

Samples.-Samples of merchandise without 
commercial value are admitted free of duty 
into Mexico. Samples considered usable or 
salable (a decision within the province of the 
customs officials) are subject to import duties. 
However, with the prior approval of the · Direc
tor General of Customs, such samples may be 
rendered unusable (at the expense of the inter
ested party) before customs clearance and 
thereby qualify for duty-free entry. Samples of 
complete articles will be considered unusable 
only if cut or perforated so as to make them 
useless and unsalable. 

Samples of commercial value, except jewelry, 
may be temporarily imported duty-free, sub
ject to reexportation, if a bond is posted in 
the amount of the total applicable duties plus 
10%. Such customs treatment can be obtained 
upon request of the consignee, customs broker, 
or by the commercial traveler himself, to the 
chief of the customhouse concerned. 

Samples may be brought in for periods of 
3 or 6 months, which may be extended. Nor
mally they must be reexported within a period 
of a year. Shipments of samples should be 
accompanied by commercial invoices and other 
documents as appropriate. 

Advertising 1\;latter.-With the exception of 
technical catalogs supplied free of charge, 
printed advertising matter is subject to import 
duty and subject to the same documentary re
quirements as other goods. 

Advance Rulings on Customs Classification 

The Mexican Customs Service will furnish 
upon ·request information concerning the cus
toms classification. applicable to specified mer
chandise. This service is usually rendered 
through a customs broker by the Departmento 
Pericial Calificador, Direccion General de 
Aduanas, Mexico D.F. To obtain an advance 
ruling the application should be accompanied 
by a sample of the product, preferably in its 
customary container, together with descriptive 
pamphlets, labels, etc. Where the nature of the 
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item precludes submission of a sample it may 
be substituted for by photographs or drawings 
accompanied by pamphlets, catalogs, specifica
tions, descriptions of the component materials, 
and other data designed to describe fully the 
nature and use of the article. It is advisable 
to have a customs broker . make appropriate 
arrangements . with the customs authorities 
before forwarding samples and related data. 

Fines and Penalties 

Mexico imposes fines for infractions of its 
customs regulations, such as the lack of pre
scribed documentation, or errors or omissions 
therein. When goods are imported without 
the required license having been obtained, very 
heavy fines may be imposed or the shipment 
confiscated. Fines are also levied when mer
chandise sent by mail lacks the required state
ment on the outer wrapper that it may be 
opened for customs inspection. 

There are no specific anti-dumping regula
tions. 

Internal Taxes 

A gross receipts tax of 3% is levied on sales 
of virtually all merchandise, except food, char
coal, soap, and other articles deemed to be of 
prime necessity. Excise taxes, also termed 
manufacture-consumption taxes, are levied on 
salt, alcoholic beverages, sugar, carbon dioxide, 
tobacco products, matches, petroleum products, 
and certain yarns and fabrics. 

Shipping Documents 

The documents needed for surface shipment 
to Mexico are a commercial invoice, bill of 
lading, packing list, U.S. Shipper's Export Dec
laration, U.S. export license, when required, 
and sanitary certificates, when required. An 
AID Supplier's Certificate is required when 
the Mexican importer instructs his supplier 
that the shipment is to be AID-financed. This 
certificate may be obtained from the Agency 
for International Development, Washington, 
D.C. 20523 and Commerce Department, Field 
Offices. For details on U.S. export controls see 
the pertinent section on page 7. · 

Apart from the documents mentioned above, 
which are supplied by the exporter, Mexican 
import clearance documents are required, which 
ordinarily are supplied by a Mexican customs 
broker at the point of entry. Although not 
obligatory, many importers find the services of 
a customs broker almost indispensable because 
of their expert knowledge of customs pro-



cedures and formalities. Brokers' fees are set 
by law and are nominal. 

Commercial Invoice.-When this document, 
which is required for all land or maritime ship
ments, covers merchandise valued at more than 
$80 f.o.b. carrier, it must be legalized, although . 
Mexican customs brokers may request legalized 
invoices on all shipments, regardless of value. 
The legalization of the commercial invoice must 
be performed at the place where the seller 
issued the invoice, or, if none is located there, 
at the nearest consulate or that located in the 
maritime port of shipment. In practice docu
ments can be legalized in any Mexican Consul
ate in the country where the invoice was issued. 

In order for the Consul to legalize the com
mercial invoice one original and four copies 
must be submitted to him; signed manuaily by 
the actual seller, and a statement must appear 
thereon to the effect that the value and other 
details of the invoice are true and correct. 

Changes in the foreign trade regulations of 
Mexico are reported in International Commerce, 
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
Annual subscriptions: Domestic, $16 ($5 addi
tionai for foreign mailing); single copy, 35 cents. 
Domestic subscribers desiring airmail service 
must remit $22 additional for . postage. 

Make remittances payable to the Superin
tendent of Documents and mail either to the 
nearest Commerce Department Field Office or to 
the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 20402. 

Address changes should be sent to the Super
intendent of Documents. 

. The original and two copies of the legalized 
commercial invoice should be forwarded by 
the shipper to the customs broker, acting as 
consignee, at the point of entry (or to the 
Mexican consignee directly) for customs clear
ance purposes. It is imperative that the legal
ized invoices are in the hands of the consignee 
before the goods arrive in Mexico; otherwise 
heavy fines will be imposed. In addition to the 
legalized copies, required to meet customs re
quirements, consignees should be furnished 
other copies in whatever number necessary to . 
meet their requirements, usually six copies. 

Commercial invoices covering land or mari
time shipments, valued at $80 or less, are re
quired in triplicate but do not need consular 
legalization. Also exempted from the consular 
legalization requirement are invoices covering 
mail and airshipments, regardless of value. 
Mail shipments valued at more than $80 must 
be accompanied by three copies of the commer
cial invoice and an additional copy should be 

sent directly to the consignee. For air ship
ments three copies of the invoice, signed by 
the exporter, should be furnished the carrier, 
regardless of the content and value of ·the 
package, and these invoices must accompany 
.the . shipment. Some carriers require one or 
more additional copies. Heavy fines are im
posed on shipments arriving without properly 
executed invt;~ices. 

Air and parcel post shipments containing 
merchandise valued at over $16.00 must show 
on the package the import license number or 
bear a notation to the effect that no import 
license is required. · 

Invoices must show the place and date of 
issue, name and address ·of the consignee, the 
FOB value and itemized charges to CIF (but 
in case these are not known at · the time the 
invoices are being prepared, estimates of the 
charges can be given); port of entry and name 
of the customs broker at such port; shipper's 
invoice number and customer's order number; 
total number of packages (indicating whether 
they are cases, cartons, crates, etc.) and total 
weight in kilograms, gross, legal, or net. 

The description of the merchandise must be 
definite and concise and the use of trade-marks, 
patent names, abbreviations, etc., are not ac
cepted nor recognized. On shipments of auto
mobiles, machinery, pharmaceuticals, etc., their 
characteristics, such as brand name, model and 
serial number, motor number, manufacturer's 
trade-mark, etc., must be shown. Failure to 
comply will impose a burden on the customs 
broker at the Mexican port of entry and will 
necessitate the opening of cases by customs 
officials. When a shipper wishes to furnish his 
customer with detailed packing information too 
lengthy to include in the invoice, a packing list 
may be attached to the latter. This packing list 
needs no consular legalization . 

A Spanish translation of the text on the 
invoices is required to facilitate customs clear
ance. To comply, most exporters and shippers 
show the Spanish translation (from type of 
containers through description of the merchan
dise) below the English text on the invoice. 

Bill of Lading.-This document is required 
only on maritime shipments, but freight for
warders usually request it on rail shipments 
as well. The bill of lading shows the marks, 
quantity of the shipment, the kind of package 
making up the shipment, the weight of the 
goods in units of the metric system, and the 
volume of the shipment. Most merchandise 
shipped to Mexico by rail is sent on local bills 
of lading in care of a customs broker or for
warding agent in the border city. 

Packing List.-This document should be fur
nished in triplicate (additional copies are 
sometimes required), to the customs broker or 
forwarding agent at the border for use in 
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preparing the:necessary customs document and 
in any repacking of the goods. The packing 
list should show the gross, legal, and net 
weights and indicate whether box, crate, car
ton, keg, etc., (if this information is not given 
in the commercial invoice); the total number 
of packages; and the gross net, and legal 
weights of the entire shipment. · 

Air Waybill.-On air shipments the required 
number of copies of the air waybill (used 
instead of the bill of lading) varies according 
to the type of shipment and the carrier. How

. ever, when the package is delivered to the 
carrier the shipper should furnish a full de
scription of the goods, giving their value (data 
on the commercial invoice are usually suffi
cient) and sign the air waybill. 

Senate Concurrent Resolution 40, adopted July 
30, 1953, invites U.S. exporters to inscribe, inso
far as practicable, on the external shipping con
tainers in indelible print of a suitable size: 
"United States of America." Although such 
marking is not compulsory under our laws, U.S. 
shippers are urged to cooperate in thus publi
cizing American-made goods. 

I 

Other Documents.-Sanitary certificates, in 
quadruplicate, must accompany other docu
ments when the shipment pertains to live ani
mals, certain animal products, seeds, plants, 
and plant products. They are issued at the 
place of origin by a veterinary inspector of 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, by the 
local authorities of the State concerned, or by 
an accredited veterinarian. The original must 
be legalized by the nearest Mexican consulate. 

Consular Fees.-Fees for consular legaliza
tion of documents are as follows : Commer
cial invoices, or letter of correction-$2 per set 
(for one extra copy of commercial invoice
no charge) ; phytosanitary certificates for vege
table products and sanitary certificates for raw 
products of animal origin (3 copies)-$20; 
for legalization of signatures and other. kinds 
of certificates-$4; and for certification of lists 
of household effects (5 copies)-$16. 

Marking and Labeling Requirements 

There is no overall requirement that im
ported goods be marked to show the country 
of origin. However, certain items, notably 
wearing apparel and leather goods, must be 
labeled to show the trademark, registered or 
not; registration number, if any; and the name 
and location where produced. 
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· The use of the metric system is obligatory, 
but products labeled both in the English and 
the metric systems are permitted importation. 
Merchandise repacked in Mexico, however, 
must be labeled only in units of the metric 
system. 

Special labeling requirements apply to pack
aged foodstuffs, pharmaceutical products, vet
erinary preparations, prepared feeds, ferti
lizers, and insecticides. 

Nontariff Import Controls 

The Ministry of Finance, in conjunction with 
other Government agencies such as the Bank 
of Mexico and the National Bank of Foreign 
Commerce, fixes the level of imports for each 
year. The Directorate General of Commerce 
in the Ministry of Industry and Commerce bas 
the responsibility for controlling imports 
through the licensing procedure. 

Some products such as firearms, narcotics, 
and agriculture, livestock and forest products 
require special licenses; other products, such 
as pharmaceuticals, insecticides, prepared 
feeds, fertilizers, and packaged foodstuffs must 
be registered with, and be approved by, appro
priate agencies before their importation and 
sale are permitted. 

Import Licensing 

Most goods are imported into Mexico by im
porters or their customs broker after obtaining 
licenses from the Direccion Geneml de Comer
cio, SecTeta?·ia de Industria y ComeTcial, Cuauh
temoc #80, Mexico, D.F., Mexico. License appli
cations are referred to special committees, 
which determine whether the merchandise is 
"essential" and whether satisfactory local sub
stitutes are available. Decisions on applications 
are usually made in 30 days or so, and the li
censes are usually valid for a period of 90 work
ing days. However, importers who urgently 
need parts and accessories for industry are able 
to obtain licenses within 72 hours if the quan
tities to · be imported do not adversely affect 
domestic producers of similar items. 

An open-end licensing system has been 
· placed into effect designed to expedite imports 

of merchandise not manufactured in Mexico 
but subject to import controls. Under this sys
tem, importers present listings of merchandise 
needed for a 6-month period. Thus, merchan
dise is able to enter Mexico without the im
porter having to obtain a separate license for 
each transaction and this has speeded the entry 
of goods urgently needed by Mexican industries. 

Importers may appeal to the Secretariat of 
Industry and Commerce when they believe that 



their requests for licenses have been unjusti
fiably denied. 

A special office in Mexico City now expedites 
the handling of import license applications re
ceived from importers located elsewhere in the 
country. 

Exchange Controls 

There are no exchange controls in Mexico. 
Foreign currencies may be freely converted 
into pesos and vice versa. 

Mexico's Export Controls 

Some Mexican exports are subject to duties 
and to a prior license requirement. These con
trols are intended to insure that domestic needs 
of foodstuffs, raw materials, and .other essen
tials are met before foreign sales are permitted. 
Such controls are also used to prevent exports 
of irreplaceable natural resources, and to en
courage domestic processing and manufacture, 
for both internal consumption and export 
purposes. • 

Export Subsidies.-The Mexican Government 
has established export subsidies and funds for 
the promotion of exports of manufactured 
goods. Exporters of manufactured goods may 
apply for subsidies in the form of refunds of 
income, mercantile and import taxes. 

Little use is made of the drawback privileges 
existing in Mexico. Import duties on com
ponents going into the manufacture of export 
items are rebated only when such components 
do not exceed 20 percent of the direct cost 
of the finished goods. 

Export Quotas and Prohibitions.-Fixed ex
port quotas are few, as are outright pro
hibitions. 

United States Controls 

Exports 

All exports from the United States or its 
possessions to Mexico are subject to the 
rules and regulations of the Office of Export 
Control, Bureau of International Commerce, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, except for ex
ports of arms, ammunition, and implements of 
war, which are licensed by the U.S. Department 
of State; gold (except fabricated gold with a 
gold content value of 90 percent or less) and 
narcotics, licensed by the U.S. Department of 
the Treasury; tobacco plants and seeds, licensed 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture; ves
sels, licensed by the U.S. Maritime Adminis-

tration; natural gas and electric energy, 
licensed by the Federal Power Commission; 
and certain source material and facilities for 
the production ·of fissionable material, licensed 
by the Atomic Energy Commission. 

The regulations concerning export control 
are set forth in the Comprehensive Expor·t 
Schedule which is available for examination at 
the U.S. Department of Commerce or at any 
of its · Field Offices. The Compr·ehensive Export 
Schedule and supplementary Current Expo'rt 
Bulletins may be purchased from any of U.S. 
Department of Commerce Field Offices or from 
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, 
at a subscription rate of $7 ($2 additional 
for foreign mailings). Airmail service on 
the supplementary bulletins is available, to 
domestic subscribers only, at an additional cost 
of $4 a year. 

A Shipper's Export Declaration must be 
filed with the Collector of Customs for ship-

. ments requiring a validated export license and 
for most shipments under a general license. 
Information regarding the declaration may be 
obtained from the Foreign Trade Division, 
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Washington, D.C., 20233. 

A destination control statement is necessary 
on shipping documents for all shipments re
quiring a validated export license and most 
shipments made under a general license. This 
includes virtually all commercial shipments 
from the United States. The major exceptions 
to the requirements for an appropriate state
ment are shipments intended for consumption 
in Canada; shipments transiting the United 
States which do not require a validated export 
license, and shipments of certain publications 
and unclassified technical data. 

Additional information concerning export 
control requirements for shipments to Mexico 
may be obtained direct from the Office 
of Export Control, Bureau of International 
Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Washington D.C. 20230, or from any of the 
Department's Field Offices. 

Imports 

Information on United States import duties 
is obtainable from the Commissioner of Cus
toms, U.S. Treasury Department, Washington, 
D.C., 20220, or from local Collectors of Cus
toms. With few exceptions, imports into the 
United States are free from controls. A com
prehensive description of the U.S. import re
quirement appears in Expor·ting to the United 
States, U.S. Treasury Department, Bureau of 
Customs, 1965. 
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Other Controls 

The Treasury Department's Office of For- · 
eign Assets Control, Washington, D.C. 20220, 
should be consulted for information on the 
foreign assets control regulations, which pro
hibit all unlicensed financial or commercial 
transactions directly or indirectly with Com
munist China, North Korea, North Viet-Nam 
or their nationals. These regulations, among 
other things, specifically prohibit the un
licensed purchase in any foreign country of all 
goods of mainland Chinese origin and all goods 
of . types which in the past were chiefly im
ported into the United States from mainland 
China. The Treasury Department's Cuban 
Assets Control Regulations similarly prohibit 
unlicensed financial or commercial transactions 
with Cuba. 

The i Office of Foreign Assets Control 
should Ft-lso be consulted with ·respect to the' 
transactions control regulations, which pro
hibit Americans from shipping strategic mate
rials from any foreign country to a Soviet
bloc cou.ntry. 

Government Representation 

The Mexican Embassy in Washington, D.C., 
is located at 2829 16th Street, N.W., and a 
Consulate is maintained at the same address
phone ADams 4-6000. Other Mexican Consul
ates are maintained in the following cities (sub
ject to change)··: Mobile, Ala.; Douglas, Nogales, 
Phoenix, and Tucson, Ariz. ; Calexico, Fresno, 
Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San 
Diego, and San Francisco, San Jose, Cal.; Den
ver, Colo.; Miami and Tampa, Fla.; Atlanta, 
Ga.; Honolulu, Hawaii; Chicago, Ill.; Indian
apolis, Ind.; New Orleans, La.; Boston, Mass.; 
Detroit, Mich.; Rochester, St. Paul, Minn.; 
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Kansas City and St. LouiS, Mo.; Albuquerque, 
N.M.; Newark, N.J.; Buffalo, New York, N.Y. 
(38 East 41st Street, N.Y. 10017, Phone: Mur
ray Hill 9-0456) ; Cincinnati, Ohio; Oklahoma 
City, Okla.; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.; 
Memphis, Tenn. ; Austin, Brownsville, Corpus 
Christi, Dallas, Del Rio, Eagle Pass, El Paso, 
Fort Worth, Galveston, Houston, Laredo, Lub
bock, Marfa, McAllen, and San Antonio, Tex. ; 
Salt Lake City, Utah; Seattle and Spokane, 
Wash.; and Milwaukee, Neenah, Wis. . 

A listing of the addresses and phone num
bers of these Consulates is contained in the 
Exporters' Encyclopaedia, a copy of which is 
available in many public libraries. 

The United States maintains an Embassy 
in Mexico City at Reforma 305, telephone 25-
91-00, and Consulates at Tijuana, Mexicali, 
Nogales, Ciudad Juarez, Piedras Negras, Nuevo 
Laredo, Matamoros, Mazatlan, Monterrey, 
Guadalajara, Tampico, Veracruz, Merida, San 
Luis Potosi, Hermosillo and Morelia. 
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EXPHESSION OF DESIGN 

The Research Complex will be used by many nationalities 

of pe9ple v10rkinr-; short durations from 6 · to 10 months. 'J'hese 

scientists and technicians, who are all of different social 

and spiritual backgrounds, will be teamed together and will 

be working, eating, playing, and sleeping under the same 

environmental conditions. The Architectural solutions must 

give unity and have a morale-building effect on these people 

working in this created environment. 

Each individual makes different demands on that space 

in which he occupies. As the building takes on new personnel 

so must the working areas take on new characteristics to fit 

the new demands. These needs vary from the color of paint 

on the· \'lall, room temperature, room sizes, display of mater

ialist objects~ to the individual's eatine habits. 

The ~ajor factors that have influenced the actual design 

of the Research facility are listed below, but without any 

order of importance because they are all of equal importance 

and cannot be seperated in such a manner: 

1. Psychologically, physiologically, socially and 

spiritually. 

2. The climate and its effect on man and his equipment. 

3. The site location. 

4. The nature of the product, its image, demands, and 

service requirements. 

5. Topography 



The study where research personnel can retreat _for 

uninterru,pted "thinking" ·are located thro~ghout the .complex 

in clusters to give maximu~ privacy and yet still retain the 

human scale. Each cluster has quick access to the individual's 

work area. Some "desk" spaces are located on the same floor 

level as the cafeteria \'There companionship and coffee drinkers 

can converse and interchange ideas. Other desk .spaces are 

located under the laboratory -near the administrative and 

engineering offices, to give both solitude and quick access 

to these other offices for detailed consultations. The over

hang of the Research laboratories gives the psychological 

feeling one would have in a caverri looking out its mouth 

at a picturesque lands cape. Sti 11 other .. offices are located 

high above the complex ·where senic Yistas are desired. 

'£his tower is designed to give . .the feeling o'f an "Island·· 

in the Sky" or the "Ivory Tower" where one goes to retrjeat 

from the outside world and not be bothered or distracted. 

Each individual research~r' s office is equiJ?ed .. · with a 

communications and computerized information system network . 

. , These .devices are used to increase working efficiency by 

making all available information pertaining to aerospace . 

· ~ operations easily accessible to each individual. The 360 

IBM syste~ also allows data ~etrieving, computations, and 

interpretation to occur \'li thin the office. space. The 

communications network allois instant consultation to other 

individuals or organizations participating in the various 

projects. 
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~he interior of each individual's room. has been kept 

simple and Plain. The re~soning behind this is to allow 

complete flexibility of tha·t space. Each office contains 

st6rage . space and a built-in desk space. Stainless ste~l 

adjustable shelves are placed on the opposite wall of the 

· built-ins. These shelves will serve a storage of books and 

artifacts according to the individuals tastes. Area throw 

rugs will be used to express individuality and serve as an 

artist touch to the room~ The horizontal ~indows, form the 

surrounding desert and create ·a living landscape which changes 

c6ntiriuously hour by hour~ and season to season. 

The basic size of the research offices vary from 10 x 10 

to 10 x 15. The larger sized spaces were created to allow 

for additional items such as drawing tables, couches and 

loUnge chairs for entertaining or lounging with other in-

di victuals viorki.ng at the site or for guests and friends of 

the individual. 

Each one of the .50 research offices, as vtell as all 

· otDer offices, contain individually controlled thermostats 

which allow room temperature adjustments to be made to fit 

the individual's physiological needs. 

The laboratory spaces of 11 \'wrk" areas are divided into 

6 major areas: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

~. 

5. 

6. 

Electronics environmental lab. 

Electronics systems analvsis lab. 
v , 

Hydraulics and pneumatics testing lab. 

Cryoc;enic lab . 

Materials testing lab. 

Structural systems testing lab. 
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'l'hroup:h the available researc·h information obtained 

these are the more probable areas where future research 

ir,VE)Stlgations in the aerospace field ,,ri J.l occur. · The 

facilities for nucJ.ear and chemical research will occur at 

other distribution centers. 

To clarify exactly what the research facilities is 

capahJe of achieving, a simple outline has been inserted 

on the following page. 

1. Testing Laboratory: 

A. Shock- to 500 G's and up to 1,000 pounds. 
B. Vibration - to 22,000 force pounds. 
C. Heat 'I'ower - for aerodynamic or re-entry heat 

~imulation. · 
D. Sustained acceleration - up to 15,000 G-pounds. 

2. Space simulation: 

A. Bell jar - with temperature range-320Q F to 
+200° F vacuum level--lxl0-7 torr~ 

B. Explosion chamber. 
C. Space simulation chamber - temperature ranee 

-320° F to 140° F. 

Vacuum level - lxl0-6 torr. Sinusoidal and random 

vibration to 8,000 force pounds. 

D. High vacuum chamber - Temperature range -so? 
to +200° vacuum level, lxlO-torr. Black body 
thern'tal shroud. 

E. Ultra-high vacuum space simulation - ultimate 
vacuum level -Sxl0-10 torr. Thermal shroud and 
mountinG plate. Temperatur~ range from -320° F 
to +200 F 

3. Environmental chambers: 

A. Temperature chambers - from -320° to 4oo0 F. 
B. Salt fog chambers 
C. Humidity·chamber 
D. Sand and dust chamber 
E. Rain chamber 
F. Pneumatic c~pability to 10,000 psig. Hith 

20 cu. ft. Water volume storage. 



G. 
H. 

I. 

Hydraulic capability to 7 EP!!l @ 4,000 psir. 
Cryogenics - 19,000 LN 2 storage, 5,000 gallons 
Lox t s orage, 20,000 LH? storage, 1,500 galJ.ons 
portable LH 2 de'.'iars, 500 2.nd 200 gallons portable 
LOX dewars, 750 and 300 gallons portable LN 2 dewars. 
Calibration - meets mil - Q 9858, quality cbntrol 
system requireJr.ents ancl USAF specification 
bulletin no. 520. · 

The actual research investigatigations that will be 

programed are: 

1. Pure research - investiiTation that may lead to 
producing a marketable commodity. · 

2. Simulated operation research - testing "in-line" 
or experimental products in a controlled environment 
to determine operational characteristics. 

3. Operational research - testing and investigation 
of malfurictions occurring during actual operation 
of the products. 

The elebbronics environmental laboratory will be used to 

study the behavior patterns of electronic components under 

environmental conditions. The lab is equipped with portable 

equipment which can be moved around to any desired location 

within the complex. This flexibility allows testing of 

electronic components in other areas when it is necessary to 

do so. 

The Data Control lab serves both the electronics and 

syitems analysis .. It's purpose is to retrieve information 

and date collected during testing arid then analtz~s~the results. 

The system analysis lab will serve as that area where 

various systems can be connected and evaluated for operation 

probabilities. 

The hydraulics and pneumatics lab also contains a data 

retrieving and control lab. This lab as the name implies will 

function as an area where hydraulics and pneumatic components 

systems are researched. 

Tbe high-operation oressures used in testin~ operations 



could cause: extreme hazar·ds to individuals \'!orkinc in the 

general vicinity if no shieldi~~ is nrovided. Therefore, 

a special·testing lab is placed away from the other labs and . 

is connected to large storage spaces. Due to the nature of 

hy~raulic and pneumatic systems, contamination is very harmful 

to the operatlon of the equipment, therefore> a clean room is 

designed in this area where components and equipment ~an be 

cleaned. 

The cryogenics laboratory will serve bc~h as a research 

lab and as a mechanical room to serve other labs requiring 

cryogenics service. 

The mat6rial testing laboratory is designed to test 

materials for their wearing ~apabilities, durability> and design 

configurations. 

The str~ctural systems testing laboratory will be used . in 

con.i unction \1i th the materials lab. Actual 11 moclc-ups 11 \'-Till 

be built in this area. 

There are four large envircnmental -chambers, 50x50, 

tunneled into the hillside. The location of these chambers 

were determined by their functions. Extremely heavy con

struction was required for the proper operations of these 

chambers. A sound buffer zone was needed to eliminate 

distracting noises. Both the material testing and structural 

testing laboratories are corinected to a data control center 
' 

located across the lobby in the hydraulics lab. 

Because daily changes occur in every lab, extremely 

flexible spaces were created. The following page is a 

graphic illustration showing how various sizes could be 

achieved in each lab space without destroying or making the 
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building complex obsolete. 

To keep from placing a large load on the cantilever 

system not design for and which could be harmful to the 

structuial ~ystem causing failure, working tables have been 

built along the wall perimeter. 

The interior spaces are so desir;ned to allow· movement. of 

lab tables to any desirable arrangement. The~ service supply 
I 

outlet are placed on ten foot modules with quick disconnect 

couplings and removabie floor panels for easy access. 

The mechanical system serving the labs as well as the 

offices and cafeterias (the auditorium having a seperate 

system) are from two mechanical rooms located on top of the 

lahoratories. A double duct high velocity system has been 

used to give the variation required for each space as w~ll 

as to compensate for the long thrm-rs that are created from 

the bu~lding design. 

The duct system follows the building curvature in a 

special mechanical chase 5 feet high which is open at various 

locations for easy access. This mechanical chase uses a one 

way slab system with a sew~r drain incorporated to allow 

draining systems when chanees are required. This special 

chase was integrated into the design because of flexibility 

requirements of the facility. 

Air condition ducts are located on the perimeter of each 

lab with the mixing chambers located below. The main trunk 
I 

line serving the laboratories run perpendicular to the side 

walls into ducts located in the suspended ceiling of either 

the lobby or lounge areas. 
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Office spaces belovi the · labs receive a·ir from duct located 

in the suspended ceiling; Other offices receive air front 

ducts located in floor s~abs. 

Where air contamination is possible, special vents are 

placed in window ~nits which work automaticaliy ventirig 

contaminated air to the outside. 

Jl.pproximately lt50 tons of air conditioning equipment 
\ . 

are required to keep the building complex at the desir~ble 

temperature. 

A cooling tower was not used because new methods of re-

cover~ of water effluent will be employed. By airating and 

recycling effluent water into lagoons both will provide 

visual relief and act as a cooling and cleansing agent for 

the \V'ater. This method would then allow reuse of the water. 

The building complex is ser~iced with utilities from the 

distribution center. These utilities are locate~ below grad~. 

Building supplies, disposal of trash and etc, will be accom~ 

plichcd through the service drive by bin shaped electric 

carts. These carts are collected at the receiving and shipping 

area where they are made into a train and sent down to the 

distribution center for disposition. The service drive 

connects major storage areas where unneeded equipment_arid 

supplies are stored. 

All personnel have choice of riding up to the site by 

electric tram or walking up on a specially designed foot path. 

The receiving and shipping area is isolated from the office 

spaces by flow through storage rooms and rest rooms. 

The following pages contain illustrations of the·building 

service and the lab tables and equipment used in the laboratories. 
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For testing under conditions 

of ALTITUDE

TEMPER/.WURE
HUMIDITY 

I i 
I l 
I: 

' 

Designed for ease of operation, this new walk-in test chamber 

has the added advantage of requiring less floor space than 
conventional types . The chamber is of such size ( 9' high x 8 ' 

wide x 12' deep inferior) as to require a door weighing over 

three tons. Yet by suspending it from a trolley and rail, it can 

be opened and closed by simply pushing a button. 

The mechanism is provided with automatic stops when either 

fully closed or fully open, and when closed is automatically 

sealed by hydraulic closures, requiring no manual _ effort. 

A special safety feature is provided which makes it possible 

to lower the altitude to ambient and op en the large door by 

means of push-button controls locate d inside the chamber. 

Page 2 
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AR Altitude . Walk-In Roc..ms 

con be designed and built 

to accommodate any size 

test specimen. 

Even Walk-in Altitude Chambers as Iorge as tho! above 

(free test space 9' x 12' x 12' deep) are completely pre

tested by American Research before delivery. Chamb e r 
illustrated reduc es pressure to simulate d altitude of 1 00,000' 
in seven minutes, has temperature range from - 1 0_0°F to 

+ 200cF, and provides infernal vibration at all altitud es 

and temperatures. 



A1n e ricon R<eseorch Alt it:.Jde Vl a lk -ln 

Rooms ore cus!orn eng ine ere d and 

instollecl os o complete pud:ug c: ,. 

ready for opHolion. Tlv.:rc ar<~ no 

hidden insta llation costs: you m,ed 
only connect power CJIId wat e r lines 

and pu ~h th e button to operate. 

Since the y ore d el :vered as a com · 

ple te pCJckage, AR Walk-In Ro·.xns 

are completely portable. Th ey may 

be move d to onotiwr location, even 

anothe r building with no ma jor dis

mantling c111d re-assemb ly. 

A special featur e of th ese test 

chambers is th e compleh' range o f 

penetrations available. These inclu,:e 

ports for a !I types of special inst rumen

tation and accessories, view windows 

and personnel doors, as well as test 

sp ecimen doors which may be either 

hing ed or motor operated on tram 

rails. 

G F.f'J ERAL 5 Pl:CI fl CATIONS 

American Research Walk-In Rooms can be constructed for testing under simulated 

conditions at standard altitudes of 80,000 ft., 100,000 ft., 150,000 ft ., 200,000 ft., 

and higher. Standard temperature ranges available are -100°F, -80°F, +200 :) F, 

-f-250°F, -f-300"F and +500°F, and Relative Humidities from 20% to 95% in any 

combination. Rain and Sunshine simulation also available. 

Interiors are of stainless steel. Special . instrumentation, accessories and connections can 

be engineered to specific requirements. 

- ,_ .. • 

Complete installation often includes co-ordinated 

auxiliary equipment for multiple phose testing. 

Typical AR packaged Altitude Walk-In Room being 

delivered ready to be put in se rvice . 

These units have provision for the installation of a vibration shaker in the .test space which can be used throughout 

the temperature and altitude range. 

Page 3 
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Any size test chambers are available from American 

Research. Room shown above p e rmits a large truck to 

d e liver the test item to the interio r without double han

dling . Components or comp let e d items can be tested 

throug h a comple te rang e of simulate d envi ronments. 

One of the smaller typ e walk-in environmental test 

chambers built by th e Am e rican Research Corporation 

is illustrated at right. 

Although only 6' x 6' x 7Yl' high, th e room was com

plete ly prefabricate d and rigo rously te sted ut th e 

facto ry before d el ive ry to th e custo me r. 

The ch a mb e r simulates te mpera tures from - 100° to 

+ 200° F and re lative humi d ities fro m 20 % to 9 5 % 

between + 35" and + 185°F. Simila r equ ipm en t ts 

avai lable for temp e ro ture simula tion only. 
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GENEHAL SPECIFICt~TIONS 
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SO series chambers may be supplie d with self-conta ined 

instruments, as shown be low, or remote instrumentation as 

illustrated above • 

In addition to standard temperature and relative humidity 

lest chambers, American Research Corporation's environ

mental speciolists have designed and develop e d many 

special featu res which can be incorporated in this equipment 

as required. 

iypicol extras available are: 

Multipane viewing windows 

Hand operated rotating and push-pull shafts 

High speed shafts 

AN connectors 

High voltage lead-ins 

T errninal pods 

Access pipes 

Specia I instrumenta lion 

DIMENSIONS 

.. -- -,--- . ·- ·- ----- -

TEST SPACE I 

8 cu. ft . 

18 cu. ft. 

27 Cll. ft. 

i 

I 
i 
! 
I 

WIDTH 

24" 

30" 

36" 36" 36" 

I 36" 36" 48" 

48 cu. ft. I 36" ! 48" ' I 48" I 
36 cu . ft. 

______ ~~- ~u~-~~ ~--J _____ 4-8~ ___ _ l ___ - ~ ~~---~ ----4 8_"_j 

LJ· 

\ 
I 

f 

SO Series chambers are design e d for tes ting under C: 
wide rcng e of temperotures and re: lative humidities. 

Each unit is self-contoined, factory te ste d, and ready 

for plug in operation. 

Standard minimum temperatures ava ilabl e are: -j-32°, 
o ~, - 40", -80°, - 1 00°F or lowe r. 

Standard maximums are: -f-200°, -j- 250°, ·1- 300° or 

-!-500°F. 
Re lative humidity of 20% to 95% b e tween -j-35° 
and -1- 185°F is standard. 

Comple tely automatic operation with a high degree 

of accuracy, exceeding most government specifica

tions, is assured by such AR standard features as: 

Automatic temperature control 

W ith humidity, two-p en round chart recording con

trollers and autcmotic float control of water level 

Air circulation for uniform testing 

Water cooled condensers 

Safe ty thermostat to protect heaters from acci

dental burnout 

-~:;:::.":::..:;:-~ --· 
,_ 

l· f.' 

~~.:..-_.-. 



For testing under com:li·i'ions of 

ALnTUDE- TEMP!:iU•IliHi!: or 

Al T I 'fU D ~-T~Nl.PE ::!P.,r U S{ E •· ~-l Ufv~n 01 TY 

All American Research ALT series test chambers are built 

. with such extra features as external control of interior light, 
ARC pad with 8 terminal posts and 4 pair of thermocouples, 

blank access port for future penetration if required, self

adiusting door hinges which prolong gasket life, and fully 
adiustable hand-wheel latches. 

In addition AR will be glad to custom engineer and install a 
wide range of special features, including: 

i 

Pnnf' 6 

Penetrations for hydraulic lines 
Hand operated rotating and push-pull shafts 

High speed shafts 
Vibration shafts 
AN connectors 
High voltage leads 

High waffage dissipation 
Radiant heating and cooling 

Additional entrance ports and auxiliary viewing windows 

Special instrumentation 

! 
I 

' I 

l$ l "'- :.;:::~1 ; r 
----.......,..._ 

1!- --

II 

.. 

..--- . -----
/,• 

- ~ - .... 

I [ 
• ~·~ C:Jl:':) 

ALT series chambers may be supplied with self
contained instruments, as shown above, or 
remote instrumentation as illustrated at left. 
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Complet e ly installed - completely 

automatic. For te st!ng under simulated 

conditions of Altitude- Temperoture 

- Humidity in any combination, Amer
ican Research equip'rnent is ready to 

go at th e push of a button. 1--lo com

plicated and costly installation, just 

service connections, one! then opera

tion is wmpl€:tely au tomatic. 

GENt::fU\L SPECIFICATIONS 

Altitude testing may be performed at standard ronges 

of 60,000 ft., 100,000 ft., 150,000 ft., 200,000 ft. 

or higher. Temperatures are available from -1 00°F or 

lower to +500°F, with Relative Humidity from 20% to 

95% between +35° and +200°F. 

_! -; :·/ • .., • --~ ' . ) 

.l .,, . ·' . ... . ... 

The first of a new line of self-contained altitude 

test chambers hm been specially designed to 

provide gre ater convenience in testing heavy 

units or components. The low loading level of 

the 64 cubic foot test space is less than desk 
height (only 29" from the floor). In addition, the 
low test mea enables the operator to reach the 

back of the test space much more readily. 

AR Alritude Test Chambers ore deliv

ere d with instrumentation and acces

sories to custome rs' specifications. Not 
only does this mean on.e cost from one 

source of supply, but it also means 

that th ese cabinets are completely 

porlable. They may be moved any
where at any time without major 

dismantling and reassembly. 

DIM~NSION5 

TEST SPACE I WIDTH HEIGH-;[DEPTH 
-- ---- ----

8 cu. ft. 24" 24" 24" 
18 cu. ft. 30" 30" 36" 
27 cu. ft. 36" 36" 36" 
36 cu. ft. 36" 36" 48" 
48 cu. ft. 36" 48" 48" 
64 cu. ft. 48" 48" 48" 

- - ------------- --------

f 
-- - ~ . ·H·;·_-: .. ";· ~~ 

~--,-. '.' .· ' 
. : .iJ_· . 1!,_ . 

. '·· '1.. _n 
. ··.-- ' i 

·· - ---~ . __ J ti r.:__ ~ \ 
!_ ·- c:_~;-'l ; ~'--- · ···~-J -~ . . 
' 

' l . :: 
L--:.~..c,_;,,._~~ j 
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for tesi'ir.~ under condi·:ions 

of SA.N?J c.tnd DU5'f 

G[:NERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Sand and Dust density is maintained at 0.3 ± 0.2 grams per cu. ft. Velocities provided 

(either single or combined) are: 300 ± 200 ft. per minute and 2500 ~' 500 ft. per minute. 

Temperatures +25° and + 71 °(. Relative Humidity less than 30%. 

Chambers are equipped with automatic temperature control, as well as temperature, 

humidity, air velocity and dust density indicators. 

Construction is of heavy gauge steel plate for maximum durability. Viewing window is 

equipped with windshield wiper for complete visibility. 



; 
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i' 

r• r,.c, r .··· • ., ~- -l '"" !' 
~ ~t:~ at ....I [j ~..o~· .. ~ .. :.V ~_) 

A speciol feature of all AR Sand and 

Dust test chombers is Automo tic Dust 

Density Control. In addition, thi s den

sity is meosurcd at th e entrance to 

the work spocc to u s~ure maximum 

accuracy throughout the te~t cycle. 

Amcricnn Rcsearch Corporation's 

Sand and Dust Test chambers are 

install e d rea dy for operation, even 

includ ing the initi o ! dust supply. Air 

velocity is preset at the factory and 

dehumid ific at ion is provided for · pre

conditioning. 

America n Resea rch's unique streom

lined air-flow d esign reduces air side 

pressure . drop to a minimum, thus 

assuring uniformity of testing at all 

times. In addition, power requi re ments 

for the air move rs are greatly 

reduce d, affording more economical 

operation, particularly on long test 

runs. Mechanical refrig e ration and 

electri c he aters are provided to main

tain comp lete temperature rcmge. 

This Sand and Dust Test Chamber is typical of the advanced engineering and packaged design built 

into all American Research Corporation Environmental Test Facilities. 

Wide range of standard sizes includes: 

DIMENSIONS* 

8 cu. ft. 24" 24" 24" 

___ , ... -------------r. -----------l-----------·----r----·-·---
TEST SPACE I WIDTH . HEIGHT l DEPTH 

---;;-~~~-f-;.- --" -~- ;~-~~-- -------3~~~------r---; 6,--

12 cu. ft. 24" 36'' 24" 

16 cu. ft. 24" 48" 24" 
36 cu. ft. 36" 48" 36" 

18 cu. ft. 30" 36" 30" 

25 cu. ft. 30" 48" 30" 
-·· - --- -- ~- - ---- - · - ----- --- -- - -- --------- ---- ------- - -- ---~----

*NOTE: To select proper size, arrange equipment to use smallest width and depth of test space. 

Height increases are relatively inexpensive. 

To overcome a crit ical space problem American 

Research has recently designed and constructed 

o Sand and Dust test chamber with fre e test 

space of 4' x 4' x 4' high which has an overall 

height' of only 9'10". The usual overall height 

of a chamber of thi s type would be 14 to 15 

feel. Despite the fact that oir movement is in a 

horizontol plane rathN than the usual vertical, 

a uniform sand <1nd dust density of 0 .3 ± 0.2 

grams per cubic foot is maintained throughout 

the lest space. The viewing window has a wind

shield wiper for complete visabili!y. This chamber 

meets Governmen t specification Mll-E-5272(. 

-%! 
I 

I· 

[] 
--- ---...;....;.._ ,. 

- -~~~~--t.·· - #: ·~·· ~-- ·- · ,, _""'"'-"'--=- -~ ,~·"'""'-""'"' ------ ------ -·-· ... ---- - ... 
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to ~upp!~r l!:."l'N tempcrctture dr fc~· h:.:s·iing C•i' res e:-~ ·:(:1 

um:ler conclit ior.s o·( [?nf~SStmt: OR f~lT2nE; l.! 

Con be built to del iver from .02 lbs./min. to 50 lbs./min. of 
air at ternpe·ratures down to - 70° F. or lower and up 

to+ 100"' F. 

Air con be pressurized up to 15 psig. 

Available complete with vacuum pump equipment to provide 
cold air at altitudes up to .55 psi absolute. 

Ropid raising and lowering of temperatures . 

!l, (J~fl:J ~~j~ .:..~~:1cj for the conditioning of 
any liquid - fuel, corrosive or non-corrosive -
to simulate a«:curately opercri'ing PRESSURr:S 

AND TEMPERATUR~S 

FEATURES AVAILABLE: 

Pressures to 1000 psi or higher. 

liquid flow to 1 00,000 lbs./hr. if required. 

Temperatures to - 70° F. 

Elevated temperatures available if required . 

.. rj" ... ".~=~~~-., Transparent bell iar for testing under 

conditions of ALTITUDE 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

Full visibility' of test specimen. 

Electrically operated hoist. 

6 post terminal pad. 

Two pene trations, JA" pipe con· 
nections. 

Rates of climb to meet any re
quirements. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Altitudes: Sea level to {>0,000 ft ., 80,000 fi., or 
higher. 

DIMENSIONS: 

18' 
6 cu. fl. 24. 

9V> cu. fl . 24" 

12 cu. fl . 30' 

i 15 cu. fl . 1 30· 

I 
20 cu. fl. 30' 

21 cu. fl . ! 3 6. 

I 28 cu. ft. I 36" 

l. --··------·- ··-·- - - J._ --------- --- - · 

24" 
24. 

36. 

30. 

36. 

48" 
36" 

48" 



STANDARD FEATURES: 

*PRESSURES TO 1 00 PSIG 
OR HIGHER. 

·Completely ctutomatic ope ration. 

With humidity, two-pen round 
chart recording controllers. 

W·ater cooled condensers. 

Humidity water levels float con
trolled. 

Air circuiCition. 

Safety thermostat protects heal
ers against accidental burnout. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Minimum temp e ruturea: - · 40° 1 -80°, - 100 ~ F., or 
lower. . 

Maximum temperatures: -f 200', -j-250' , -j-300 ' , 
or -j-500' F. 

Altitudes: Ambient to 60 ,000 ft. , . 100,000 ft ., 150,000 
ft ., 200,000 ft ., or higher . 

Relative humidity: 20% to 95% between +35' and 
·+· 185' F. 

DIMENSIONS: 

: TEST SPACE 

7 cu. ft. 
10 cu. ft. 
12 cu. ft. 
15 cu. ft. 
18 cu. ft. 
21 cu. ft . 
28 cu . ft . 

1··- -·-····-. ··---

DIAMET~~ ··--·; __ DEPTH 

24" 27" 
24" 40" 
30" 30" 
30" 36" 
36" 30" 
36" 3 6" 

-=-~:~ _____ _[ ·- --~~~ --~ 

J ' 
- . J ---.... 1 • - ...________] .....___ ...._____. 

.. ....,....,..,. 

~ .: n ·<~ ~~ [·; LUJ side opening for testing under 

conditions of RAIN and SUNSHINE 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

Comp lete ly a utomatic op~ra tion . 

Viewing port in door. 

Sta inless steel inte rior. 

Ra in wate r e mitte d in form of 
sma ll drops. 

DIMENSIONS: 
--

HEIGHT I DEPTH TEST SPACE WIDTH 

5 cu. ft. 20" 

20"1 , . 8 cu. ft. 24 " 24 " 24" 
18 cu. ft. 30" 30" 36 " 
27 cu. ft. 36" 36" 36" 
3 6 cu. ft. 36" 36 " 48" 
48 cu. f t. 3 6" 48" 48" 
64 cu. ft. 48'' 4 8" 48" 

L. _ 
- - ----- ~ - -· - - ----·- -~ 

S PECIFICATIONS: 

Both d e signe d to mee t Mll-E-5 272 ( a nd all · 
amendments. 

SUNSHINE TEST 
Radia nt e ne rgy at ro te of 100 W to 140 W per 

squa re foot. 
Te st chambe r temperature mainta ined at 45° C. 

RAIN TEST 
Rainfall au toma tically con t roll ed at 4 inches 

± 1 inch p e r hour. 
Rainwater tem perature ma inta ined between 11 ° 

and 20 ' C. 
Test ch am b e r tem p eratu re ma inta ined between 

20 " and 3 0° C. 

~::,·:;::.·: .. r,~>.'1..:c.:·~·j"!.:-:.-::; 43' x 13' x 7Y2' low temperature optical facility 

This special environmental chamber is equipped with a special handling device to receive 1,000 -pound packages vertically, 

rotate to horizontal, transport to chamber, and serve c:s mounting during tests. Page 11 



r.l'he idea of a 110\'ling the smaller spaces of' the 11 think 11 

spaces to flow into the larger lab spac~s and even further 

into larger courtyard and out coors wa.s used in the overall 

design approach. 

The enclosed courts are used to create pleasent surprises 

for the pedestrian. Their location also created pleasantly 

contained vistas for the individual's waiting for elevators, 

P3-ssing from one space to another, and those \'l'ho are relaxing 

in the lounge areas. The terraced areas provide both a 

buffer zone and an outdoors study area. The spaces were 

create_d to p;i ve maximum choice to the researcher j_n selecting 

a space most cond~cive to his thinking process. These 

sheltered terraces lend themselves well to outdoor rending areas 

throughout the year. The light wells allow indirect sunlight 

to penetrate down into the spaces. The light wells also 

allow sound to dispurse. 

The large courtyard serves as both an open air theater 

and an entry courtyard. The fountain and pool suggests a 

relaxing atmosphere and a man made oasis. 

The conference room has been stratigecally placed where 

group conference can occur without disturbing other research 

operations. There are 8 conference rooms 15x25. Each space 

contains tables and charies for 8 people. The suspended 

ceiling and wood panels are the only interior decorations 

used. To compensate for his, long horizontal windows are 

used. These windows frame picturesque vistas. 

The cafeteria was designed ·to serve 175 people at one 

setting. It will be probable that all personnel will use this 

facility and chances are others will also use the cafeteria 

9 



because of the splendid views that the dining area provides. 

The structural system was integrated into the interior 

spaces by using the waffle slab system for the ceiling and 

lighting . . The structural walls were ·used to create small 

intimate spaces as well a~ · the larger group type activities. 

The entire south east wall is glass to give majestic views to 

the diners. All food will be prepared in the main cafeteria 

down the slope. The kitchen is serviced by a freight elevator. 

A conference dining room placed in the cafeteria to allow high 

level conferences and luncheons to be held. The research 

offices are buffered by a lounge and corridor door ~n . each 

wing. 

The auditorium will serve as both a lecture ha :: .. .J and visual 

demonstrations. The balcony was- used to bring the au9,ience 

closer forming an intimate group. 

Tl;le auditoriwn seating capacity is 187 approximately 

3 times the number of researchers using the facility. 

:Guest speakers will be scheduled periodicallY. The balcony 

is placed away from the back vJall to eliminate any echo 

chamber eff&ct caused by its placement. Celestial windows 

~re used on the back wall to help illuminate the interior. 

~lare from the windows are iluminated by the balcony wall. 

The side lounge will serve as both an intermission relaxing 

ar~a where refreshment and buffets could be served, and as a 

place where visitors and ~roup orientation occurs. 

The reference library contains 20,000 volumes of com

puterized processed books. A small conputer center was 

designed into the operation to serve as a unit for programming 

various programs needed by · each -group project. A classroom 

for instructing the researchers on use of their IBM 360 



Systems. These instructions will occur in the conference 

rooms · of each wing on the office floor. 

The bulding forms were created by conforming the building 

to the topography and from development of a modular unit 

that could be used in repetition to lower construction cost. 

White concrete was used because of both its inherent plastic 

form and the fire-prtiof quality. The white concrete is used 

because its ability to reflect heat away from building. 

Special consideration was taken to ensure that walls near 

study or work areas would be bathed in shadows throughout the 

day, creating a cooling sensation. 

The orientation of the building is to the south east 

with the hillside protecting the interior spaces form a low 

east west sun. 

The brot-rs and lips of the windm,r units were derived fr~m 

the Eskimos' functional design sun glassei. These glasses 

are used to ~liminate glare from the highly reflective snow. 

Similar glare is created in the desert area. The horizontal 

designed windows w~re used to give the viewer panoramic 

vistas and protection from the sun's glare 

The structural sys tern used is ·'reinforced concrete. 

The lower office clusters walls form the foundation wall~ for 

the research labs. A precast p~estressed concrete beam is 

used to carry the roof and ceiling loads of the research 

facility. D.ilring construction operations, the beams \•{ou1d 

be placed on the newly poured foundation walls. After the 

fbundation has been allowed to cure, a waffle pan system is 

placed on the lower level and on the research lab level. 

11 



He:i.nforc1ng rods used in the ''la.ffle· slab system are welded to 

the bondin~ plates on the preca~t beams. The slab 1s then 

poured with the mechanical race ways installed. After curing 

a 2 11 topping is poured to leve 1 the floor. · The prepared beams 

arc shorter on the hillside of the ·complex to insure pr·oper 

drainage if needed. The roof slab is then poured in the 

similar manner. A 2 11 roof insulating material .is applied 

to the roof slab and then a water proof topping is applied. 

Each tower will be structural supported by the load 

bearinr; walls of the stair wells and the mechanical rooms 

vlalls. The structural principles are similar to the research 

labs. The window frame units are precast in sections and 

grouted in to insure dust tight seals. 

Expansion joints can be placed on each unit poured. 

Additional units can be C (',!1~tructed as the needs arise. 

The following·pages are ialustrations of the basic structural 

systems and waffle slab sized. 

Also, a climate chart is included which was used to 

calculate various design requirements. 

In conclusion, the material and methods used in the 

conceptual design of this building were ~el~cted to express 

the new technological achievement of our generation, internal 

functions, the proj~ct, and give unity and continuity to 

the aerospace field. To the people working in the architectural 

design spaces, an environment conducive to study a.nd v10rk 

with inherant pride of their building. 
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